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(54) Terminal device with touch screen

(57) Thescopeofthepresentinventionistouchsen—

sitive display construction (50). in connection of which

touch sensitive element (20. 40) is used. In touch sen-

sitive display construction (50) according to the inven-

tion touch sensitive element (20, 40) has been placed

if!

in a protected space under display (12. 101). when dis-

play (12. 101) is touched. the [once is transferred to

touch sensitive iilm (20, 40} through display (12. 101).

Forthe detection of touching preferably e.g EM F— (Elec-

tro Mechanical Film} film (20, 40, T06) is used and as a

display eg. a LCD-display
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154} Pressure sensitive device

(57) This device is a touch screen or touch keyboard having a surface {1} and using force or pressure
sensors [T1-—T-4) to measure force applied by the finger to the surface. Calculation of the position of the

finger at areas not directly overlying any of the sensors is carried out on the basis of the data from the
sensors. Three or four such sensors may be used. in addition to those sensors. there is a further sensor

{T5} to which a weight (4) is attached to measure the forces applied to the screen or keyboard as a whole
to compensate in the calculations for movements {change of orientation} of the screen or keyboard.
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SPECIFICATION

Pressure sensitive device

The present invention relates to a pressure
sensitive device and to a location sensing
apparatus incorporating the device.

It is sometimes undesirable or impossible to

use a conventional keyboard employing me-
chanical switches as an input device for mi-

croprocessor controlled equipment. Other input
devices have been devised, including so-called
"touch screens". There are currently on the

market various microprocessor based systems
which have a "touch screen" as a built in

feature. There are also kits available for fitting

standard systems with touch screens. in most
cases the touch screen is located in front of a

CRT display.
The addition of a touch screen enables a

conventional monitor display to be used to
input data to a microprocessor. This is done

by displaying an the monitor display a plurality
of different regions or "keys". The “touch
screens" can sense which of those regions is

being indicated by a user to impart that infor-
mation to the microprocessor. The usefulness
of these touch screens is that the regions dis-
played can be positioned. labelled and
changed in size automatically by the micropro-
cessor software. Such an arrangement allows
a high degree of flexibility in the positioning
and labelling of keys used to control a com-

puter program. It is particularly useful when
the program contains a number of operating
modes which may be entered into. The posi-
tioning and labelling of keys can be chosen at
will for each mode of operation.

However, heretofore touch screens have

employed various techniques each of which
leave much to be desired by way of transpar-
ency. accuracy, power consumption, durability
or the complexity and cost of implementation.

Examples of these techniques include the in-
terruption of light beams parallel to the display

surface or physi-cal contact between conduc-
tive films placed in front of the display.

The approach using light beams suffers from
the disadvantages of high cost and complex-
ity, high power consumption, possible interfer-
ence from extraneous sources of radiation and

excessive distance between the sensitive sur-

face and parts of the display surface if the
latter is not flat. as in the majority of CHT
displays.

The approaches based on conductive films
suffer from the disadvantages of poor tran-

sparency and unreliability. The transparency is
compromised by the presence of two layers
of metallisation, four or six reflective bound-
aries. and, in some cases, a matrix of small

irregularities used for spacing purposes. As
the front film must be flexible, it must be thin,

and is therefore vulnerable to damage from
sharp objects such as fingernails- It may also
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transmit lateral displacement giving rise to
wear of the conductive surfaces which. of ne-

cessity, must be extremely thin.

Although it would theoretically be possible
to use such existing touch screens with LCD
displays, this is not practicable in low cost
portable equipment, owing to high power con-
sumption, poor transparency. high cost or a
combination of these drawbacks.

According to one aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a pressure sensitive
device comprising a member coupled to a plu-
rality of transducers arranged to sense pres-
sure applied to the member and disposed in

spaced apart relationship such that when pres-
sure is applied to the member at any one of a

plurality of locations on the member and
spaced from all the transducers, the pressure

sensed by each transducer is dependent on
the location at which said pressure is applied
to the member, each transducer being capable
of outputting a signal in dependence on the
pressure sensed thereby.

According to another aspect of the present
invention there is provided a location sensing
apparatus having a device as defined in the

preceding paragraph and means for processing
said signals to provide signals representing
coordinates of the location at which said pres-
sure is applied.

For a better understanding of the present
invention and to show how the same may be
carried into effect, reference will now be

made. by way of example, to the accompany-
ing drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a plan view of a pressure sensi-
tive device;

Figure 2 is a side view of the device of
Figure 1; and

Figure 3 is a circuit diagram of one form of
processing arrangement.

Figure 4 shows an alternative form of pres-
sure sensitive device;

Figure 5 is an enlarged view of the encircled
portion of Figure 4 showing one form of
stress relief mechanism; and

Figure B is a diagram of an alternative
stress relief mechanism.

The principle of operation of the apparatus
involves the measurement of forces by means
of transducers which form part of the support-
ing structure of a surface.

Suitable transducers are the type 7BB-20-
GAO manufactured by Murata Mfg. Co.Ltd. Ky-

oto. Japan.
Although such transducers are often used to

convert electrical energy into vibrational en-
ergy. they also exhibit the property of con-
verting pressure into electrical energy. More
accurately. the transducers sense a force ap-
plied thereto. which is provided by the pres-
sure applied over the area of the element {fin-
ger or the like] used to apply the pressure.

This property can be used to good effect by
attaching the peripheries of the transducers to. APPLE INC.
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corner transducers, T,-T,,, mounted on the sur-

face I are buffered by respective voltage fol-
lowers, lC2a-d. The outputs of the voltage fol-
lowers are applied to nodes of a resistor net-
work, R5~Fl16 in such a way as to produce
five signals corresponding respectively to the
sums of adjacent transducer outputs and to
the sum of all four transducer outputs. The

signals corresponding to the top pair T,,T,
and to the left hand pair T,,T. of transducers

are inverted respectively by lC3a and |C3b,

and the signal corresponding to all four trans-
ducers is inverted by lC3c. The output of lC3c
is offset by a potential divider, R18-R20, and
proportions thereof are applied to voltage
comparators lC3d and lC4d. the latter being
provided with hysteresis by R21.

Comparator lC3d provides an output which
controls four bilateral switches lC1a~d, to

cause the transducer output to be zeroed dur-

ing the periods between applications of pres-
sure by shunting them with resistors Fll-R4.
Under quiescent conditions the switch is
closed. When the total force applied exceeds
a preset level determined by the voltage com-
parator lC3d the switch is opened. For as
long as the output remains above the thresh-
old level, the output error will be solely de-
pendent on parasitic leakages which can be
kept extremely low by the use of circuitry em-

ploying field effect transistors (f.e.t.'sj in the
input stages.

when the output falls below the threshold
level, the restoring resistance is switched in
and any accumulated error is eliminated. in
order for this arrangement to function cor-
rectly, it is important that the time constant of
the transducers and their restoring resistors is

large compared with the risetime of the ap-
plied force, but small compared to the time

between successive applications of force. A
time constant of 100ms is appropriate in the
present application.

|C4d provides an output which clocks an

output register ICS at the instant that a pre-
determined pressure has been reached. The
input voltage for the comparator IC4d depends
on the sum of the voltages from transducers
T, to T_,. The resistor chains R25-H28 and

R29-H37 drive voltage comparators IC4a-c and
lC5a-d, lC6a-d which produce digital signals

consisting of eleven bits of data correspond-
ing to the x.y position of an applied force.
These signals are decoded to six bits by lC7
and ICB in such a way that indecision present
in any one comparator will only affect one bit
of the decoded output. This is to prevent spu-

rious codes being generated if a force is ap-
plied at the boundary between the “virtual"

keys on the sensitive surface 1. In such a

case, the only possible output codes are

those corresponding to the "keys" adjacent
to the point of application of the force. The
code is clocked into register lC9 under the
influence of clock pulse from lC4d.
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it will be appreciated that the arrangement
described, in addition to being sensitive to ex-
ternally applied forces, will also be sensitive

to the effects of acceleration and gravitational
fields by virtue of the mass of the sensitive
surface 1. These effects are accommodated in

the illustrated processing circuitry.

As regards acceleration, the only significant
effect is that of vibration, which will introduce

a.c. components into the transducer outputs.

The illustrated circuitry includes strobe gener-
ating circuitry to render it insensitive to vibra-
tion by discriminating against short lived trans-
ducer outputs. A strobe pulse is only pro-
duced after a sustained output voltage of, say.
100 ms duration. Thus the output of lC4d is
processed by lC10a-c to produce a delayed
strobe pulse for external data transfer. The

purpose of this delay of approximately 100mS
is to prevent any vibration induced transducer
outputs registering as a "key" depression.

The effect of gravity on the sensitive sur-

face could be significant if its orientation is
subject to change. The effect could appear as
the equivalent of a permanent applied pres-
sure. This effect can be eliminated by use of
the fifth transducer T, behind the centre of the
display 2 mechanically coupled to the weight
4. The output of the fifth transducer T5 is
applied to the non inverting input of lC3c
where it is subtracted from the summed out-

puts of the other four transducers after appro-
priate weighting. The result is that the system
is insensitive to changes in orientation.

One alternative method of implementing the
necessary processing is as follows. The vol-
tages corrcsponding to two opposite edges

are added and applied to a voltage compara-
tor. At the instant that a predetermined vol-

tage is reached, the voltages corresponding to

the right hand and top edges are input to an
analogue to digital conversion system. The
two binary numbers obtained correspond to
the x and y coordinates of the applied force.
These binary numbers can be encoded into
any convenient form by additional digital circu-
its, or they may be input directly to a micro-
processor system.

Other arrangements of the transducers and
surface are possible. For example, the sensi-

tive surface may be rigidly attached to the
transducers. with these preferably located in a
plane containing the points of contact on the
surface. This is in order to render the trans-

ducer outputs independent of lateral forces ap-
plied to the sensitive surface.

If it is impracticable to site the transducers

in such a position. or if it is more convenient

to place the transducers in a different plana
{e.g. on a printed circuit board behind the dis-
play) then forces may be transmitted to the

transducers via linkage structures, and the
sensitive surface may be constrained laterally
by a means which is free from frictional forces

perpendicular to the surface. Flexig|pp§*Erap(s_ in
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the member is rectanguler, there being trans-
ducers positioned respectively at corners of
the member.

4. A location sensing apparatus having a
device as claimed in claim 1, 2 or 3 and

means for processing said signals to provide
signals representing coordinates of the loca-
tion at which said pressure is applied.

5. An apparatus as claimed in claim 4, in-
cluding a device according to claim 3, in
which the processing means comprises:

means for combining the signals output
from each set of two adjacent transducers to

provide signals associated with respective
edges of the member; and

means for comparing weighted representa-
tions of signals associated with opposite
edges with a reference signal to provide said
signals representing coordinates.

5. An apparatus as claimed in claim 5,
which comprises:

means for inverting the signal associated
with one edge of the member, and for apply-
ing the inverted signal to one node of a chain
of resistive elements;

means for applying the signal associated

with the opposite edge of the member to
another node of the chain of resistive ele-
ments;

comparators for comparing signals at nodes
intermediate the one and other nodes with a

reference signal, the outputs of said compara-

tors providing said signals representing coordi-
nates.

7'. A pressure sensitive device substantially
as hereinbefore described with reference to,

and as shown in, Figures 1 and 2 of the
accompanying drawings.

8. A location sensing apparatus substantially
as hereinbefore described with reference to,

and as shown in. the accompanying drawings.

Primed for Her Maiesrvfs Stationery Dflics
by Burgess 81 Son Mbingdon] Ltd. Dd 3Bl?356. 198?.
Published at The Patent Ollice, 25 Southampton Buildings.
London. WC2A IAY, lrcrn which copies: may be obtained.
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Abstract of JP1 1024834

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an

input tablet which can be easily operated by a

single hand like a mouse and also can
generate the switch feeling at an input part to

confirm the keying operation of an operator.
SOLUTION: A sheet 22 having a resistor 21

formed on its lower surface is set opposite to a
sheet 25 having a resistor 23 and a dot spacer

24 formed on its upper surface under a surface
decorative panel 20 to form an X—Y data input

part of light operating force. Then the contacts
26 and 27 formed on the lower and upper

surfaces of the sheet 25 are placed opposite to ;
a rigid substrate 29 having a dot spacer 28 to
form a membrane switch of heavier operating *

force than the data input part. Thus, an input
 

part of a double structure is obtained.
Meanwhile, a vibration unit 13 is placed under i..........................,... "~\M_
the substrate 29 to form an X—Y tablet input “~.m till
part. A cursor is moved when the X—Y tablet
input part is pressed light by a finger and

moved, and a switch input operation is
attained when the moved cursor position is

pushed strong.

Data supplied from the esp@cenet database — Worldwide
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INPUT DEVICE

Publication number: JP8221173

Publication date: 1996-08-30

Inventor: TAIMA SHINOBU

Applicant HITACHI LTD; HITACHI DEVICE ENG
Classification:

-international: com/02; com/033; com/041; coers/o2;

coers/033; cosrs/041; (|PC1-7): G06F3/02;
coers/033

- European:

APPIICBIIOI1 numbefl JP19950021425 19950209

Prioritv number(s)= JP19950021425 19950209

 

Abstract of JP8221173

PURPOSE: To improve the operation feeling

that operation is securely done by giving a

shock or shake to an operator when the

operator touches or presses a specific switch.

CONSTITUTION: When the operator presses 3%
the specific switch displayed on the screen of “ 4"

a touch panel 3, the touch panel 3 informs a

controller 5 that the switch is operated. The
controller 5 decides its contents and sends its

signal to the object device equipped the touch

panel 3. At this time, the controller5 also

sends a signal to an electromagnetic hammer

1 and places the electromagnetic hammer 1 in

operation to give a shock to the panel switch 3

from behind, thereby making the operator

sense the depression (touch) of the switch on

the finger tip (or through a pen held in the

hand ofthe operator). In anotherway, the

electromagnetic hammer 1 is placed in

operation after it is confirmed that the object

device operates and it may be informed that

the object device operates.
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Publication number: JP10171586

Publication date: 1998-06-26

Inventor: HOSOKAWA MIKIO

Applicanti SHARP KK
Classification:

— internationai: G06F3/041; G06F3/03; G06F3/044; G06F3/045;

G06F3/048; G06F3/041; G06F3/03; G06F3/048; (|PC1—

7): G06F3/03; G06F3/03
- European:

Application number: JP19960330109 19961211

Prioritv number(s): JP19960330109 19961211

 

Abstract of JP10171586

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide tool

force without providing a pen with a device

such as a sensor or the like by calculating the
coordinate of pen input from the ratio of

current amounts obtained from plural
electrodes and calculating the tool force of the

pen input from the total sum ofthe current
amounts obtained from the plural electrodes.
SOLUTION: A controller 204 sends coordinate

position information and tool force information

for which the pen 206 touches a touch panel
205 to a CPU 201 as data based on fine

current signal information from the touch panel
205. The CPU 201 stores the data in a

memory 202 and displays the information at a

corresponding screen position based on the
data. At the time of obtaining the coordinate

value, a current from the touch panel 205 is

 
supplied from the electrodes at the four .1 ' L " Rug 5-?
corners ofthe touch panel 205 to the controller . W____ M ,9
204, a coordinate where the pen 206 touches
the touch panel 205 is obtained from the 0
balance ofthe four current amounts and the all‘:
tool force is obtained from the overall size of

the four current amounts simultaneously.
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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a display with an

interface function and with greater reality in addition to the

interface function by a simple visual means and aural means.

SOLUTION: A display panel 100 is supported in a state in which

a vibration is given by a vibrating element 200. A position sensor

sheet 300 is placed on the rear surface of the display panel 100

and a contact position of a pen 500, etc., with the display panel

100 is detected by the position sensor sheet 300. A wiring board

400 is placed and a control circuit 410 and a signal conversion

circuit 420 are provided on the rear surface of the position

sensor sheet 300. The kind of vibration is determined according

to the contact position of the pen 500 and contents of an image

which is being displayed, and the kind of vibration is transmitted

to the signal conversion circuit 420 by the control circuit 410. A

vibrating element 200 is driven based on the instruction of the

control circuit 410, the display panel 100 is vibrated and the

vibration is transmitted to an operator with the pen 500 by the

signal conversion circuit 420.
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(54) POIINTING DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a pointing device

capable feeding back a tactile action according to moving

quantity and moving direction of an operation part.

SOLUTION: This pointing device is provided with an operation

board 102 which can be slid and moved in the two-dimensional

direction and an operation knob 103 as a cylindrical projection is

provided on the surface of the operation board 102. When a user

performs a pointing operation by using the operation knob 103,

the tactile action is fed back to the user by driving a

piezoelectric bimorph element 105 according to slide moving

quantity and the moving direction of the operation knob 103.
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KEY SWITCH STRUCTURE AND PORTABLE EQUIPMENT USING THE SAME

Publication number: JP2001265485

Publication date: 2001-09-28

Inventor: SUGANUMA TOSHIO

Applicanti SHARP KK
Classification:

— internationai: G06F3/02; G06F3/023; H01H13/64; H03M11/08;

G06F3/02; G06F3/023; H01H13/50; H03M11I06; (|PC1—

7): GOGF3/02; G06F3/023; H01H13/64; H03M11/08
- European:

Application number: JP20000081816 20000317

Prioritv number(s): JP20000081816 20000317

Abstract of JP2001265485

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an

inexpensive and compact key switch structure

capable of performing plural functions by the
operation of one key switch in a simple

structure and portable equipment. SOLUTION:
This key structure is provided with adjacently

arranged key switches 16a and 16b which are
respectively provided with press button

switches 13a and 13b arranged so as to be
adjacent to each other and key tops 18a and

18b arranged at the upper parts of the button
switches so as to be integrally formed and a

flexible member 12 arranged between the

press button switches 13a and 13b and the
key tops 18a and 18b. In this case, the key

switch 16a is depressed with a stronger
pressurizing power P2 than an pressurizing

power P1 with which the key switch 16a can
be inputted so that the key switch 16b can be

simultaneously inputted.
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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an information

processor which can present information on the sense of touch

according to color attribute information of an image.

SOLUTION: To present the information on the sense of touch to

an operator, a sense‘-of-touch information arithmetic means 4

performs operation based upon color attribute information

included in display information obtained from a display

information storage means 42 and outputs a control signal to a

control means 46 in sequence. The control means 46 receives

the control signal from the arithmetic means 44 and outputs a [driving signal, generated by computing a displacement quantity, a 5,5 1?‘ :55 “-3 50
vibration frequency, or a control gain to be applied, to a sense- l::i._ .5!“_!"'2"-!*f_"'*;“‘_:" . '

of-touch presenting means 24. Further, the driving signal is lfil "-*3
transmitted to a driving means 54 through a driving circuit of an -.-.a»~1fl'}':3
A/D converter 52 and a driving control circuit part 50 to driven : ' ' '

the sense-of-touch presenting means 24, thereby presenting iLn._________ _.'_-._.

the information on the sense of touch to the operator. ab 2'2
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(54) TACTILE FORCE PRESENTING DEVICE AND RECORDING MEDIUM

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a tactile force

presenting device and a recording medium capable of properly

presenting information by tactile force even when a user can

not observe a display closely in this invention though there is a

problem that proper presentation of information is impossible

when the user can not keep on observing the display closely in
the conventional case.

SOLUTION: The tactile force presenting device to present

information by transferring a mouse pointer on a display

according to a user's operation to a mouse 20 by a CPU 11,

acquiring the information of an object pointed by the mouse

pointer, outputting tactile force information according to the

information contents and controlling a tactile force device

integrally provided in the mouse 20 and the recording medium in

which a program for the purpose is recorded are provided.
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procedure keypress(): _
// uses getpress(). display(), scrol1bar(), blip() «
const intvl:= 50; // interval between measurements in ms
const oktime:-= 15: // minimum no. of intervals
int choice:= 0; // current selection
int p:= 0: // pressure now
int oldp:- 0; // pressure before
int t:= 0: // time (no. of intervals)
1009 // repeat as long as pressure is applied

:= getpress(): // determine pressure
f p=0 then exitloop(); // user lifts finger, finished

if p<>o1dp then // pressure was changed
begin // I1
o1dp:= p:
t:= 0; // restart timer
b1ip()i // short click sound for audible feedback
scrollbar(p); // make new pressure visibleend‘

else . // Pressure is same for at least 2 intervals
begin
t:= t+1; // increment timer

if (p<>choice) then // this pressure could change selection
if (p>Ch01Ce) Or (t>oktime) then // higher or longer pressure

begin // I2
choice:= Pi // change selection
displaytchoice): // show it
end:

end:

sleep(intvl): // give other processes time:
endloop;
scrollbar(0); // hide scrollbar

end procedure:
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BQCICGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to the interfacing with computer and mechanical

devices by a user, and more particularly to devices used to interface with computer systems and

electronic devices and which provide haptic feedback to the user.

Humans interface with electronic and mechanical devices in a variety of applications, and

the need for a more natural, easy—to—use, and informative interface is a constant concern. In the

context of the present invention, humans interface with computer devices for a variety of

applications. One such application is interacting with computer—generated environrnents such as

games, siinulations, and application programs. Coniputer input devices such as mice and

trackballs are often used to control a cursor within a graphical environment and provide input in

these applications.

In some interface devices, force feedback or tactile feedback is also provided to the user,

collect.ively known herein as “haptic feedback.” For example, haptic versions of joysticks,

mice, gamepads, steering wheels, or other types of devices can output forces to the user based on

events or interactions occurring within the graphical environment, such as in a game or other

application prograrri.

In portable computer or electrorric devices, such as laptop con1puters, mice typically too

large a workspace to be practical. As a result, more compact devices such as trackballs are often

used. A more popular device for portable computers are “touchpads,” which are small

rectangular, planar pads provided near the keyboard of the computer. The touchpads senses the

location of a pointing object by any of a variety of sensing technologies, such as capacitive

sensors or pressure sensors that detect pressure applied to the touchpad. The user contacts the

touchpad most connnonly with a fingertip and moves his or her finger on the pad to move a

cursor displayed in the graphical enviromnent. In other embodiments, the user can operate a

stylus in conjunction with the touchpad by pressing the stylus tip on the touchpad and moving

the stylus.

One problem with existing touchpads is that there is no haptic feedback provided to the

user. The user of a touchpad is therefore not able to experience haptic sensations that assist and

The

touchpads of the prior art also cannot take advantage of existing haptic—enabled software run on

inform the user of targeting and other control tasks within the graphical environment.

the portable computer.

D15-:1E)wN\ I >
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signal and at least one other region provides a signal that is used by the computer to control a

different function, such as rate control function of a value or a button press. Different regions

and borders between regions can be associated with different liaptic sensations.

The present invc-ntion advantageously provides haptic feedback to a planar touch control

device of a computer, such as a touchpad or touch screen. The haptic feedback can assist and

inform the user of interactions and events within a graphical user interface or other environrnent

and ease cursor targeting tasks. Furthcrinore, the invention allows portable computer devices

having such touch controls To take advantage of existing haptic feedback. enabled software. The

haptic touch devices disclosed herein are also inexpensive, compact and consume low power,

allowing them to be easily incorporated into a wide variety of portable and desktop cmnputers
and electronic devices.

These and other advantages of the present invention will becornc apparent to those

skilled in the art upon a reading of the following specification of the invention and a study of the

several figures of the drawing.
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DETAILED DE§C& PTION OF PRE-FERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a portable computer l0 including a haptic touehpad

of the present invention. Computer 10 is preferably a portable or “laptop” computer that can be

carried or otherwise transported by the user and may be powered by batteries or other portable

energy source in addition to other more stationary power sources. Computer 10 preferably runs

one or more host application programs with which a user is interacting via peripherals.

Computer 10 may include the various input and output devices as shown, including a

display device 12 for outputting graphical in1ages to the user, a keyboard 14 for providing

character or toggle input from the user to the computer, and a touehpad 16 of the present

invention. Display device 12 can be any of a variety of types of display devices; flat~pane1

displays are most common on portable computers. Display device 12 can display a graphical

enviromnent 18 based on application prograrns and/or operating systems that are running, such

as a graphical user interface (GUI), that can include a cursor 20 that can be moved by user input,

as well as windows 22, icons 24, and other graphical objects well known in GUI environments.

Other devices may also be incorporated or coupled to the cornputer 10, such as storage devices

(hard disk drive, DVD—ROM drive, etc.), network server or clients, gaine controllers, etc. In

alternate embodiments, the cornputer 10 can take a wide variety of forrns, including coinputing

devices that rest on a tahletop or other surface, stand—up arcade game machines, other portable

devices or deviees worn on the person, handheld or used with a single hand of the user, etc. For

example, host computer 10 can be a video game console, personal computer, workstation, a

television “ set top box” or a “network computer” , or other computing or electronic device.

Touchpad device 16 of the present invention preferably appears externally to be sirnilar

to the touchpads of the prior a.rt. Pad 16 includes a planar, rectangular smooth surface that can

be positioned below the keyboard 14 on the housing of the computer 10, as shown, or may be

positioned at other areas of the housing. VVhen the user operates the computer 10, the user may

conveniently place a fingertip or other object on the touchpad 16 and move the fiugertip to

correspondingly move cursor 20 in the graphical environnient 1 8.

In operation, the touchpad 16 inputs coordinate data to the main microproeessor(s) of

the computer 10 based on the sensed location of an object on (or near) the touchpad. As with

many touchpads of the prior art, touehpad 16 can be capacitive, resistive, or use a different type

of sensing. Some existing touehpad embodiments are disclosed, for example, in U.S. Patent

Nos. 5,521,336 and 5,943,044. Capacitive touchpads typically sense the location of an object on

or near the surface of the touchpad based on capacitive coupling between capacitors in the

5
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Using one or more actuators eoupled to the touchpad 16, a variety of haptic sensations

can be output to the user who is contacting the pad. For example, jolts, vibrations (varying or

constant amplitude), and textures can be output. Forces output on the pad can be at least in part

based on the location of the finger on the pad or the state of a controlled object in the graphical

environment of the host computer 10, and/or independent of finger position or object state. Such

forces output on the touchpad 16 are considered “computer-controlled” since a niicroprocessor

or other electronic controller is controlling the magnitude and./or direction of the force output of

the actuator(s) using electronic signals. Preferably, the entire pad 16 is provided with haptic

sensations as a single unitary member; in other embodiments, individually-moving portions of

the pad can each be provided with its own haptic feedback actuator and related transmissions so

that haptic sensations can be provided for only a particular portion. For example, some

embodiments may include a touchpad having different portions that may be flexed or otherwise

moved with respect to other portions of the pad.

In other embodiments, the touchpad 16 can be provided in a separate housing that is

connected to a port of the computer 10 via a cable or via Wireless transmission and which

receives force inforination from and sends position inforniation to the computer 10. For

exaniple, Universal Serial Bus (USB), Firewire, or a standard serial bus can connect such a

touchpad to the coniputer 10. In such an e1nbodi_|nent, the coniputer 10 can be any desktop or

stationary computer or device and need not be a portable device.

One or niore buttons 26 can also be provided on the housing of the computer 10 to be

used in conjunction with the touchpad 16. The user’s hands have easy access to the buttons,

each of which may be pressed by the user to provide a distinct input signal to the host computer

12. Typically, each button 26 corresponds to a similar button found on a mouse input device, so

that a left button can be used to select a graphical object (click or double click), a right button

can bring up a context menu, etc. In some embodiments, one or more of the buttons 26 can be

provided with tactile feedback and/or kinesthetic force feedback. Other features of these

disclosures may also be used with the present invention.

Furtherrnore, in some embodiments, one or niore moveable portions 28 of the housing

of the computer device 10 can be included which is contacted by the user when the user operates

the touchpad 16 and which can provide haptic feedback. Thus, both the housing can provide

haptic feedback (e.g., through the use of an eccentric rotating mass on a motor coupled to the

housing) and the touchpad 16 can provide separate haptic feedback. This allows the host to

control two different tactile sensations simultaneously to the user; for exarnple, a vibratio11 of a

low frequency can be conveyed through the housing to the user and a higher frequency vibration

can be conveyed to the user through the touchpad 16. Each other button or other control

provided with haptic feedback can also provide tactile feedback independently front the other
controls.
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manipulated to co11trol the cursor i11 two dimensions. The touchpad 16 includes the ability to

output haptic sensations to the user as described herein, based on a controlled value or event.

For exarnple, a volume level passing a mid—point or reaching a rnaximuin level can cause a pulse

to bc output to the touchpad and to the user.

In one application, the controlled apparatus can be a computer system such as Web—TV

froni Microsofi Corp. or other computing device which displays a graphical user interface and/or

web pages accessed over a network such as the Internet. The user call control the direction of the

cursor by moving a finger (or other object) on the touchpad 16. The cursor can be used to select

and/or manipulate icons, windows, menu items, graphical buttons, slider bars, scroll bars, or

other graphical objects in a graphical user interface or desktop interface. The cursor can also be

used to select and/or manipulate graphical objects on a web page, such as links, irnages, buttons,

etc. Other force sensations associated with graphical objects are described below with reference

to Fig. 7.

FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of a first embodiment 40 of a touchpad 16 of the

present invention for providing haptic feedback to the user. In this embodiment, one or more

piezoelectric actuators 42 are coupled to the underside of the touchpad 16. The piezoelectric

actuator 42 is driven by suitable elcctronics, as is well known to those skilled in the art. In one

embodiment, a single piezoelectric actuator 42 is positioned at or near the cc11ter of the touchpad
In other

embodiments, multiple piezoelectric actuators 42 can be positioned at different areas of the

16, or off to one side if space constraints of the housing requirc such a position.

touchpad; the dashed lines show one configuration, where an actuator 42 is placed at each corner

of the pad 16 and at the center of the pad.

The piezoelectric actuators 42. can each output a small pulse, vibration, or texture

sensation on the touchpad 16 and to the user if the user is contacting the touchpad. The entire

touchpad 16 is preferably moved with the forces output by actuator(s) 42. Preferably, the forces

output on the touchpad are lincar (or approximately linear) and along the z-axis, approximately

perpendicular to the surface of the touchpad 16 and the top surface of computer 10. In a

different einbodiment, as mentioned above, forces can be applied to the touchpad 16 to cause

side-to-side (e.g., X-y) motion of the pad in the plane of its surface in addition to or instead of z-

axis rnotion. For exatnple, one Iinear actuator ca11 provide motion for the x—axis, and a second

linear actuator can provide motion for the y-axis and]or the x—axis.

The frequency of a vibration output by an actuator 42 can be varied by providing

different control signals to an actuator 42. Furthermore, the magnitude of a pulse or vibration

can be controlled based on the applied control signal. If multiple actuators 42 are provided, a

stronger vibration can be irnparted on the touchpad by activating two or more actuators

simultaneously. Furthermore, if an actuator is positioned at an extreme end of the touchpad and

is the only actuator that is activated, the user may experience a stronger vibration on the side of

9
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microprocessor and any circnitry required to convert the microprocessor signal to an appropriate

signal for use with the actuator 42.

FIGURE 5 is a side elevational view of another embodiment 50 of the present

invention, in which the touchpad 16 is positioned on one or more springs 52. The springs 52

couple the touchpad 16 to the rigid housing of the computer 10 and allow the touchpad 16 to be

moved along the z-axis 56. Only a very small range of motion is required to produce effective

pulses (jolts) or vibrations on the pad 16. Stops (not shown) can be positioned to limit the travel

of the touchpad 16 to a desired range along the z—axis.

An actuator 54 is also coupled to the touchpad 16 to impart forces on the toubhpad and

cause the touchpad 16 to move along the z-axis. In the present embodiinent, actuator 54 is a

linear voice coil actuator, where the moving portion (bobbin) of the actuator is directly coupled

to the touchpad 16. The actuator 54 is grounded to the computer 10 housing and outputs a linear

force on the touchpad 16 and thus drives the touchpad along the z—axis. A short pulse orjolt. can

be output, or the moving portion of the actuator can be oscillated to provide a vibration having a

particular desired frequency. The springs 52 cause the touchpad 16 to return to a rest position

afier a force from the actuator causes the touchpad to move up or down. The springs can also

provide a eornpliant suspension for the touchpad 16 and allow forces output by the aetuator 54 to

be arnplified as explained above. Different types of spring elements can be used in other

embodiments to couple the touchpad 16 to the rigid housing, such as leaf springs, foam, flexures,

or other compliant materials.

In some embodirnents, the user is able to push the touchpad 16 along the z—aXis to

provide additional input to the computer 10. For example, a sensor can be used to detect the

position of the touchpad 16 along the 2;~axis, such as an optical sensor, magnetic sensor,

Polhemus sensor, etc. The position on the z-axis can be used to provide proportional input to the

computer, for example. In addition, other types of forces can be output along the z—aXis, such as

spring forces, damping forces, inertial forces, and other position—based forces. In addition, 3~D

elevations can be simulated in the graphical envirorunent by moving the pad to different

elevations along the z—axis. If the pad 16 can be used as an analog input depending on the

distance the entire pad is moved along the z—axis, and/or if kinesthetic (force) feedback is applied

in the 2;~aJ-Lis degree of freedom, then a greater ra.nge of motion for the pad 16 along the z-axis is

desirable. An elastomeric layer ean be provided if the touchpad 16 is able to be pressed by the

user to close a switch and provide button or switch input to the computer 10 (e. g. using contact

switches, optical switches, or the like). lf sueh z—axis movement of the pad 16 is allowed, it is

preferred that the z—axis movement require a relatively large amount of force to move the pad at

least initially, since such z-axis movement may not be desired during normal use of the pad by
the user.

11
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actuator can be used, where the rotary output force is converted to a. linear force approximately

along the z-axis. For exarnple, the rotary force can be convened using a flexure.

In the preferred linear force implementation, thc direction or degree of freedom that the

force is applied on the touchpad with respect to the inertial mass is important. If a significant

component of the force is a.pplied in the planar workspace of the touchpad (i.e., along the X or Y

axis) with respect. to the inertial mass, a short pulse or vibration can interfere with the user’s

object motion in one Or both of those planar degrees of freedom and thereby impair the user’s

ability to accurately guide a controlled graphical obj ect, such as a cursor, to a given target. Since

a primary function of the touchpad is accurate targeting, a tactile sensation that distorts or

impairs targeting, even niildly, is undesirable. To solve this problem, the touchpad device of the

present invention applies inertial forces substantially along the Z axis, orthogonal to the planar X

and Y axes of the touchpad surface. ln such a configuration, tactile sensations can be applied at

a perceptually strong level for the user without impairing the ability to accurately position a user

controlled graphical object in the X and Y axes of the screen. Furtherrnore, since the tactile

sensations are directed in a third degree of freedom relative to the two-dimensional planar

workspace and display screen, jolts or pulses output along the Z axis feel much more like three-

dimensional bumps or divots to the user that come “ out" or go “into” the screen, increasing the

realism of the tactile sensations and creating a more compelling interaction. For exainple, an

upwardly—directed pulse that is output when the cursor is moved over a window border creates9

the illusion that the user is moving a finger or other object “ over’ a bump at the window border.

FIGURE 7 is a top elevational view of the touchpad 16 of the present invention.

Touchpad 16 can in 501118 embodiments be used simply as a positioning device, where the entire

area of the pad provides cursor control. In other embodirnents, different regions of the pad can

be designated for different functions. In some of these region embodiments, each region can be

provided with an actuator located under the region, while other region embodiments may use a

single actuator that iniparts forces on the entire pad 16. 1n the enlbodiment shown, a central

cursor control region 70 is used to position the cursor.

The cursor control region 70 of the pad 16 ean cause forces to be output on the pad

based on interactions of the controlled cursor with the gr‘/ltphical environment and/or events in

that environrnent. The user moves a finger or other object within region 70 to correspondingly

niove the cursor 20. Forces are preferably associated with the interactions of the cursor with

displayed graphical objects. For exaniple, ajolt or “pulse” sensation can be output, which is a

single impulse of force that quickly rises to the desired magnitude and then is turned off or

quickly decays back to zero or sniall magnitude. The touchpad 16 can be jolted in the z-axis to

provide the pulse. A vibration sensation can also be output, which is a time—varying force that is

typically periodic. The vibration can cause the touchpad 16 or portions thereof to oscillate back

and forth on the z axis, and can be output by a host or local microprocessor to simulate a

particular effect that is occurring in a host application.
13
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can be stronger than others to indicate irnportance or frequency of use, i.e., the most used inenu

choices can be associated with higher—magnitude (stronger) pulses than the less used menu

choices. Also, currently-disabled meuu choices can have a wealccr pulse, or uo pulse, to indicate

that the menu choice is not enabled at that time. Furthermore, when providing tiled menus in

which a sub-menu is displayed after a particular menu element is selected, as in Microsoft

WindowsTM, pulse sensations can be sent when a sub-menu is displayed. This can be very useful

because users may not expect a sub—menu to be displayed when moving a cursor on a menu

element. Icons can be associated with textures, pulses, and vibrations similarly to the windows

described above. Drawing or CAD programs also have many features which can be associated

with siinilar haptic sensations, such as displayed {or invisible) grid lines or dots, control points

of a drawn object, etc.

In other related interactions, when a rate control or scrolling function is pcrfornied with

the touchpad (through use of the cursor), a vibration can be displayed on the device to indicate

that scrolling is in process. Wheii reaching the end of a numerical range that is being adjusted

(such as voluane), a pulse can be output to indicate that the end of the range has been reached.

Pulse sensations can be used to indicate the location of the “ticks” for discrete values or settings

in the adjusted range. A pulse can also be output to inform the user when the center of the range

is reached. Different strength pulses can also be used, larger strength indicating the n1ore

important ticks. In other instances, strength and/or frequency of a vibration can be correlated

with the adjustment of a control to indicate current magnitude of the volume or other adjusted

value. In other interactions, a vibration sensation can be used to indicate that a control function

is active. Furtberrnore, in some cases a user performs a function, like selection or cutting or

pasting a docurnent, and there is a delay between the button press that commands the function

and the execution of the function, due to processing delays or other delays. A pulse sensation

can be nsed to indicate that the function (the cut or paste) bas been executed.

Furthermore, the magnitude of output forces 011 the touchpad can depend on the event or

interaction in the graphical enviromnent. For example, the force pulse can be a different
For

example, a pulses of higher magnitude can be output when the cursor moves over windows,
The

rnagnitude of the pulses can also depend on other characteristics of graphical objects, such as an

magnitude of force depending on the type of graphical object encountered by the cursor.

while pulses of lower magnitude can be output when the cursor moves over icons.

active window as distinguished a background window, file folder icons of different priorities

designated by the user, icons for garnes as distinguished front icons for business applications,

different menu ilZCI11S in a drop—down mcnn, etc. The user or developer can also preferably

associate pa.rticula.r graphical objects with customized haptic sensations.

User-independent events can also be relayed to the user using haptic sensations on the_

touchpad. An event occurring within the graphical environment, snch as an appointment

reminder, receipt of email, explosion in a garne, etc., can be signified using a vibration, pulse, or
15
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physically marked with lines, borders, or textures on the surface of the pad 16 (and/or sounds

from the computer 10) so that the user can visually, audibly, and/or or tactilely tell which region

he or she is contacting on the pad.

For example, scroll or rate control regions 62a and 62b can be used to provide input to

perform a rate control task, such as scrolling documents, adjusting a value (such as audio

volume, speaker balance, mouitor display brightness, etc.), or panning/tilting the view in a game

or virtual reality sirnulation. Region 62a can be used by placing a finger (or other object) within

the region, where the upper portion of the region will increase the value, scroll up, etc., and the

lower portion of the region will decrease the value, scroll down, etc. In embodiments that can

read the amount of pressure placed on the pad 16, the amount of pressure can directly control the

rate of adjustment; e.g., a greater pressure will cause a document to scroll faster. The region 62b

ean similarly be used for horizontal (left/right) scrolling or rate control adjustment of a different

value, view, etc.

Particular haptic effects can be associated with the control regions 62a and 62b. For

cxarnple, when using the rate control region 623 or 62b, a vibration of a particular frequency can

be output. on the pad 16. In those embodiments having multiple actuators, an actuator placed

directly under the region 62a or 62b can be activated to provide a more localized tactile sensation

for the “active” (currently used) region. As a portion of a region 62 is pressed for rate control,

pulses can be output on the pad (or region of the pad) to indicate when a page has scroll by, a

particular value has passed, etc. A vibration can also be continually output while the user

contacts the region 62a or 62b.

Other regions 64 can also be positioned on the touchpad 16. For example, each of

regions 64 provides a small rectangular area, like a button, which the user can point to in 01'der to

initiate a function associated with the pointed-to region. The regions 64 can initiate such

computer functions as running a program, opening or closing a window, going “forward” ‘or

“back” in a queue of web pages in a web browser, powering the computer 10 or initiating a

‘‘sleep'’ mode, checking inail, firing a gun in a game, cutting or pasting data from a buffer,

selecting a font, etc. The regions 64 can duplicate functions and buttons provided in an

application prograrn or provide new, different functions.

Similarly to regions 62, tbe regions 64 an each be associated with haptic sensations; for

exarnple, a region 64 ca.n provide a pulse sensation when it has been selected by the user,

providing instant feedback that the function has been selected. Furthermore, the same types of

regions can be associated with sirnilar—feeling haptic sensations. For example, each word~

processor related region 64 can, when pointed to, cause a pulse of a particular strength, while

each game—related region can provide a pulse of different strength or a vibration. Furthermore,

when the user moves the pointing object fiorn one region 62 or 64 to another, a haptic sensation

(such as a pulse) can be output on the pad 16 to signify that a region border has been crossed.

1'7
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overlaid on the screen 80, where the filrn can detect pressure fi'om an object contacting the fihn.

The sensor devices for irnplementing touch screens are well known to those skilled in the art.

The user can select graphically-displayed buttons or other graphical objects by pressing a

finger or a stylus to the screen 82 at the exact location where the graphical object is displayed.
“ write”

displaying graphical “ink” iniages 85 at locations where the user has pressed a tip of a stylus,

Furthermore, some embodiments allow the user to “draw” or on the screen by

finger, or other object. Handwritten characters can be recognized by software running on the

device microprocessor as eominands, data, or other input. In other embodiments, the user can

provide input additionally or alternatively through voice recognition, where a microphone on the

device inputs the user’s voice which is translated to appropriate commands or data by software

running on the device. Physical buttons 84 can also be included in the housing of the device 80

to provide particular commands to the device 80 when the buttons are pressed. Many PDA’s are

characterized by the lack of a standard keyboard for character input from the user; rather, an

alternative input mode is used, such as using a stylus to draw characters on the screen, voice

recognition, etc. However, some PDA’s also include a fiilly—functional keyboard as well as a

touch screen, where the keyboard is typically much smaller than a standard—sized keyboard. In

yet other embodinients, standard-size laptop computers with standard keyboards may include

flat—panel toueh—input display screens, and such screens (sirnilar to screen 12 of Fig. 1) can be

provided with haptic feedback according to the present invention.

In the present invention, the touch screen 82 provides haptic feedback to the user

sirnilarly to the touchpad 16 described iu previous embodiments. One or more actuators 86 can

be coupled to the underside of the touch screen 82 to provide haptic feedback such as pulses,

vibrations, and textures; for exarnplc, an actuator 86 can be positioned near each corner of the

screen 82, as shown in Fig. 8a. Other configurations of actuators can also be used. The user can

experience the haptic feedback through a finger or a held object such as a stylus 87' that is

contacting the screen 82.

As shown in Fig. 8b, the touch screen 82 is preferably coupled to the housing 88 of the

device 80 by one or more spring or compliant elements 90, such as helical springs, leaf springs,

flexures, or eonipliant material (foam, rubber, etc.) The compliant elenient allows the touch

screen 82 to move approxiniatcly along the z-axis, thereby providing haptic feedback sirnilarly

to the touchpad embodiments described above. Actuators 86 can be piezo-electric actuators,

voice coil actuators, or any of the other types of actuators described above for the touchpad

embodirnents. As shown i.n Fig. 8b, the actuators 86 are directly coupled to the touch screen 82

similarly to the touchpad embodiment of Fig. 3; alternatively, an inertial mass can be moved to

provide inertial feedback in the 7.-axis of the touch screen, similarly to the touchpad ernbodirnent

of Fig. 6. Other features described above for the touchpad are equally applicable to the touch
screen emboditnent 80.

19
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l. A haptic feedback touch control for inputting signals to a computer and for outputting

forces to a user of the touch control, the touch control comprising:

a touch input device including a.n approximately planar touch surface operative to input a

position signal to a processor of said computer based on a location on said touch surface which

said user contacts, said position signal representing a location in two diniensions, wherein said

computer positions a cursor in a graphical environment displayed on a display device based at

least in part on said position signal; and

at least one actuator coupled to said touch input device, said actuator outputting a force

on said touch input device to provide a haptic sensation to said user contacting said touch

surface, wherein said actuator outputs said force based on force information output by said

processor, said actuator outputting a force directly on said touch input device.

2. A haptic feedback tonch control as recited in claim 1 wherein said touch input device

is a touchpad, said touchpad being separate from a display screen of said computer.

3. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 1 wherein said touch input device

is included in a display screen of said computer as a touch screen.

4. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 1 wherein said touch input device

is integrated in a housing of said computer.

5. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 4 wherein said computer is a

portable computer.

6. A haptic feedback touch control as rccited in claini 1 wherein said touch input device

is provided in a housing that is separate from said coniputer.

7. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in clairn 1 wherein said user contacts said

touch surface with a finger of said user.

8. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 1 wherein said user contacts said

touch surface with a physical object held by said user.

9. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in clairn 8 wherein said physical object is a

stylus.

21
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position signal and at least one other region provides a signal that is used by said computer to

control a different function.

23.

function i.t1cludes a rate control function of a value.
A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 22 wherein said different

24.

function includes a button press.

A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 22 wherein said different

25. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 22 wherein at least one of said

regions is associated with a different haptic sensation output on said touch input device than

another one of said regions.

26. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 22 wherein a haptic sensation is

output when said user moves a contacting object from one of said regions to another one of said

regions.

27. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in clairn 1 further comprising a sensor for

detecting motion or position of said touch input device approxirnately perpendicularly to said

touch surface, wherein an input signal based on said detected motion or position is sent to said

computer.

28. A haptic feedback touch control as recited i_n claim 1 wherein said processor outputs

said force information to provide said haptic sensation in accordance with an interaction of said

cursor with a graphical object in said graphical environment.

29. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 1 wherein a menu is displayed in

said graphical enviromnent, wherein when said cursor is moved between menu elernents in said

menu, a pulse is output on said touch input device, said pulse causing said touch input device to

move along said z—axis and conveying said pulse to said user contacting said touch surface.

30. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 1 wherein an icon is displayed in

said graphical environment, wherein when said cursor is moved over said icon, a pulse is output

on said touch input device, said pulse Causing said touch input device to move along said z-axis

and conveying said pulse to said user contacting said touch surface.

31. A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 1 wherein a menu is displayed in

said graphical envirornnent, wherein when said cursor is moved between menu elements in said

menu, a pulse is output on said touch input device, said pulse causing said touch input device to

move along said z—axis and conveying said pulse to said user contacting said touch surface.

32.

displayed in said graphical enviromnent and a hyperlink is displayed on said web page, wherein

A haptic feedback touch control as recited in claim 1 wherein a web page is
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providing an actuator coupled to said touch input device, said actuator receiving control

signals derived from force information output by said cornputer device, wherein said force

information causes said actuator to output a force on said t.ouch input device, said force being

correlated with an interaction occurring in said graphical environrnent between said cursor and a

different graphical object.

38. A method as recited in claim 37 wherein said force output on said touch input device

is a linear force approximately perpendicular to said surface of said touch input device.

39. A method as recited in claim 37 wherein a touch device microprocessor, separate

from. a host processor of said computer device, receives said force inforrnation from said host

processor and causes said control signals to be sent to said actuator.

40. A method as recited in claim 37 wherein said interaction occurring in said graphical

environment includes a collision between said cursor and said different graphical object.

41. A method as recited in claim 37 wherein said interaction occurring in said graphical

enviromnent includes a selection of said different graphical object by said cursor, wherein said

different graphical object is one of an icon, a window, and a menu item.

42. A method as recited in claim 37 wherein said touch inpnt device is moveable along

an axis approximately perpendicular to said planar surface of said touch input device, wherein

said moveinent along said axis is sensed and information representative of said movement is sent

to said computer device.

43. A method as recited in claim 37 wherein said computer device is portable, said touch

input device is integrated in a housing of said computer device, and said actuator is a piezo~
electric actuator.
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FORCE FEEDBAQK CQETRQL WHEEL§ AND §E0§S

BACLGROUNIQ QF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to interface devices for allowing humans to

interface with electronic and computer devices, and more particularly to mechanical computer

interface devices that allow the user to provide input to electronic systems and provide force

feedback to the user.

Electronic and computer devices are used in a wide variety of applications. For many

devices, a user desires to provide input to a device using a simple, intuitive mechanical control.

Control wheels and knobs provide such an intuitive input device for many applications.

In one application, control wheels and knobs are useful to provide input to computer

systems. For example, users can interact with a visual environment displayed by a computer on

a display device to perform functions on the computer, play a game, experience a simulation or

“virtual reality” environment, use a computer aided design (CAD) system, browse the World

Wide Web, or otherwise influence events or images depicted on the screen. One visual

environment that is particularly common is a graphical user interface (GUI). GUI's present

visual images which describe various graphical metaphors of a program or operating system

implemented on the computer. Common GUTS include the Windows® operating system from

Mierosofi Corporation, the MacOS® operating system from Apple Computer, Ine., and the X-

Windows GUI for Unix operating systems. The user typically moves a user-controlled graphical

object, such as a cursor or pointer, across a computer screen and onto other displayed graphical

objects or screen regions, and then inputs a command to execute a given selection or operation.

Other programs or envirorunents also may provide user-controlled graphical objects such as a

cursor and include browsers and other programs displaying graphical "web pages” or other

environments offered on the World Wide Web of the lntemct, CAD programs, video games,

virtual reality simulations, etc.

A common interface device for providing user input to a GUI is a mouse or trackball. A

mouse is moved by a user in a planar workspace to move a graphical object such as a cursor on

the 2-dimensional display screen in a direct mapping between the position of the user

manipulandum and the position of the cursor. This is typically known as “position control”,

where the motion of the graphical object directly correlates to motion of the user manipulandum.

One drawback to traditional mice is that functions such as scrolling a document in a window and

zooming a view displayed on the screen in or out are typically awkward to perform, since the

user must use the cursor to drag a displayed scroll bar or click on displayed zoom controls.
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Some control knobs have been provided with “force feedback.” Force feedback devices

can provide physical sensations to the user manipulating the knob. Typically, a motor is coupled

to the knob and is connected to a controller such as a microprocessor. The microprocessor

reeeives sensor signals from the knob and sends appropriate force feedback control signals to the

motor so that the motor provides forces on the knob. In this manner, a variety of programmable

feel sensations can be output on the knob, such as detents, spring forces, or the like.

One problem occurring in control knobs of the prior art is that the knobs are limited to

basic rotary motion. This limits the control options of the user to a simple, one-degree-of

freedom device that does not allow a variety of selection options. In addition, if force feedback

is provided on the knob, the limited force feedback and control functionality of the knob limits

the user from fully taking advantage of the force feedback to provide more control over desired

functions.
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provided at a predetermined user-preferred rotational position of the wheel, and a sensor that

senses rotation of the wheel and provides a wheel signal to the electronic device indicating a

rotary position of the wheel. The wheel can be included on a remote control device for remotely

sending signals to the electronic device. or on the housing of the electronic device itself. The

electronic device can be any of a variety of devices or appliances; for example, a radio can

include the force wheel for providing user-preferred detents at radio station frequencies spaced

irregularly about the rotational range of the wheel.

in an embodiment of a knob controller device of the present invention, a knob is coupled

to a grounded surface. The knob is rotatable in a rotary degree of freedom about an axis

extending through the knob, and the knob also moveable in a transverse direction approximately

perpendicular to the axis. A rotational sensor detects a position of the knob in the rotary degree

of freedom, and a transverse sensor detects a position of the knob in the transverse direction. An

actuator is coupled to the knob to output a force in the rotary degree of freedom about the axis,

thus providing force feedback. In a preferred embodiment, the knob is moveable in multiple

transverse directions. For example. the transverse sensor includes a switch that detects when the

knob is moved in a transverse direction; the switch can be a hat switch having multiple

individual switches, for example. In one embodiment, the knob is moveable in four transverse

directions spaced approximately orthogonal to each other.

Furthermore, a local microprocessor can be included to control the force feedback on the

knob. The microprocessor receives sensor signals from the rotary and transverse sensors and

controls a function of a device in response to the sensor signals. The device can also include a

display, wherein an image on said display is changed in response to manipulation of the knob in

the transverse direction. A method of the present invention for controlling functions of a device

from input provided by a knob similarly uses sensor signals from a rotary sensor and a transverse

sensor to control at least one function of a device, such as adjusting a frequency of a radio tuner

or updating a displayed image based on at least one of the sensor signals.

In another aspect of the present invention, a knob is coupled to a grounded surface, where

the knob is rotatable in a rotary degree of freedom about an axis extending through the knob.

The knob is also moveablc in a linear degree of freedom approximately parallel to the axis. A

rotational sensor and a linear sensor detect positions of the knob in the respective degrees of

freedom. An actuator is also coupled to the knob and operative to output a force in the rotary

degree of freedom about the axis. thereby providing force feedback to the knob. The linear

degree of freedom of the knob allows it to be pushed andfor pulled by the user, where the push or

pull motion is detected by the linear sensor. A transverse degree of freedom and a local

microprocessor can also be included.
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These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those

skilled in the art upon a reading of the following specification of the invention and a study of the

several figures of the drawing.
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Figure 13c is a side elevational view of the embodiment of Fig. 13a;

Figure 14 is a perspective view of a linear slider control of the present invention;

Figures l5a-15d illustrate nonoverlapping, overlapping, and hysteresis features of force

detent profiles;

Figures lfia-16e are graphs illustrating the creation of delent force profiles from periodic

waves according to the present invention; and

Figure 1'? is a block diagram of a control system for the control knob of the present

invention.
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approximately spherical object) provided in a socket in mouse 12, and which can be moved in

both X- and Y- directions and have forces applied thereto.

Furthermore, in some embodiments, wheel 16 may be depressed by the user as indicated

by arrow 19. The wheel, when pressed, causes contacts to be electrically connected and provides

a signal to host computer I8. Wheel I6 thus can also operate as an additional mouse button 15.

A mechanical/electrical interface (not shown) is preferably included to sense manipulations of

the wheel 16 and transmit force to the wheel. In the preferred embodiment, power is provided t.o

actuators over bus 17 (eg. when bus 17 includes a USB interface). The structure and operation

of wheel 16 and the interface is described in greater detail with respect to Figures 5-9.

Host computer 18 is preferably a personal computer or workstation, such as an IBM-PC

compatible computer or Macintosh personal computer, or a SUN or Silicon Graphics

workstation. For example, the computer 18 can operate under the Windowsm or MS-DOS

operating system in conformance with an IBM PC AT standard. Alternatively, host computer

system I8 can be one of a variety of home video game systems commonly connected to a

television set, such as systems available from Nintendo, Sega, or Sony. In other embodiments,

host computer system l8 can be a “set top box" which can be used, for example, to provide

interactive television functions to users, or a “network”-” or “ intemet-computer“ which allows

users to interact with a local or global network using standard connections and protocols such as

used for the Internet. and World Wide Web.

microprocessor, random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), inputfoutput (1/'0)

Host computer preferably includes a host

circuitry, and other components of computers well-known to those skilled in the art.

Host computer 18 preferably implements a host application program with which a user is

interacting via mouse 12 and other peripherals, if appropriate. The application program includes

force feedback functionality to provide appropriate force signals to mouse 12. For example, the

host application program can be a GUI, simulation, video game, Web page or browser that

implements HTML or VRML instructions, scientific analysis program, virtual reality training

program or application, or other application program that utilizes input of mouse 12 and outputs

force feedback commands to the mouse 12. Herein, for simplicity, operating systems such as

Windows“, MS-DOS, MacOS, Unix, etc. are also referred to as “application programs." In

one preferred embodiment, an application program utilizes a graphical user interface (GUI) to

present options to a user and receive input from the user. Herein, computer 18 may be referred

as displaying “graphical objects” or “computer objects." These objects are not physical

objects, but are logical software unit collections of data andfor procedures that may be displayed

as images by computer 18 on display screen 20, as is well known to those skilled in the art. A

displayed cursor, a view displayed by a GUI window, a portion of a document displayed in the

window, or a simulated cockpit of an aircraft can all be considered graphical objects. The host

application program checks for input signals received from the mouse 12, displays updated
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position control paradigm. the position (or change in position) of a user-controlled graphical

object, such as a cursor, in host frame 30 corresponds to a position (or change in position) of the

mouse 12 in the local frame 28.

Rate control is also used as a control paradigm. This refers to a mapping in which the

displacement of a user manipulandum along one or more provided degrees of freedom is

abstractly mapped to motion or rate of a computer-simulated object under control. There is not a

direct physical mapping between physical object (mouse) motion and computer object motion.

The mouse 12 is useful for both position control (“isotonic”) tasks and rate control

(“isometric”) tasks. For example, as a traditional mouse, the position of mouse 12 in its local

frame 30 workspace can be directly mapped to a position of a cursor in host frame 28 on display

screen 20 in a position control paradigm. Also, the mouse wheel l6 can be rotated in its degree

of freedom against. an opposing output force to command rate control tasks in an isometric

mode. Wheel 16 can also be used for position control tasks, as described in greater detail below.

FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of a second embodiment 30 of a mouse device using the

force feedback mouse wheel 16 of the present invention. Force feedback mouse interface system

30 is capable of providing input to a host computer based on the user’s manipulation of the

mouse and capable of providing force feedback to the system based on events occurring in a

program implemented by the host computer. Mouse device 30 includes added force feedback

functionality over the embodiment 12 of Figure 1 in that the planar degrees of freedom of mouse

32 are provided with force feedback in addition to the wheel 16 being provided with force

feedback. Mouse system 30 includes an interface device 31 including a mouse 32 a.nd an

interface 34; and a host computer 18.

Mouse 32, similar to mouse 12 of Figure l, is an object that is preferably grasped or

gripped and manipulated by a user. In the described embodiment, mouse 32 is shaped so that a

user’s fingers or hand may comfortably grasp the object and move it in the provided degrees of

freedom in physical space. One or more buttons 15 allow the user to provide additional

commands to the computer system. A thumb button (not shown) can also be provided on mouse

32. One or more of the buttons 15 may command specific force feedback features of the system

30, as described below. Mouse 32 is preferably supported upon a grounded pad 42, which is

supported by grounded surface 44.

It will be appreciated that a great number of other types of user manipulandums (“user

manipulatable objects” or “physical objects”) can be used with the method and apparatus of the

present invention in place of or in addition to mouse 32. For example, such objects may include

a sphere, a puck, a joystick, cubical- or other—shaped hand grips, a receptacle for receiving a

finger or a stylus, a flat planar surface like a plastic card having a rubberized, contoured, andfor
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l-lost computer 18 is described above with reference to Figure 1. The host application

program checks for input signals received from the mouse 32, and outputs force values andfor

commands to be converted into forces on mouse 32 and on wheel 16. Suitable software drivers

which interface force feedback application software with computer inputfoutput (U0) devices are

available from Immersion Human Interface Corporation of San Jose, California.

Mouse system 30 can be used for both position control and rate control. Under a position

control mapping, the positions of mouse 32 and a graphical object such as a cursor are directly

mapped, as in nonnal mouse operation. “Ba1listics", as described above, can also be provided,

and these adjustments can be used in mouse system 30 if desired. Mouse system 30 can also

provide a rate control mode in which the displacement of mouse 32 in a particular direction

against an opposing output force can command rate control tasks in an isometric mode, as

described in US. Patent no. 5,825,308, incorporated by reference herein. Furthermore, mouse

wheel 16 can also control position andfor rate control tasks independently of the position of the

mouse 32 in its workspace, as described in greater detail below.

The mouse system 10 can also include an indexing function or “indexing mode" which

allows the user to redefine the offset between the positions of the mouse 3?. in the local frame 30

and a user-controlled graphical object, such as a cursor, in the host frame 28. A hand weight

safety switch can also be provided as described in greater detail in patent 5,825,308. Other

features of the present invention are also provided using force feedback functionality. For

example, a thumb button (not shown) or other button 15 can toggle a force functionality mode in

which designated graphical objects or regions displayed on screen 20 have other functions

enabled by force feedback to wheel 16. This is described in greater detail with respect to Figure

9.

FIGURES 3a and 3b illustrate other embodiments of an interface device and user

manipulandum which can incorporate the features of the present invention. In Figure 3a, a hand-

held remote control device 50 can be used to access the functions of an electronic device or

appliance remotely by a user. For example, remote control 50 can be used to select functions of

a television, video cassette recorder, sound stereo system, home computer, kitchen appliance,

etc. Such control devices typically provide wireless operation by transmitting input signals

using an electromagnetic beam that is detected by a detector on the electronic device. Or, remote

control 50 can select functions of an intcrnet or network computer connected to a television. For

example, one popular device is Web-TVT”, which is connected to a television and displays

internet information such as web pages on the television screen. Remote control 50 may include

buttons 52 for selecting options of the device or appliance, of the application program running

on the device, of web pages, etc. Herein, the term “electronic device” is intended to include all

such devices as well as a host computer 18 as described above.
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same knob. such as volume, tone. balance, etc. Altematively, different sets of detent force

profiles can be stored in a memory device on the radio and a particular set can be provided on the

knob 54 by a microprocessor in the radio.

Figure 3b shows another embodiment in which a gamepad controller 60 is provided with

a force feedback wheel. Controller 60 is intended to be held by both hands of a user. The

controller 60 can include the standard input devices of ga.me controllers, such as buttons 62, a

directional game pad 64, and a fingertip joystick 66. The joystick 66 can in some embodiments

be provided with force feedback. A finger wheel 68 can also be provided on controller 60 at any

of various locations on the controller. Wheel 68 can operate similarly to the mouse wheel 16

described with reference to Figures 1 and 2, or to the knob 54 described with reference to Figure

3a. For example, wheel 63 can operate as a throttle or thrust control in a game for a simulated

vehicle and include force feedback in an isometric mode or isotonic mode, or the wheel can be

used to guide a pointer or other object on the screen.

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram illustrating an interface of the mouse system 30 of Figure 2

suitable for use with the present invention. Mouse system 30 includes a host computer 18 and

interface device 31. A similar force feedback system including many of the below components

is described in detail in U.S. patent nos. 5,734,373 and 5,825,308, which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entirety.

Host computer 18 is preferably a personal computer, workstation, video game console, or

other computing or display device, as explained with reference to Figure 1. Host computer

system 18 commonly includes a host microprocessor 70, random access memory (RAM) 72,

read-only memory (ROM) 74, a clock 78, and a display device 20. Host microprocessor 70 can

include a variety of available microprocessors from Intel, AMD, Motorola, or other

manufacturers. Microprocessor 108 can be single microprocessor chip, or can include multiple

primary andfor co-processors. Microprocessor 108 preferably retrieves and stores instructions

and other necessary data from RAM 72 and ROM 74 as is well known to those skilled in the art.

In the described embodiment, host computer system 18 can receive sensor data or a sensor signal

via a bus 80 from sensors of system 10 and other information. Microprocessor 70 can receive

data from bus 120 using U0 electronics, and can use the U0 electronics to control other

peripheral devices. Host computer system 18 can also output commands to interface device 31

via bus 120 to cause force feedback.

Clock 78 is a standard clock crystal or equivalent component which can be used by host

computer 18 to provide timing to electrical signals used by host microprocessor 70 and other

components of the computer system 18. Display device 20 is described with reference to Figure

1. Other types of peripherals can also be coupled to host processor 70, such as storage devices
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embodiment, the microprocessor 90 can independently process sensor signals to detennine

appropriate output actuator signals by following the instructions of a “force process" that may

be stored in local memory and includes calculation instructions, formulas, force magnitudes,

andior other data. The force process can command distinct force sensations, such as vibrations,

textures, jolts, or even simulated interactions between displayed objects. The host can send the

local processor a spatial layout of objects in the graphical environment so that the

microprocessor has a mapping of locations of graphical objects like enclosures and can

determine interactions with the cursor locally. Such operation of local microprocessor in force

feedback applications is described in greater detail in patent nos. 5,734,373 and 5,825,308. In an

alternate embodiment, no local microprocessor 90 is included in interface device 3|, and host

computer 18 directly controls and processes all signals to and from the interface device 31.

A local clock 92 can be coupled to the microprocessor 90 to provide timing data, similar

to system clock 78 of host computer 18 to, for example, compute forces to be output by actuators

[Do and l 12. In altemate embodiments using the USB communication interface, timing data for

microprocessor 90 can be retrieved from the USB interface. Local memory 94, such as RAM

and/or ROM, is preferably coupled to microprocessor 90 in interface device 31 to store

instmctions for microprocessor 90, temporary and other data, calibration parameters,

adjustments to compensate for sensor variations can be included, andfor the state of the force

feedback device.

Sensor interface 96 may optionally be included in device 31 to convert sensor signals to

signals that can be interpreted by the microprocessor 90 andfor host computer system 18. For

example, sensor interface 96 can receive signals from a digital sensor such as an encoder and

convert the signals into a digital binary number. An analog to digital converter (ADC) can also

be used. Such circuits, or equivalent circuits. are well known to those skilled in the art.

Altemately, microprocessor 90 or host computer I8 can perform these interface functions.

Actuator interface 98 can be optionally connected between the actuators 106 and 112 and

microprocessor 90 to convert signals from microprocessor 90 into signals appropriate to drive

the actuators. Interface 93 can include powcr amplifiers, switches, digital to analog controllers

(DACs), and other components, as well known to those skilled in the art. in altemate

embodiments, interface 98 circuitry can be provided within microprocessor 90 or in the

actuators.

In a preferred embodiment, power is supplied to the actuators 106 and 112 and any other

components (as required) by the USB. Alternatively, power from the USB cart be stored and

regulated by device 31 and thus used when needed to drive actuators 106 and 112. Or, a power

supply can optionally be coupled to actuator interface 98 andfor actuators 106 and 112 to provide

electrical power.
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mouse but can alternatively be a joystick, remote control. or other device or article, as described

above.

Mechanical portion 102 interfaces the wheel 16 with the host computer 18. Portion 102

includes a sensor 110, an actuator l 12, a mechanism 114, and wheel l6. Sensor 110 ean be any

suitable sensor for detecting the rotary motion of wheel 16, such as an optical encoder,

potentiometer, or other varieties as described above for sensors 104. Alternatively, sensor 110

can be a linear sensor that senses linear motion of mechanism 114 convened from the rotary

motion of wheel 16. Sensor 110 can be an absolute sensor, where absolute positions of the

wheel in the range of motion are reported to host computer 18; or a relative sensor, in which

changes in position from a previous position are reported to the host computer. Sensor ll0 can

be directly coupled to the user object 12 or 32, be coupled through a drive mechanism, or can be

decoupled from the user object (e.g. by sensing motion using electromagnetic beam detectors

and emitters).

Actuator H2 is any suitable actuator for providing rotary forces on wheel 16 and

produces “computer-modulated” forces as referred to above similarly to actuators 106. In the

preferred embodiment, actuator 11?. is a DC current control motor that has a small enough size to

fit into a small manipulandum such as a mouse and a small enough weight as to not interfere

with mouse planar movement. Thus, the forces provided on wheel 16 may be small, but since

the finger of a user is typically quite sensitive, small magnitude forces are sufficient to convey a

variety of force sensations. ln other embodiments, different types of active or passive actuators

can be used as described above with reference to actuators 106. For example, passive actuators

such as a magnetic particle brake, a friction brake, an clectrorheologica] fluid actuator, or a

magnetorheological fluid actuator. are quite suitable for use as actuator ll2 clue to their smaller

size and weight and reduced power requirements. if such passive actuators are used, then a

desired amount of play can be provided between actuator and wheel 16 to allow sensing of the

wheel when the actuator is activated, as described in greater detail in patent nos. 5,721,566 and

5,767,839.

Also, a drive mechanism such as a capstan drive mechanism can be used to provide

mechanical advantage to the forces output by actuator 112. Some examples of capstan drive

mechanisms are described in patents 5,731,804 and 5,767,839. Alternatively, a belt drive system

can be used as described below with reference to Figure 8.

In the described embodiment, the sensor 110 can input signals to a single sensor interface

96 used also for sensors 104 as described above. Actuator 112 can similarly use the actuator

interface 98 also used by actuators I06. Alternatively, sensor 110 andlor actuator 112 can be

provided with their own dedicated interfaces separate from interfaces 96 and 98.
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coupled to actuator l 12 by a shaft 123; thus, when the actuator applies rotary force to shaft 128

about axis A, the user‘s finger 130 on wheel 16 will feel the rotary force about axis A. it should

be noted that if the user is applying sufficient force in the opposite direction of the rotary force,

the actuator operates in a stalled condition where the wheel 16 will not physically rotate, but the

user will feel the rotational 1'oree.

Sensor 110 is coupled to the shaft 123 (or a portion of actuator 112 coupled to shaft 128)

to measure the rotation of the shaft about axis A and thus the rotation of the wheel 16. Sensor

110 senses the rotation ofwheel 16 even when no forces are applied to the wheel by actuator

1 12. In the embodiment of Figure 5, the actuator 112 is provided between the sensor 110 and

the wheel 16. FIGURE 6 is a perspective view of a second embodiment 102‘ of mechanical

portion 102, where the wheel 16 is positioned between the sensor 110 and actuator 112.

Embodiment 102’ is more appropriate than embodiment 102 when a desired play is introduced

between actuator and wheel 16, since the sensor is desired to be rigidly coupled to wheel 16

without play in such an embodiment. ln other respects, the embodiment 102’ functions similarly

to the mechanical portion 102.

FIGURE 7' is a perspective view of a third embodiment 102" of mechanical portion 102

for force feedback mouse wheel 16. Wheel 16 is coupled to a pulley 132 by a rotatable shafi

134, where pulley 132, shaft 134, and wheel 16 rotate about axis B. In this embodiment, the

pulley 132, shaft 134, and wheel 16 are preferably fixed at their rotation location, i.e., axis B is

fixed with respect to mouse 12 or 32. Pulley 132 is coupled to a pulley 136 by a belt 138.

Pulley 136 is rigidly coupled to a shaft. 140, which is coupled to actuator 112 and to sensor 110,

where pulley 136, actuator 112, and sensor 110 rotate about axis C. Mechanical portion 102"

thus operates similarly to the embodiment 102. except that the belt transmission system 142 that

includes pulley 132, belt 133. and pulley 134 is used to scale the motion of wheel 16 and forces

applied to wheel 16. For example, pulley 136 preferably has a smaller diameter than pulley 132

to allow the rotational motion of wheel 16 to be convened to a greater number of rotations of

shaft 140, thus increasing the sensing resolution. Furthermore, a smaller rotation of shaft 140

translates to a greater amount of rotation of shafl 134. thus providing mechanical advantage to

forces output by actuator 112 and allowing a smaller actuator to be used in mouse 12 or 32. in

other embodiments, belt 138 can be a cable, or belt transmission system 142 can be a capstan

drive system. Other mechanical transmission systems may also be used.

FIGURE 8 is a perspective view of a fourth embodiment 102"’ of mechanical portion

102 for force feedback mouse wheel 16. Embodiment 102”' is similar to embodiment 102"

except that axis B is floating, i.e.. may be rotated about axis C. Thus, the assembly including

pulley 132, shaft 134. and wheel 16 may be rotated about axis C. This motion allows the wheel

16 to move approximately vertically with reference to the horizontal planar orientation of the
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wheel from a reference position (when viewing wheel coincident with axis of rotation), at a force

magnitude of 10% of maximum force output (magnitude can also be expressed in other terms).

Additional angle parameters can define additional detents located at different angles around the

wheel in a range of 360 degrees. irregularly or regularly spaced as desired. Alternatively, “N

pulses per revolution" can be a parameter to command N regularly-spaced force detents per

revolution of the wheel. If a local microprocessor 90 is used, the microprocessor can implement

the detents independently of control ofthe host based on the received host command.

For example, one standard GUI feature is a pull-down menu 206. Individual menu items

208 in the pull down menu 206 may be selected by the user using cursor 204. Once the pull-

down menu has been displayed, the selection of a menu item 208 can be controlled by wheel 16

moving cursor 204 (and, optionally, vertical motion of mouse 12 or 32 can be disabled while the

menu is displayed). For example, a menu item selection bar 209 (or highlighter) can be moved

up or down menu 206 by rotating the wheel 16. The force detents can be output on wheel 16 to

correspond Wllh the spacing of menu items 208. Thus, the selection of a menu item is made

easier from the use of detent forces, which substantially reduces the tendency of the user to

overshoot a menu item when moving a cursor down the list of menu items. Furthermore, since

the force detents are programmable, the user or software developer can set a rotational distance

between detents to a particular preference, and can also set the magnitude of detent forces, eg

for the “ depth” of the detent which controls how easily the user may move the wheel past or out

of a detent.

Detent forces can similarly be used for other GUI or application program features. For

example, the spacing of objects on a document can be synchronized with force detents. As the

document is scrolled using wheel 15, each time a particular object is scrolled past a

predetermined location in a window, a force detent can be output. For example the spacing of

lines 214 of text in a text document 212 can be synchronized with force detents so that if these

text lines are scrolled by the cursor or other location in the window using the wheel 16, a force

detent is output on the wheel l6. Similarly, the grid spacing on a spreadsheet or the links on a

web page can be associated with force detents. The force detents can be spaced to correspond

with the spacing of the text or other features to provide the user with greater feedback

concerning the graphical features. Thus. a text document having single-spaced lines would

cause force detents to be output in quick succession as the document is scrolled, while a text

document having double-spaced lines would cause force detents to be output twice the rotational

distance apart as the single spaced document. In other embodiments in which the wheel l6 is

used to position the cursor 204 (described below), force detents can be output on wheel 16 when

the cursor is moved over a particular graphical object, such as a text word, an icon, or a menu

item 208. The flexibility of characterizing the computer-controlled actuator foree detents makes
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screen. For example, each time a page break in a text document scrolls by the cursor 204 or

scrolls past the bottom of the displayed window, a jolt can be output on wheel l6. Other objects

such as web page links, images, etc. can also be associated with jolts. A jolt differs fi'om a

detent in that ajolt is time-based rather than spatially based; the jolt is output irrespective of the

position of the wheel 16, and does not attract or repel the wheel from a particular rotational

position.

A different force sensation that can be output on wheel l6 is a vibration. Like the jolt

force, this type of force “ effect" is time based, not based on the rotational position of the wheel.

The vibration force can be commanded with a command such as WHEEL_VIBRATION

(Frequency, Waveform, Magnitude) to characterize the vibration force, where “Waveform” can

be a sine wave, square wave, triangle wave, or other-shaped wave. The vibration can be

associated with particular graphical objects displayed on the screen, or be output based on events

that occur in a host application. For example, a vibration can be output on wheel 16 when a

warning or alert message is given, such as when the user receives new mail or when an error in a

program occurs.

Other force sensations that can be output on wheel 16 are inertia, friction, andfor

damping force. An inertia force is based on a simulated mass of an object, where the larger the

mass, the greater the force resisting motion of the object. For example, a document can be

assigned a simulated mass based on a characteristic of the document, such as the file size of the

document, the font used in the document, etc. A doetunent having a larger mass has a greater

inertia force associated with it, so that the wheel 16 is more difficult to rotate when scrolling a

large document as compared to scrolling a smaller document. The user can perceive the force on

the wheel 16 and readily discern the size of the scrolled document. A friction force depends on a

predefined coefficient of fi'iction which causes a drag force on the user manipulandum. A

damping force sensation is based on the velocity of an object, where the greater the velocity, the

greater the damping force. This force feels like resistance to motion through a viscous liquid.

The faster wheel 16 is rotated, the greater the damping force on the wheel. This can be used, for

example, to provide areas of a document where scrolling is desired to be slower or eontrolled to

a more fine degree, or to alert the user of a particular portion of the document as it scrolls by.

Another use for wheel 16 is for “coupled control.” Coupled control refers to the position

of cursor 204 on screen 20 being controlled both by the position of mouse 12 or 32 in its planar

workspace as well as by the rotational position of wheel 16 about its axis. In one embodiment,

the Y (vertical) screen coordinate of the cursor 204 is determined by the Y position of the mouse

added to the Y position of the wheel 16, as summarized by the following:

_ J’

YCURSDR ‘ 11 MOUSE 4" Ywltert.
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associated with the motion of the cursor andfor the interaction of the cursor with other graphical

objects in GUI 200. Also, one or more of these forces can be combined with one or more other

forces to create compound force sensations on wheel 16.

Furthermore, force profiles may be used to control the forces on wheel 16. Force profiles

are sequences of individual force magnitudes that have been stored in a storage device such as

local memory 92, host RAM 74. a hard disk drive, floppy disk, CD-R or CD Rewritable, DVD,

or other storage device. The force magnitudes can be output by microprocessor 90 to the

actuator 112 in sequence to apply a particular force sensation characterized by the force profile.

The microprocessor can output the force profile magnitudes (or a subset thereof) at different

rates or with different offsets from the stored magnitudes as commanded by host computer 13

andfor as a function of characteristics, such as wheel velocitylaccelerationfcurrent position, time,

etc.

The force feedback functionality of wheel 16 described above ca.tt also be provided in

different modes of the interface device 12 or 31, where the user, microprocessor 90, and/or host

computer 18 can control which mode is currently active. Examples of two preferred modes are

isotonic mode and isometric mode. Example of similar isometric and isotonic modes for mouse

l2 or 32 are also described in US. Patent No. 5,325,308.

isotonic mode is a position control mode for wheel 16, where the forces output on the

wheel are synchronized or associated with the position of the wheel, and where the position of

the wheel, when changed, incrementally changes the position or state of a graphical object

provided by the host computer. For example, when a position control scrolling is provided by

wheel 16, a document is scrolled by an amount corresponding to the amount the wheel is rotated.

Similarly, the coupled control described above is a position control function, since a cursor is

incrementally moved based on incremental rotations of the wheel 16.

Force sensations that are appropriate for such a position control wheel mode include

foree detents. For example, as explained above, force detents are output on the wheel depending

on when text lines or spread sheet cells are scrolled by, where each dctent is incrementally

output as a document is scrolled, zoomed, panned, etc. Damping, fiietion, and inertia forces are

also position control mode forces, where the force depends on the velocity (which is position

based) or the position of the wheel and the cursor, document, or other object which is directly

controlled by the wheel. Obstruction forces which represent hard stops to the wheel can be used

in position control mode to represent the end of travel of the wheel; for example, when the end

of a document is reached during a scrolling function. a hard stop force can be output to indicate

this condition and resist further scrolling. Alternatively, a wall obstruction force on wheel 16

indicates that a wheel-controlled cursor has hit a wall. Texture forces are also appropriate in the

position control mode, where the texture force is dependent. on the position of the wheel; for
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is active. For example, when the mode is not active, the cursor can be moved normally through

the border or edge of a window, with no force sensations associated with the movement over the

window. However, when the force mode is active (such as by pressing or holding a particular

button 15), a spring force will be output on mouse 32 andfor on wheel 16 opposing the

movement of the cursor through the window border, i.c. the window border becomes an
3

“isometric surface.’ This force is used as for “pressure scrolling” or as a “scroll surface",

where the amount of penetration of the mouse against the spring force controls the speed of

scrolling, zooming, etc. of a document displayed in that window (similar to isometric mode

described above). In a “pressure clicking” or “click surface” embodiment, if the cursor is

moved against the border of an icon or other object and the force functionality mode is active, a

force will be output resisting motion of the cursor into the icon; when the mouse 32 andfor wheel

16 moves against the force a threshold distance, the icon is selected as if the cursor had clicked

or double-clicked on the icon. These types of features are especially applicable to wheel 16

when in the coupled cursor control embodiment described above. In other embodiments, other

input devices besides or in addition to buttons l5 can control the force functionality mode. Or,

different input devices can control different modes.

FIGURE 10 illustrates an application for a control knob embodiment of the present

invention. A control panel 212 is provided for a device 210 and includes a control knob of the

present invention. In the described embodiment, device 210 is an audio device that controls the

output of sound, such as music or speech, from speakers that are connected to the device 210.

For example. a common embodiment of device 210 is a stereo system that includes the ability to

play sound from one or more media or signals, such as cassette tapes, digital audio transmission

(DAT) tapes, compact. discs (CD’s) or other optical discs, or radio signals transmitted through

the air from a broadcasting station.

The device 210 can also include additional or other functionality not related to audio

control and output. For example, many vehicles include electronic systems to control the

temperature in the vehicle cabin (air conditioning, heat, etc.), as well as systems to provide

information on the current operating characteristics of the vehicle, such as current speed, engine

temperature, fuel or other fluid levels, whether windows of the vehicle are open, etc. Other

systems may include a navigation system that displays a map and the current location ‘of the

vehicle with respect to the map, a cellular telephone or other portable telephone control system,

and a securityfalann system. Device 210 can incl_udc the ability to display information from

and./or influence such other systems in a vehicle or other environment, such as a house, office,

etc.

Alternatively, device 210 can be a variety of other electronic or computer devices. For

example, device 210 can be a home appliance such as a television set, a microwave oven or other

kitchen appliances, a washer or dryer, a home stereo component or system, a home computer, a
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Control knobs 218 are provided to allow the user a different type of control of functions

and settings of device 210 than the buttons 216 allow. Knobs 218, in the described embodiment,

are approximately cylindrical objects engageable by the user. The knobs 213 can alternatively

be implemented as a variety of different objects, including conical shapes, spherical shapes,

dials, cubical shapes, rods, et.c.. and may have a variety of different textures on their

circumferential surfaces. including bumps, lines, or other grips, or even projections or members

extending from the circumferential surface. In addition, any of variety of differently-sized knobs

can be provided; for example, if high-magnitude forces are output, a larger—diameter cylindrical

knob is often easier for a user to interface with device 210. In the described embodiment, each

knob 218 rotates in a single rotary degree of freedom about an axis extending out of the knob,

such as axis A. The user preferably grips or contacts the circumferential surface 226 of the knob

218 and rotates it a desired amount. Force feedback can be provided in this rotary degree of

freedom in some embodiments, as described in greater detail with reference to Figs. 12a and 12b.

Furthermore. the control knobs 218 of the present invention allow additional control

functionality for the user. The knobs 218 are preferably able to be moved by the user in one or

more directions approximately perpendicular to the axis A of rotation, e.g. parallel to the surface

of the front panel 212 as shown in Fig. 10 (“transverse motion” or “transverse direction"). This

transverse motion is indicated by arrows 228. For example, the knob 218 can be moved in the

four orthogonal directions shown, or may be moveable in less or more directions in other

embodiments, e.g. only two of the directions shown, or in eight directions spaced at 45 degree

intervals about axis A. In one embodiment, each transverse direction of the knob is spring

loaded such that, after being moved in a direction 228 and once the user releases or stops

exerting sufficient force on the knob, the knob will move back to its ccntered rest position. In

other embodiments, the knob can be provided without such a spring bias so that the knob 21%

stays in any position to which it is moved until the user actively moves it to a new position.

This transverse motion of knob 218 can allow the user to select additional setting or

functions of the device 210. In some embodiments, the additional control options provided by

knob 213 allow the number of buttons 216 and other controls to be reduced, since the functions

normally assigned to these buttons can be assigned to the knob 218. For example, the user can

move a cursor 30 or other visual indicator on display 214 [e.g. pointer, selection box, arrow, or

highlighting of selected textfimage) to a desired selection on the display. Thus, the cursor 230

can be moved from the “ radio" selection shown to the “tape” selection by moving the knob 218

in the down direction as shown in Fig. 10. Or, the cursor 230 can be moved to the “CD”

selection by moving the knob 218 in the direction to the right. If knob 218 is provided with

diagonal directions [c.g. at 45 degree intervals), the user can move the cursor 230 from the

“radio” selection directly to the “off” selection. The user can similarly move cursor 230 or a
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direction as shown by arrow 236. In the present invention, slider control 232 preferably includes

force feedback functionality. Thus, as the user moves the knob 234, force sensations such as a

spring force, a damping force, jolts, detents, textures, or other forces can be output and felt by

the user. Furthermore, the slider knob 234 can include a button 238 which can be pressed by the

user similarly to the push knob embodiment discussed above with reference to knob 218.

Alternatively. the knob 234 can be pushed and/or pulled similarly to the knob 218 as described

above. Slider control 232 can control any of the various functions, settings, or options of the

device 210. For example, the motion lefl or right of knob 234 can control the radio frequency

222, where force detents are output for each station andfor each preset station previously

programmed by the user. Or, the cursor 230 can be moved using the slider knob 234, such that

when the cursor reaches a desired setting or selection, the user can push button 238 or push on

the knob 234 to select that setting. Other functions such as volume, balance, tone, map

functions, temperature functions, or mode selection can also be controlled by the slider control

232. Slider control is described in greater detail with respect to Figure 14.

FIGURE 11 is an example showing images which can be displayed on display 214 to

assist the user in selecting options with knobs 218 andfor slider control 232. Display 214 can

present icons as shown, in this example for the control of audio output signals from device 210.

lcon 246 is selected to control the volume of the audio output using knob 218, where the circular

pointer 242 can be moved in accordance with the knob 218. Icon 247 is used to control the

frequency of the radio tuner (the current selected frequency can be displayed as well), and the

icons 248. 249, and 251 are used to control the balance, treble, and bass of the audio,

respectively. For example, the indicator 244 can be moved lefi or right depending on the current

setting. Cursor 245 is used to select one of the icons to allow the control of the functions

associated with the selected icon. Cursor 245 indicates which of the icons in display 214 are

currently selected. The icon can be moved from each icon to the next by rotating the knob 218.

Alternatively, the transverse motion of the knob can move the cursor 245. A function of the

device designed by the selected icon can be selected by pushing the knob 218 in the linear

direction. The cursor can be a square or other-shaped box, or the currently-selected icon can be

highlighted to indicate the cursor’s location.

1t should be noted that each of the icons can preferably be set to a position control mode

or to a rate control mode as desired by the user. For example, the user may select position

control for volume 246 and rate control for the functions of icons 247, 248, 249, and 251, or any

other combination. In position control mode, force detents are preferably output to indicate

particular settings or how far the knob 218 has been rotated. In rate control mode, detents can

also be output. For example, the user maintains the knob 218 at a rotary position away from the

center position in opposition to a spring retunt force, and a detent force (e.g., jolt) is output to

indicate how much a particular value has been changed. For example, a jolt can be output for
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A pusher member 256 is rigidly coupled to shafi 250 next to the switch 252. Since the

switch 252 includes an aperture through which the shaft 250 extends, the knob 218, shaft 250

and pusher member 256 are operative to move as a unit along axis A with respect to the front

panel (ground) and the switch 252. A switch 258 (see Fig. 12b) is coupled to a grounded

member 260 and is provided in the path of t.he pusher member 256. Thus, when the knob 218 is

pushed by the user, the shaft 250 and the pusher member 256 are moved along axis A in a

direction indicated by arrow 262 (see Fig. 12b). This causes pusher member 256 to engage the

button 264 of the switch 258, causing the button 264 to be pushed inward and close (or open) the

switch. The pushing motion of the knob 218 is thus sensed.

In other embodiments, a sensor can be provided to sense a range of positions of the knob

218 or a continuous motion of the knob 218 linearly along axis A. For example, a Hall effect

switch can be provided on pusher member 256 which measures the position of the pusher

member 256 relative to a grounded magnet on member 260 (or the Hall effect switch can be

placed on the member 260 and the magnet can be placed on the member 256). Or, an optical

sensor (such as a photodiode) or other type of sensor can detect the position of the member 256

and/or knob 218.

proportionately control a function or setting of the device 210. For example, such movement can

In such an embodiment, the position of the knob along axis A can

control the volume of audio output of the device, motion of a cursor across a display, or the

brightness of lights inside a vehicle.

A pull switch can be implemented similarly to the push switch shown in Figs. 12a and

12b. For example, a switch similar to switch 258 can be grounded and provided on the opposite

side of pushed member 256 so that when knob 218 is pulled in a direction opposited to direction

262, a button on this switch is engaged by the pusher member to detect the pulled motion. The

pull motion of knob 218 can also be sensed in a continuous range similar to the push

embodiments described above. In some embodiments, both push and pull motions of the knob

218 may be provided and sensed.

A spring member 264 is rigidly coupled to the pushing member 256 at one end and is

rigidly coupled to a rotatable end member 266 at its other end. Spring member 264 is

compressed when the knob 218 and pusher member 256 are moved in the direction of arrow 262.

Spring member 264 thus provides a spring force that biases the knob 218 in the direction

opposite to direction 262. If the knob 218 is not forced in direction 262, the spring bias moves

the knob 218 opposite to direction 262 until the knob reaches its rest position. In those

embodiments including a pull motion of the knob 218 in the direction opposite to direction 262,

a spring member can be included on the opposite side of pusher member 256 to spring member

264, to bias the knob 218 in direction 262 after the user has pulled the knob. In yet other

embodiments, no spring member 264 is provided, and the knob 218 remains at any pushed or

pulled position until actively moved to a new position by the user.
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Also, the magnitude of the force detents can differ based on the value being controlled.

For example, a radio frequency having a higher value might be associated with a stronger force

detent, while a lower radio frequency might be associated with a weaker force detent when it is

displayed, thus infonning the user generally of the radio station being displayed without

requiring the user to look at the display 214 (which is particularly useful when operating the

device 210 while perfonning another task, such as driving a vehicle). In some embodiments, the

user can also change the magnitude of detents associated with particular values. such as radio

stations, to preferred values so as to "mark" favorite settings. Programmability of the location

of the detents in the rotary degree of freedom is also convenient since preferred radio frequencies

are most likely spaced at irregular intervals in the radio frequency range, and the ability to

program the detents at any location in the range allows the user to set detents to those preferred

stations. In addition, the knob can be moved by the actuator 270 to select the nearest

preprogrammed station or preferred setting. Also, different sets of detent force profiles can be

stored in a memory device on the device 230 and a particular set can be provided on the knob

218 by a microprocessor or other controller in the device 230.

Another type of force sensation that can be output on knob 218 is a spring force. The

spring force can provide resistance to rotational movement of the knob in either direction to

simulate a physical spring on the knob. This can be used, for example, to “ snap back” the knob

to its rest or center position after the user lets go of the knob, e. g. once the knob is rotated past a

particular position, a function is selected, and the user releases the knob to let the knob move

back to its original position. A damping force sensation can also be provided on knob 218 to

slow down the rotation of the knob, allowing more accurate control by the user. Furthermore,

any of these forec sensations can be combined together for a single knob 218 to provide multiple

simultaneous force effects.

The spring return force provided in the rotary degree of freedom of the knob 218 can also

be used to implement a rate control paradigm. “Rate control” is the control of a rate of a

function, object, or setting based on the displacement of the knob 218 from a designated origin

position. The further the knob is moved away from the origin position, the greater the rate of

change of controlled input. For example, if a rate control knob 218 with a spring return force is

used to control the radio frequency, then the further the knob is moved from the center origin

position, the faster the radio frequency will change in the appropriate direction. The frequency

stops changing when the knob is returned to the origin position. The spring force is provided so

that the further the user moves the knob away from the origin position, the greater the force on

the knob in the direction toward the origin position. This feels to the user as if he or she is

inputting pressure or force against the spring rather than rotation or displacement, where the

magnitude of pressure dictates the magnitude of the rate. However, the amount of rotation of the
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Furthermore. in other embodiments, the pull andfor push motion of knob 218 along axis

A can be actuated. For example, a jolt force ea.n be output on the knob in the linear degree of

freedom along axis A as the user pushes the knob. Also, the spring retum force provided by

spring member 264 can instead be output using an actuator controlled by a microprocessor.

It should be noted that the embodiment of Figs. 12a and l2b is not the only embodiment

of the present invention. For example, some embodiments may only include the transverse

motion of knob I8 and not the push andfor pull functionality nor the force feedback

functionality. Other embodiments may only include the push andlor pull functions. Yet other

embodiments may only include force feedback with transverse knob motion, or force feedback

with push andfor pull functions.

FIGURE 13a is a perspective view of an alternate embodiment 280 of the control knob

218 of the present invention. In embodiment 280, knob 218 is coupled to shaft 250, which is

rigidly coupled to a flex member 282. Flex member 282 includes a base plate 284 and a

plurality of bent portions 286 extending from the base plate 284. For example, as shown in

FIGURE 13b, the flex member 282 can be formed by cutting out the circular base plate 284 and

the portions 286 from a unitary piece 285 of material, such as spring steel or stainless steel. The

unitary piece is preferably provided as a thin sheet. Holes 288 or other apertures can be placed

near the ends of the portions 286. Referring back to Fig. 13a, the portions 286 are then bent such

that the holes 288 substantially align with the other holes 288, where the holes 288 are aligned

with axis B that extends approximately perpendicular to the surface of the base plate 284. The

base plate 284 is rigidly coupled to the rotating shaft of the actuator 270.

FIGURE 13c is a side elevational view of the embodiment 280 of Fig. 13a. In the

described embodiment, knob 218 is coupled to shaft 250, which extends through a switch 290

and is coupled to the bent portions 286 of the flex member 282. The switch 290 is preferably

similar to the switch 252 described above with reference to Figs. 12a and 12b. For example, a

microswiteh can be provided on the inside surface of the housing of switch 290 for each

transverse direction of knob 218 that is to be sensed. The base plate 284 of the flex member 282

is rigidly coupled to shaft 292 of actuator 270. The shaft 292 is rigidly coupled to a shaft (not

shown) of sensor 276. which has a grounded housing that is coupled to the grounded housing of

actuator 270.

Alternatively, a plurality of sensors can be positioned external to the flex member 282

instead of using switch 290. For example, switches 294 can be positioned on two or more sides

around the flex member 282, depending on how many directions are to be sensed. Switches 294

can be contact switches that each detect when the portions 286 move to engage the contact

switch, thus indicating movement of knob 218 in a particular transverse direction. Alternatively,

members can be positioned on shaft 250 which extend to the sides of the shaft and which engage
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transmission member moves. Voice coil actuat.ors such as actuator 304 are described in greater

detail in U.S. Patent No. 5,805,140, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

In particular, the operation of the voice coils as actuators andlor sensors is described therein.

Other types of actuators 304 and transmissions can also be used in slider control 232.

For example, a capstan drive and cable transmission can provide linear forces on the knob 234.

Other types of actuators suitable for use with the slider include active actuators, such as linear

current control motors, stepper motors, pneumaticfhydraulic active actuators, a torquer, etc.

Passive actuators may also be used, such as magnetic particle brakes, friction brakes, lluid

controlled passive actuators, or other actuators which generate a damping resistance or friction in

a degree of motion.

Slider knob 234 can also include a button 238 which is used to provide input to the

device 210. In yet other embodiments, the slider knob 234 can be pushed andfor pulled in a

linear degree of freedom approximately perpendicularly to the surface of front panel 212. In

such an embodiment, a moveable contact switch can be provided between the knob 234 and the

transmission member 300. A spring member can also be provided similarly to the embodiment

of Figs. l2a-l 2b and 13a-13:: to bias the knob 234 to a neutral rest position.

The force sensations and modes described above for the rotary knob in Figs. 12a»-12b and

l3a—l 3c may also be used for the slider control 232 in a linear degree of freedom. For example,

force detents can be applied in a position control paradigm as the knob 234 is moved in its linear

degree of freedom. In a rate control paradigm, a spring return force can bias the knob 234

toward a center origin position, for example the center of the range of motion of the knob. The

further the user moves the knob from the origin position, the geater the spring force opposing

that motion and the greater the rate of the controlled value changes (increases or decreases).

Other force effects include damping forces, texture forces, jolts, obstruction forces, assistive

forces, periodic forces such as vibration forces, and end-of-travel forces.

FIGURES 15a and 15b are diagrammatic illustrations illustrating detent force profiles

suitable for use with the knobs of device 210. Detent force profiles can be implemented by a

microprocessor or other controller based on instructions stored in a computer readable medium,

such as a memory circuit, magnetic disk, optical disk, etc. In Fig. 15a, a detent force profile is

shown. The vertical axis F represents the magnitude of force output, where a positive F value

indicates force in one direction, and a negative F value indicates force in the opposite direction.

The horizontal axis d represents the distance or position of the moved user object (knob) in a

degree of freedom, where the origin position 0 indicates the position of the detent, a positive (I is

a position past the origin of the detent in one direction, and a negative :1 is a position past the

origin of the detent in the opposite direction. The curve 324 represents the force output for a

single detent over a position range for the detent. Thus, for example, if the user moves the knob
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same distance from origin 02 as P3. Detent curve 328 ends at endpoint 332 on the right side of

origin 01 and within the range of forces of detent curve 330. Preferably, the end point 332 of

curve 323 is positioned well after the endpoint 334 of curve 33 0, such that the point 332 has a

position in the middle of the range between point 334 and the origin 02. The overlapped zone is

between positions P3 and P2. In addition, the end point. 332 of the first detent preferably does

not extend past the origin 02 of the second detent into the positive side of the second detent. If

another detent is positioned further on the (1 axis afier curve 33 O, the end point 333 of curve 330

preferably is positioned well after the starting endpoint of the next detent curve and not past the

origin of the next detent curve. Similar positioning can be provided for curves before curve 328

on axis d.

To solve the problem of unintentionally moving past a successive detent, the range of the

second or successive detent is adjusted such that a lesser magnitude is preferably output at the

beginning of the successive detent than would normally be output if the entire curve of the

successive detent were used. Furthennore. the force detent curve used to output force is

preferably different depending on the direction of the knob, similar to a hysteresis effect. As

shown in FIGURE 15c, when moving the knob so the knob position changes from left to right,

the force at the beginning of the range of detent curve 330 is at point 335 having a magnitude of

0.5M, which is one-half the magnitude M of the force at the other endpoint 333 of the range of

curve 330 (ignoring the signs or direction of the forces). Of course, in other embodiments point

335 can have a magnitude of other fractions of M, such as one-third or three-fourths of M.

Additional curve 327 can be similarly positioned and provide a similar overlap with curve 330,

and additional curves may be added before curve 328 and.-‘or afier curve 327.

As shown in FIGURE 15d. when moving the knob in the other direction so the knob

position changes from right to left, the endpoints of the curve 330 reverse in magnitude with

respect to the endpoints shown in Fig. l5c. In Fig. 15d, starting from origin 02, the force at the

beginning of the range of detent curve 328 is at point 336 having a magnitude of 0.5M, which is

one-half the magnitude M of the force at the other endpoint 331 of curve 328 (other fractions of

M can be provided for endpoint 336 in other embodiments). Any additional curves, such as

curve 327, can be provided with a similar overlap. The force output on the knob thus changes

depending on the direction of the knob. In a digital sensing system (e.g. using a digital encoder),

the direction can be determined from a history of sensed values. For example, one or more

sensed ppsition values can be stored and compared to a cument sensed position to determine the

knob direction.

The use of a lesser magnitude at the beginning of the second detent reduces the tendency

of the user to unintentionally skip past a second detent after moving the knob over a first detent

closely spaced to the second detent. For example, when moving the knob left to right (e.g_,

clockwise) from position Pl, a first detent (curve 328) ends at point 332 of curve 328, after
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the deadband is reached (zero magnitude). Similarly, at point P4 on the other side of the origin

0, the force increases from zero to a maximum magnitude M5 at location P5, after which the

force drops a short distance to magnitude M6 at location P6. The force then drops to zero for

increasing (1, until another detent effect is encountered. The small decreases in force magnitude

from the maximum magnitude at the end points of the curve 338 are useful in some detent

embodiments to provide a less extreme assistive or resistive force to the user when entering or

exiting the detent range, e.g., to gradually lead the user into the detent range before outputting

the maximum force. This can provide a smoother-feeling and, in some cases, a more easily-

seleeted detent (i.e., it can be easier to position the knob at the detent’s origin).

The detent curve 338 can thus be defined using the parameters shown in Fig. 16a. For

example, a force command protocol can provide a number of different commands that can cause

the output of different force sensations to the user. The commands can each include a command

identifier followed by one or more command parameters that define and characterize the desired

force sensation. An example of a command defining a detent curve 338 is as follows:

DETENT (TYPE, PERIOD, MAGNITUDE, LOCATION, DEADBAND, FLAG,

WIDTH, PHASE, OFFSET, LOCATION, INCREMENT, ARRAY POINTER)

The DETENT identifier indicates the type of force sensation. The TYPE parameter

indicates a type of periodic wave from which to base the force detent cnrve, such as a sine wave,

triangle wave, square wave, ramp, etc. The PERIOD and MAGNITUDE parameters define

those characteristics of the periodic wave. The LOCATION parameter defines the location of

the origin position for the detent in the degree of freedom of the knob. The DEADBAND

parameter indicates the size ofthe deadband around the origin position. The FLAG parameter is

a flag that indicates whether the detent is provided on the positive side, the negative side, or both

sides around the location (origin position). The WIDTH parameter defines the amount of the

wave 339 used for the detent curve, i.e. the extent of the wave used starting from the PHASE

position. The PHASE parameter indicates the starting position of the detent curve 338 on the

wave 339 {and is described in greater detail below). The OFFSET parameter indicates the

amount. of magnitude offset that curve 338 includes from the d axis, and is described in greater

detail below. The INCREMENT parameter indicates the distance in the degree of freedom of

the knob between successive detent locations. The optional LOCATION ARRAY POINTER

' parameter indicates a location in a separate array that has been previously programmed with the

particular positions in the degree of freedom of the knob at which the detents are located and

(optionally) the total number of detents; the array can be provided in memory, such as RAM, or

other writable storage device. For example, the array can be preprogrammed with three detents,

at locations of 45 degrees, 78 degrees, and 131 degrees in the rotation of the knob. The array can

be accessed as necessary to retrieve these locations at which detent forces are to be output. This
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FIGURE 16c is a graph 344 showing the resulting detent curve 346: obtained from the

application of the parameters to the wave 342 described with reference to Fig. 16b. The portion

of the wave 342 starting at the phase and positioned above the offset line in Fig. 16b is used in

the detent curve 346. Furthermore, a deadband 348 has been added to the curve. The flag in the

detent command has caused the positive side of the curve 346 to be mirrored on the negative side

of the origin 0. This detent curve 346 causes a detent force that is similar to the detent force

described with reference to Fig. 16a, only smaller in magnitude and in position range over the

degree of freedom of the knob.

FIGURE l6d is a graph 360 showing a periodic wave and parameters to be applied to the

wave. Sine wave 362 is provided as described above, having a particular period and magnitude.

An offset is specified for the resulting detent curve: in the example of Fig. 16d, the offset is 1,

thus causing the detent curve to be shifted upward by its entire magnitude. A phase of 270

degrees is also indicated, so that the detent curve starts at the lowest magnitude of the wave 372

at point P. Furthermore, an increment is also specified as a parameter (not shown). FIGURE

me is a graph 370 illustrating the detent curves 372 and 374 resulting from the wave 362 a.nd

parameters described with reference to Fig. l6d. The portion of the wave 362 past point P and

ending at a point defined by a width parameter is pro_vided both on the positive side and the

negative side of origin 01 of graph 370 for curve 372 (the positive and negative sides are

designated by the flag parameter). A second curve 374 is also shown, where the origin 02 of the

second curve is positioned at a distance from the origin 01 as specified by the increment

parameter. Additional curves similar to curves 372 and 374 are provided at further distances at

same increment from each other. The detent curves 37?. and 374 provide a much steeper, less

gradual detent force over the detent range than the other detent forces shown in Figs. 16:: and

l6c. Furthermore, no actual deadband is specified, although the shape of each half of the curve

372 provides a small zone 376 where zero force is output, similar to a deadband.

FIGURE I7 is a block diagram illustrating an electromechanical system 400 for the

device 210 of Fig. 10 suitable for use with the present invention. A force feedback system

including many of the below components is described in detail in Patent number 5,734,373.

In one embodiment, device 210 includes an electronic portion having a local

microprocessor 402, local clock 404, local memory 406, sensor interface 408, and actuator

interface 410.

Local microprocessor 402 is considered local to device 210 and is preferably similar in

type and function to microprocessor 90, described above. Microprocessor 402 can include one

microprocessor chip, or multiple processors and/or co-processor chips, and can include digital

signal processor (DSP) functionality. Also, “haptic accelerator" chips can be provided which
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such as a lateral effect photo diodes, tachometers, and accelerometers. Furthermore, both

absolute and relative sensors may be used.

In those embodiments including force feedback, actuator 270 transmits forces to knob

218 in one or more directions in a rotary degree of freedom in response to signals output by

microprocessor 402 or other electronic logic or device, i.e., it is “ electronically-controlled.” The

actuator 270 produces electronically modulated forces which means that microprocessor 402 or

other electronic device controls the application of the forces. Typically, an actuator 270 is

provided for each knob 218 that includes force feedback functionality. In some embodiments,

additional actuators can also be provided for the other degrees of freedom of knob 213, such as

the transverse motion of the knob 18 andlor the push or pull motion of the knob. The actuators,

such as actuator 270, can include active actuators, such as linear eurrent control motors, stepper

motors, pneumatic/hydraulic active actuators, a torquer (motor with limited angular range), voice

coil actuators. etc. Passive actuators can also be used, including magnetic particle brakes,

friction brakes, or pneumatic/hydraulic passive actuators, and generate a damping resistance or

friction in :1 degree of motion. In some embodiments, all or some of sensors 414 and actuator

270 can be included together as a sensor/actuator pair transducer, as shown in Figs. 12a-12b for

actuator 270 and sensor 276.

Mechanism 416 is used to translate motion of knob 218 to a form that can be read by

sensors 414, and, in those embodiments including force feedback, to transmit forces from

actuator 270 to knob 218. Examples of mechanism 416 are shown with respect to Figs. 12a-12b

and 13a-l3c. Other types of mechanisms can also be used, as disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos.

5,767,839, 5,721,566, 5,805,140, all incorporated by reference herein. Also, a drive mechanism

such as a capstan drive mechanism can be used to provide mechanical advantage to the forces

output by actuator 270, as described in patent no. 5,731,304, incorporated by reference herein.

Alternatively, a belt drive system, gear system, or other mechanical amplificatioitftransmission

system can be used.

Other input devices 420 can be included in interface device 210 and send input signals to

microprocessor 402. Such input devices can include buttons, such as buttons 216 on front panel

212 as shown in Fig. 10, used to supplement the input from the knob to the device 210. Also,

dials, switches, voice recognition hardware (e.g. a microphone, with software implemented by

microprocessor 402), or other input mechanisms can be used. can also be included to send a

signal (or cease sending a signal) to microprocessor 402 or to the actuator 270 or actuator

interface 410, indicating that the user is not gripping the knob 218, at which point all output

forces are ceased for safety purposes. A safety or “deadman“ switch 422 can optionally be

included for the knob 218 in those implementations providing force feedback on the knob. Such

a safety switch can be implemented similarly to safety switch 115 described above with
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can be provided with software instructions to wait for commands or requests from the host

computer, parsefdecode the command or request, and handlcfcontrol input and output signals

according to the command or request..

For example. in one force feedback embodiment, host microprocessor 424 can provide

low-level force commands over bus 426, which microprocessor 402 directly transmits to the

actuators. In a different force feedback local control embodiment. host microprocessor 424

provides high level supervisory commands to microprocessor 402 over bus 426, and

microprocessor 402 manages low level force control loops to sensors and actuators in accordance

with the high level commands and independently of the host computer, similar to the

embodiments for wheel 16 described above.

In an alternate embodiment, no local microprocessor 402 is included in interface device

210, and a remote microprocessor, such as microprocessor 424, controls and processes all signals

to and from the components of interface device 210. Or, hardwired digital logic can perform any

input/output functions to the knob 218.

While this invention has been described in terms of several preferred embodiments, it is

contemplated that alterations. permutations and equivalents thereof will become apparent. to

those skilled in the art upon a reading of the specification and study of the drawings. For

example, many types of actuators, sensors, and mechanisms can be used to sense and apply

forces on the wheel or knob. In addition, the wheel or knob itself can be implemented in a

variety of ways, as a dial, cylinder, knob, sphere, or other shape. Also, a great variety and types

of force sensations can be output on wheel 16. It should also be noted that the embodiments

described above can be combined in various ways in a particular implementation. Furthermore,

certain terminology has been used for the purposes of descriptive clarity, and not to limit the

present invention. it is therefore intended that the following appended claims include all such

alterations, permutations, and equivalents as fall within the true spirit and scope of the present

invention.

What is claimed’ is."

APPLE INC.
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8. An interface device as reeited in claim 2 wherein said wheel can be depressed into a

housing of said user manipulandum.

9. An interface device as recited in claim 2 wherein said wheel is coupled to a first shaft

that is coupled to and rotatable about a second shaft, said second shaft being coupled to said

wheel actuator.

10. An interface device as recited in claim 1 funher comprising a local microprocessor,

separate from host computer, coupled to said actuator and controlling said actuator to apply said

computer-modulated force on said wheel.

11. An interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said host computer is running a

graphical environment and wherein said force applied to said wheel corresponds with an event or

interaction displayed in said graphical environment.

12. An interface device as recited in claim ] wherein said wheel actuator outputs a set of

isotonic forces when said interface device is in an isotonic mode, and wherein said wheel

actuator outputs a set of isometric forces when said interface device is in an isometric mode.

13. A handheld force feedback remote control device for providing input to an electronic

device located remotely fi'om said remote control device, the remote control device comprising:

a wheel rotatably coupled to a housing of said remote control device and rotatable about

an axis, said wheel being manipulated by a user;

an actuator coupled to said wheel for outputting a computer-modulated force detent on

said wheel, said force detent felt by said user, wherein said force detcnt is provided at a

predetermined rotational position of said wheel; and

a sensor that senses rotation of said wheel and provides a wheel signal to said electronic

device indicating a rotary position of said wheel.

14. A force feedback wheel device as recited in claim 13 wherein said force detent

includes an attractive force for biasing said wheel to said predetermined rotational position

15. A force feedback wheel device as recited in claim I3 wherein said remote control

device sends signals to said electronic device using wireless transmission of information using

an electromagnetic beam.
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22. A method for providing. a force feedback mouse wheel on a mouse interface device.

said mouse interface device coupled to a host computer, the method comprising;

sensing a position of a mouse of said mouse interface device in a planar workspace and

sending an indication of said position to a host computer;

sensing a rotation of said mouse wheel about an axis of rotation and sending a wheel

signal to said host computer indicating a current position of said wheel about said axis; and

applying a force to said mouse wheel about said axis using a wheel actuator coupled to

said mouse wheel, wherein said force is coordinated with an event occurring in said graphical

environment.

23. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said sensing a rotation of said mouse wheel

includes sensing an absolute position of said mouse wheel about said axis.

24. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said applying a force to said mouse wheel is

commanded by a local microprocessor included in said mouse interface device and separate from

said host computer.

25. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said event is a scrolling of 21 displayed

document as eontrolled by said sensed rotation of said mouse wheel and said wheel signal.

26. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said event is an interaction of a cursor with

a graphical object implemented by said host computer. said cursor having motion influenced by

said rotation of said wheel.

27. A method as recited in claim 26 wherein said interaction is a collision of said cursor

with said graphical object.

28. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said force is one of a damping force

sensatiolt, an inertial force sensation, and a friction force sensation.

29. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said force is a force detent sensation.

30. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said force is one of an obstruction force

sensation, a texture sensation, a jolt sensation, and a vibration sensation.

31. A method as recited in claim 22 further comprising applying a force to said mouse

object in said planar workspace using an actuator different from said wheel actuator.
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39. A knob controller device as recited in claim 38 wherein said device is an audio

device.

40. A knob controller device as recited in claim 32 further comprising a microprocessor

coupled to said rotational sensor and to said transverse sensor, said microprocessor receiving

sensor signals from said sensors and controlling a function of a device in response to said sensor

signals, said microprocessor sending force feedback signals to said actuator to control forces

output by said actuator.

41. A knob controller device as recited in claim 32 further comprising a display, wherein

an image on said display is changed in response to manipulation of said knob in said transverse

direction.

42. A knob controller device as recited in claim 32 wherein a flexible member is coupled

between said knob and said actuator to allow said movement in said transverse direction.

43. A knob controller device as recited in claim 42 wherein said flexible member is a

spring member.

43. A knob controller device as recited in claim 42 wherein said flexible member

includes a base plate and a plurality of bent flexible portions coupled to said base plate.

44. A knob controller device comprising:

a knob coupled to a grounded surface, said knob rotatable in a rotary degree of freedom

about an axis extending through said knob. said knob also moveable in a linear degree of

freedom approximately parallel to said axis;

a rotational sensor that detects a position of said knob in said rotary degree of freedom;

a linear sensor that detects a position of said knob in said linear degree of freedom; and

an actuator coupled to said knob and operative to output a force in said rotary degree of

ireedom about said axis.

45. A knob controller device as recited in claim 44 further comprising a microprocessor

coupled to said rotational sensor and to said linear sensor, said microprocessor receiving sensor

signals from said sensors and controlling a function of a device in response to said sensor
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change of said value based on a position of said knob in said degree of freedom, wherein said

rate control mode provides a force on said knob using said actuator, said force being applied in a

direction opposing a movement of said knob away from an origin position.

53. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said degree of freedom is

a rotary degree of freedom.

54. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said degree of freedom is

a linear degree of freedom.

55. An interface control device as reeit.ed in claim 52 wherein said force opposing said

movement is a spring force.

56. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said microprocessor

controls said actuator to output at least one force detent during movement of said knob in said

position control mode.

57. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said rate control mode is

used to control the value of a volume, bass, treble, or balance function of said device.

53. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said position control mode

is used to control the value of a volume, bass, treble, or balance function of said device.

59. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said rate control mode is

used to control a position of a physical component in a vehicle.

60. A method for providing detent forces for a foree feedback control, the method

comprising:

outputting a first force for a first detent on a user manipulatable object contacted by a

user and moveable in a degree of freedom, said first force being output when said user

manipulatable object is moved within a range of said first detent, said first force being output by

a electronically-controlled actuator, wherein said first force assists movement of said user

manipulatable object toward an origin position of said first detent and wherein said first force

resists movement of said user manipulatable object away from said origin position of said first

detent; and

outputting a second force for a second detent on said user manipulatable object when said

user manipulatable object is moved within a range of said second detent, said second force being
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said user manipulatable object in a degree of freedom, said user manipulatable object being

contacted and moveable by a user; and

using said detent force curve to command said force on said user manipulatable object,

said force being output by a electronically-controlled actuator.

68. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said defining a periodic wave includes

specifying a type, a period and a magnitude for said periodic wave.

69. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said using at least a portion of said periodic

wave to define a detent force eunre includes specifying a portion of said periodic wave to define

a width of said detent force curve.

70. A method as recited in claim 69 wherein said using at least a portion of said periodic

wave to define a detent foree curve includes specifying a phase and an offset to be applied to

said periodic wave to define said detent force curve.

71. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said using at least a portion of said periodic

wave to define a detent force curve includes specifying an increment distance. wherein

successive detent force curves in said degree of freedom are spaced apart by said increment

distance.

72. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said user manipulatable object is a knob

moveable in a rotary degree of freedom.
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When in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political
ands which have connected them with another.

. nd to assume among the powers of the earth,
. the separate and equal station to which the Laws
of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them. a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind
requires that they should declare the causes

which impel them to the separation.
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The present invention relates generally to interface devices for allowing humans to

interface with electronic and computer devices, and more particularly to mechanical compnter

interface devices that allow the user to provide input to electronic systems and provide force

feedback to the user.

Electronic and computer devices are used in a wide variety of applications. For many

devices, a user desires to provide input to a device using a simple, intuitive mechanical control.

Control wheels and knobs provide such an intuitive input device for many applications.

In one application. control wheels and knobs are useful to provide input to computer

systems- For example, users can interact with a visual environment displayed by a computer on

a display device to perform functions on the computer. play a game, experience a simulation or

"virtual reality" environment. use a computer aided design (CAD) system, browse the World

Wide Web, or otherwise influence cvents or images depicted on the screen. One visual

environment that is particularly common is a graphical user interface (GUI). GUI's present

visual images which describe various graphical metaphors of a program or operating system

implemented on the computer. Common GUI‘s include thc Windows® operating system from

Microsoft Corporation, the MacOS® operating system from Apple Computer, lnc., and the X—

Windows GUI for Unix operating systems. The user typically moves a user-controlled graphical

object, such as a cursor or pointer, across a computer screen and onto other displayed graphical

objects or screen regions, and tlten inputs a command to execute a given selection or operation.

Other programs or environments also may provide uscr-controlled graphical objects such as a

cursor and include browsers and other programs displaying graphical “web pages" or other

environments offered on the World Wide Web of the Internet, CAD programs, video games,

virtual reality simulations, etc.

A common interface device for providing user input to a GUI is a mouse or trackball. A

mouse is moved by a user in a planar workspace to move a graphical object such as a cursor on

the 2-dimensional display screen in a direct mapping between the position of the user

manipulandum and the position of the cursor. This is typically known as “position control",

where the motion of the graphical object directly correlates to motion of the user manipulandum.

One drawback to traditional mice is that functions such as scrolling a document in a window and

zooming a view displayed on the screen in or out are typically awkward to perform, since the

user must use the cursor to drag a displayed scroll bar or click on displayed zoom controls.
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Some control knobs have been provided with “force feedback." Force feedback devices

can provide physical sensations to the user manipulating the knob. Typically, a motor is coupled

to the knob and is connected to a controller such as a microprocessor. The microprocessor

receives sensor signals from the knob and sends appropriate force feedback control signals to the

motor so that the motor provides forces on the knob. In this manner, a variety of programmable

feel sensations can be output on the knob, such as detcnts, spring forces, or the like.

One problem occurring in control knobs of the prior art is that the knobs are limited to

basic rotary motion. This limits the control options of the user to a simple, one-deg;ree—of-

freedom device that does not allow a variety of selection options. In addition, if force feedback

is provided on the knob, the limited force feedback and control functionality of the knob limits

the user from fully taking advantage of the force feedback to provide more control over desired

functions.
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provided at a predetermined user-preferred rotational position of the wheel, and a sensor that

senses rotation of the wheel and provides a wheel signal to the electronic device indicating a

rotary position of the wheel, The wheel can be included on a remote control device for remotely

sending signals to the electronic device. or on the housing of the electronic device itself. The

electronic device can be any of a variety of devices or appliances; for example. a radio can

include the force wheel for providing user—prefetred detents at radio station frequencies spaced

irregularly about the rotational range of the wheel.

In an embodiment of a knob controller device of the present invention. a knob is coupled

to a grounded surface. The knob is rotatable in a rotary degree of freedom about an axis

extending through the knob, and the knob also moveable in a transverse direction approximately

perpendicular to the axis. A rotational sensor detects a position of the knob in the rotary degree

of freedom. and a transverse sensor detects a position of the knob in the transverse direction. An

actuator is coupled to the knob to output a force in the rotary degree of freedom about the axis,

thus providing force feedback. In a preferred embodiment, the knob is moveable in multiple

transverse directions. For example, the transverse sensor includes a switch that detects when the

knob is moved in a transverse direction; the switch can be a hat switch having multiple

individual switches, for example. In one embodiment, the knob is moveable in four transverse

directions spaced approximately orthogonal to each other.

Furthermore, a local microprocessor can be included to control the force feedback on the

knob. The microprocessor receives sensor signals from the rotary and transverse sensors and

controls a function of a device in response to the sensor signals. The device can also include a

display, wherein an image on said display is changed in response to manipulation of the knob in

the transverse direction. A method of the present invent.ion for controlling functions of a device

from input provided by a knob similarly uses sensor signals from a rotary sensor and a transverse

sensor to control at least one function of a device. such as adjusting a frequency of a radio tuner

or updating a displayed image based on at least one of the sensor signals.

in another aspect of the present invention, a knob is coupled to a grounded surface, where

the knob is rotatable in a rotary degree of freedom about an axis extending through the knob.

The knob is also moveable in a linear degree of freedom approximately parallel to the axis. A

rotational sensor and a linear sensor detect positions of the knob in the respective degrees of

freedom. An actuator is also coupled to the knob and operative to output a force in the rotary

degree of freedom about the axis. thereby providing force feedback to the knob. The linear

degree of freedom of the knob allows it to be pushed artdfor pulled by the user, where the push or

pull motion is detected by the linear sensor. A transverse degree of freedom and a local

microprocessor can also be included.
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These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those

skilled in the an upon a reading of the following specification of the invention and a study of the

several figures of the drawing.
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Figure 13c is :1 side elevational view of the embodiment of Fig. 13a;

Figure I4 is a perspective view of a linear slider control of the present invention;

Figures l5a—l5d illustrate nonoverlapping, overlapping, and hysteresis features of force

detent profiles;

Figures l6a»l6e are graphs illustrating the creation of detent force profiles from periodic

waves according to the present invention; and

Figure 17 is 3 block diagram of :1 control system for the control knob of the present

invention.
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approximately spherical object) provided in a socket in mouse 12. and which can be moved in

both X- and Y- directions and have forces applied thereto.

Furthennore, in some embodiments, wheel lo may be depressed by the user as indicated

by arrow 19. The wheel. when pressed, causes contacts to be electrically connected and provides

a signal to host computer 18. Wheel 16 thus can also operate as an additional mouse button 15.

A meehaniealfelectrieal interface (not shown) is preferably included to sense manipulations of

the wheel 16 and transmit force to the wheel. In the preferred embodiment, power is provided to

actuators over bus 17 (eg. when bus 17 includes a USB interface). The structure and operation

of wheel 16 and the interface is described in greater detail with respect to Figures 5-9.

Host computer 18 is preferably a personal computer or workstation, such as an IBM-PC

compatible computer or Macintosh personal computer, or :1 SUN or Silicon Graphics

workstation. For example. the computer 18 can operate under the Windows” or MS—DOS

operating system in conformance with an IBM PC AT standard. Altematively, host computer

system 18 can be one of a variety of home video game systems commonly connected to a

television set, such as systems available from Nintendo. Sega, or Sony. In other embodiments,

host computer system l8 can be a “set top box" which can be used, for example, to provide

interactive television thnctions to users. or a “network-" or “intemet-computer“ which allows

users to interact with a local or global network using standard connections and protocols such as

used for the lntemet and World Wide Web. Host computer preferably includes a host

microprocessor. random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), inputioutput (U0)

circuitry, and other components of computers well-known to those skilled in the art.

Host computer 18 preferably implements a host application program with which a user is

interacting via mouse I2 and other peripherals, if appropriate. The application program includes

force feedback functionality to provide appropriate force signals to mouse 12. For example, the

host application program can be a GUI, simulation, video game, Web page or browser that

implements HTML or ‘v’Rl\»'1L instructions, scientific analysis program, virtual reality training

program or application, or other application program that utilizes input of mouse 12 and outputs

force feedback commands to the mouse 12. Herein, for simplicity, operating systems such as

Windows“, MS-DOS, MaeOS. Unix, etc. are also referred to as “application programs." in

one preferred embodiment, an application program utilizes a graphical user interface (GUT) to

present options to a ttser and receive input from the user. Herein, computer 18 may be referred

as displaying “graphical objects" or “computer objects.” These objects are not physical

objects, but are logical software unit collections of data andfor procedures that may be displayed

as images by computer 18 on display screen 20. as is well known to those skilled in the art. A

displayed cursor, a view displayed by a GUI window, a portion of a document displayed in the

window, or a simulated cockpit of an aircraft can all be considered graphical objects. The host

application program checks for input signals received from the mouse 12, displays updated
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position control paradigm. the position (or change in position) of a user-controlled graphical

object, such as a cursor. in host frame 30 corresponds to a position (or change in position) 01" 1116

mouse 12 in the local frame 28.

Rate control is also used as a control paradigm. This refers to a mapping in which the

displacement of a user manipulandum along one or more provided degrees of freedom is

abstractly mapped to motion or rate of a computer-simulated object under control. There is not a

direct physical mapping between physical object (mouse) motion and computer object motion.

The mouse [2 is useful for both position control (“ isotonic”) tasks and rate control

(“isometric”) tasks. For example. as a traditional mouse. the position of mouse 12 in its local

frame 30 workspace can be directly mapped to a position of a cursor in host frame 28 on display

screen 20 in a position control paradigm. Also, the mouse wheel 16 can be rotated in its degree

of freedom against an opposing output force to command rate control tasks in an isometric

mode. Wheel 16 can also be used for position control tasks. as described in greater detail below.

FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of a second embodiment 30 ofa mouse device using the

force feedback mouse wheel 16 of the present invention. Force feedback mouse interface system

30 is capable of providing input to a host computer based on the user’s manipulation of the

mouse and capable of providing force feedback to the system based on events occurring in a

program implemented by the host computer. Mouse device 30 includes added force feedback

functionality over the embodiment 12 of Figure l in that the planar degrees of freedom of mouse

32 are provided with force feedback in addition to the wheel 16 being provided with force

feedback. Mouse system 30 includes an interface device 3] including a mouse 32 and an

interface 34-, and a host computer 18.

Mouse 32, similar to mouse 12 of Figure l. is an object that is preferably grasped or

gripped and manipulated by a user. In the described embodiment. mouse 32 is shaped so that a

user‘s fingers or hand may comfortably grasp the object and move it in the provided degrees of

freedom in physical space. One or more buttons 15 allow the user to provide additional

commands to the computer system. A thumb button (not shown) can also be provided on mouse

32. One or more of the buttons 15 may command specific force feedback features of the system

30, as described below. Mouse 32 is preferably supported upon a grounded pad 42, which is

supported by grounded surface 44.

It will be appreciated that a great number of other types of user manipulandums ("user

manipulatable objects" or “physical objects") can be used with the method and apparatus of the

present invention in place of or in addition to mouse 32. For example, such objeels may include

a sphere, a puck, a joystick, cubical— or other—shaped hand grips, a receptacle for receiving a

finger or a stylus, a flat planar surface like a plastic card having a rubberized, contoured, andfor
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Host computer 13 is described above with reference to Figure 1. The host. application

program checks for input signals received from the mouse 32, and outputs force values andfor

commands to be converted into forces on mouse 32 and on wheel 16. Suitable software drivers

which interface force feedback application software with computer inputfoutput (I/O) devices are

available from Immersion Human Interface Corporation ofSan Jose, California.

Mouse system 30 can be used for both position control and rate control. Under a position

control mapping, the positions of mouse 32 and a graphical object such as a cursor are directly

mapped. as in normal mouse operation. “Ballistics”. as described above, can also be provided,

and these adjustments can be used in mouse system 30 if desired. Mouse system 30 can also

provide a rate control mode in which the displacement of mouse 32 in a particular direction

against an opposing output force can command rate control tasks in an isometric mode, as

described in US. Patent no. 5.825,308, incorporated by reference herein. Furthennore, mouse

wheel l6 can also control position andfor rate control tasks independently of the position of the

mouse 32 in its workspace, as described iu greater detail below.

The mouse system 10 can also include an indexing fitnction or “indexing mode" which

allows the user to redefine the offset between the positions of the mouse 32 in the local frame 30

and a user—controlled graphical object, such as a cursor, in the host frame 28. A hand weight

safety switch can also be provided as described in greater detail in patent 5,825,308. Other

features of the present invention are also provided using force feedback functionality. For

example, a thumb button (not shown) or other button 15 can toggle a force functionality mode in

which designated graphical objects or regions displayed on screen 20 have other functions

enabled by force feedback to wheel 16. This is described in greater detail with respect to Figure

9.

FIGURES 3a and 3b illustrate other embodiments of an interface device and user

manipulandum which can incorporate the features of the present invention. In Figure 3a, a hand-

held remote control device 50 can be used to access the functions of an electronic device or

appliance remotely by a user. For example. remote control 50 can be used to select functions of

a television, video cassette recorder, sound stereo system, home computer, kitchen appliance,

etc. Such control devices typically provide wireless operation by transmitting input signals

using an electromagnetic beam that is detected by a detector on the electronic device. Or, remote

control 50 can select functions of an intemet or network computer connected to a television. For

example, one popular device is Web-TV"", which is connected to a television and displays

intemet information such as web pages on the television screen. Remote control 50 may include

buttons 52 for selecting options of the device or appliance, of the application program running

on the device, of web pages, etc. Herein, the temi “electronic device" is intended to include all

such devices as well as a host computer 18 as described above.
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same knob. such as volume. tone, balance. etc. Alternatively, different sets of detent force

profiles can be stored in a memory device on the radio and a particular set can be provided on the

knob 54 by a microprocessor in the radio.

Figure 3b shows another emboditnent in which a gamepad controller 60 is provided with

a force feedback wheel. Controller 60 lS intended to be held by both hands of a user. The

controller 60 can include the standard input devices of game controllers, such as buttons 62, a

directional game pad 64, and a fingertip joystick 66. The joystick 66 can in some embodiments

be provided with force feedback. A finger wheel 68 can also be provided on controller 60 at any

of various locations on the controller. Wheel 68 can operate similarly to the mouse wheel 16

described with reference to Figures 1 and 2, or to the knob 54 described with reference to Figure

3a. For example, wheel 68 can operate as a throttle or thrust control in a game for a simulated

vehicle and include force feedback in an isometric mode or isotonic mode. or the wheel can be

used to guide a pointer or other object on the screen.

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram illustrating an interface of the mouse system 30 of Figure 2

suitable for use with the present invention. Mouse system 30 includes a host computer 13 and

interface device 31. A similar force feedback system including many of the below components

is described in detail in U.S. patent nos. S-,734,373‘and 5,825,308, which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entirety.

Host computer 18 is preferably a personal computer, workstation, video game console, or

other computing or display device, as explained with reference to Figure 1. Host computer

system 18 commonly includes a host microprocessor 7'0, random access memory (RAM) 72,

read-only memory (ROM) 74, a clock 78. and a display device 20. Host microprocessor '70 can

include a variety of available microprocessors from Intel, AMD, Motorola, or other

manufacturers. Microprocessor 108 can be single microprocessor chip, or can include multiple

primary andior co-processors. Microprocessor l08 preferably retrieves and stores instructions

and other necessary data from RAM 72 and ROM 74 as is well known to those skilled in the art.

In the described embodiment, host computer system 18 can receive sensor data or a sensor signal

via a bus 80 from sensors of system 10 and other information. Microprocessor 70 can receive

data from bus 120 using U0 electronics, and can use the U0 electronics to control other

peripheral devices. Host computer system 18 can also output commands to interface device 31

via bus 120 to cause force feedback.

Clock 7'8 is a standard clock crystal or equivalent component which can be used by host

computer 18 to provide timing to electrical signals used by host microprocessor 70 and other

components of the computer system 18. Display device 20 is described with reference to Figure

1. Other types of peripherals can also be coupled to host processor 70, such as storage devices
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embodiment, the microprocessor 90 can independently process sensor signals to determine

appropriate output actuator signals by following the instructions of a “force process" that may

be stored in local memory and includes calculation instructions, formulas, force magnitudes,

and/or other data. The force process can command distinct force sensations, such as vibrations,

textures. jolts. or even simulated interactions between displayed objects. The host can send the

local processor a spatial layout of objects in the graphical environment so that the

microprocessor has a mapping of locations of graphical objects like enclosures and can

determine interactions with the cursor locally. Such operation of local microprocessor in force

feedback applications is described in greater detail in patent nos. 5,734,373 and 5,825,308. In an

alternate embodiment, no local microprocessor 90 is included in interface device 31, and host

computer 18 directly controls and processes all signals to and from the interface device 31.

A local clock 9?. can be coupled to the microprocessor 90 to provide timing data, similar

to system clock 73 of host computer 18 to, for example. compute forces to be output by actuators

106 and 112. In alternate cmbodirnents using the USB communication interface, timing data for

microprocessor 90 can be retrieved from the USB interface. Local memory 94, such as RAM

andfor ROM, is preferably coupled to microprocessor 90 in interface device 31 to store

instructions for microprocessor 90, temporary and other data, calibration parameters,

adjustments to compensate for sensor variations can be included, andfor the state of the force

feedback device.

Sensor interface 96 may optionally be included in device 31 to convert sensor signals to

signals that can be interpreted by the microprocessor 90 andfor host computer system 18. For

example. sensor interface 96 can receive signals from a digital sensor such as an encoder and

convert the signals into a digital binary number. An analog‘ to digital converter (ADC) can also

be used. Such circuits. or equivalent circnits, are well known to those skilled in the art.

Alternately, microprocessor 90 or host computer 18 can perform these interface functions.

Actuator interface 98 can be optionally connected between the actuators I06 and 112 and

microprocessor 90 to convert signals from microprocessor 90 into signals appropriate to drive

the actuators. Interface 93 can include power amplifiers, switches, digital to analog controllers

(DACS), and other components. as well known to those skilled in the art. In alternate

embodiments. interface 98 circuitry can be provided within microprocessor 90 or in the

actuators.

In a preferred embodiment, power is supplied to the actuators 106 and 112 and any other

components (as required) by the USB. Alternatively, power from the USB can be stored and

regulated by device 31 and thus used when needed to drive actuators 106 and 112. Or. a power

supply can optionally be coupled to actuator interface 98 andfor actuators I06 and 112 to provide

electrical power.
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mouse but can alternatively be a joystick, remote control. or other device or article, as described

above.

Mechanical portion I02 interfaces the wheel l6 with the host computer l3. Portion 102

includes a sensor 110, an actuator 112, a mechanism 114, and wheel 16. Sensor 110 can be any

suitable sensor for detecting the rotary motion of wheel 16, such as an optical encoder,

potentiometer, or other varieties as described above for sensors 104. Alternatively, sensor 110

can be a linear sensor that senses linear motion of mechanism 1l4 converted from the rotary

motion of wheel I6. Sensor 110 can be an absolute sensor, where absolute positions of the

wheel in the range of motion are reported to host computer 18; or a relative sensor, in which

changes in position from a previous position are reported to the host computer. Sensor 110 can

be directly coupled to the user object l2 or 32, be coupled through a drive mechanism. or can be

decoupled from the user object (eg. by sensing motion using eleetromagetic beam detectors

and emitters).

Actuator 112 is any suitable actuator for providing rotary forces on wheel 16 and

produces “eomputer—modulated” forces as referred to above similarly to actuators 106. in the

preferred embodiment, actuator 11.‘! is a DC current control motor that has a small enough size to

fit into a small rnanipulantlurn such as a mouse and a small enough weight as to not interfere

with mouse planar movement. Thus, the forces provided on wheel l6 may be small, but since

the finger of a user is typically quite sensitive, small magnitude forces are sufficient to convey a

variety of force sensations. in other embodiments, different types of active or passive actuators

can be used as described above with reference to actuators I06. For example, passive actuators

such as a magnetic particle brake, a friction brake, an clectrorheological fluid actuator, or a

magnetorheological fluid actuator. are quite suitable for use as actuator 112 due to their smaller

size and weight and reduced power requirements. If such passive actuators are used, then a

desired amount of play can be provided between actuator and wheel 16 to allow sensing of the

wheel when the actuator is activated, as described in greater detail in patent nos. 5,721,566 and

5,767,839.

Also, a drive mechanism such as a capstan drive mechanism can be used to provide

mechanical advantage to the forces output by actuator 112. Some examples of capstan drive

mechanisms are described in patents 5,73 1,304 and 5,767,S39. Alternatively, a belt drive system

can be used as described below with reference to Figure 8.

In the described embodiment, the sensor 110 can input signals to a single sensor interface

96 used also for sensors 104 as described above. Actuator 112 can similarly use the actuator

interface 98 also used by actuators 106. Alternatively, sensor I10 andfor actuator 112 can be

provided with their own dedicated interfaces separate from interfaces 96 and 98.
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coupled to actuator 112 by a shaft 128; thus, when the actuator applies rotary force to shaft 128

about axis A, the users finger 130 on wheel 16 will feel the rotary force about axis A. It should

be noted that if the user is applying sufficient force in the opposite direction of the rotary force,

t.he actuator operates in a stalled Condition where the wheel 16 will not physically rotate. but the

user will feel the rotational force.

Sensor 110 is coupled to the shaft 128 (or a portion of actuator 1 12 coupled to shaft 128)

to measure the rotation of the shaft about axis A and thus the rotation of the wheel 16. Sensor

110 senses the rotation of wheel 16 even when no forces are applied to the wheel by actuator

1 12. In the embodiment of Figure 5, the actuator 112 is provided between the sensor 110 and

the wheel 16. FIGURE 6 is a perspective View of a second embodiment 102’ of mechanical

portion 102, where the wheel 16 is positioned between the sensor 110 and actuator 112.

Embodiment 10?.’ is more appropriate than embodiment 102 when a desired play is introduced

between actuator and wheel 16, since the sensor is desired to be rigidly coupled to wheel 16

without play in such an embodiment. In other respects. the embodiment 102’ functions similarly

to the mechanical portion 102.

FIGURE 7 is a perspective view of a third embodiment 102” of mechanical portion 102

for force feedback mouse wheel 16. Wheel 16 is coupled to a pulley 132 by a rotatable shaft

134. where pulley I32, shaft 134, and wheel 16 rotate about axis B. in this embodiment, the

pulley 132, shaft 134. and wheel 16 are preferably fixed at their rotation location, i.e.. axis 13 is

fixed with respect to mouse 12 or 32. Pulley 132 is coupled to a pulley 136 by a belt 138.

Pulley 136 is rigidly coupled to a shaft 140, which is coupled to actuator 112 and to sensor 110,

where pulley 136, actuator 112, and sensor 111) rotate about axis C. Mechanical portion 102”

thus operates similarly to the embodiment 102, except that the belt transmission system 142 that

includes pulley 132, belt 138. and pulley 134 is used to scale the motion of wheel 16 and forces

applied to wheel 16. For example, pulley 136 preferably has a smaller diameter than pulley 132

to allow the rotational motion of wheel 16 to be converted to a greater number of rotations of

shaft 140, thus increasing the sensing resolution. Furthennore, a smaller rotation of shaft 140

translates to a greater amount of rotation of shaft 134, thus providing mechanical advantage to

forces output by actuator 1 12 and allowing a smaller actuator to be used in mouse 12 or 32. In

other embodiments, belt 138 can be a cable, or belt transmission system 142 can be a capstan

drive system. Other mechanical transmission systems may also be used.

FIGURE 8 is a perspective view of a fourth embodiment 102” of mechanical portion

102 for force feedback mouse wheel 16. Embodiment 102"‘ is similar to embodiment 102”

except that axis B is floating, i.e., may be rotated about axis C. Thus, the assembly including

pulley 132, shaft 134. and wheel 16 may be rotated about axis C. This motion allows the wheel

16 to move approximately vertically with reference to the horizontal planar orientation of the
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wheel from a reference position (when viewing wheel coincident with axis of rotation), at a force

magnitude of 10% of maximum force output (magnitude can also be expressed in other terms).

Additional angle parameters can define additional detents located at different angles around the

wheel in a range of 360 degrees, irregularly or regularly spaced as desired. Alternatively, “N

pulses per revolution” can be a parameter to command N regularly-spaced force detents per

revolution of the wheel. If a local microprocessor 90 is used, the microprocessor can implement

the detents independently of control of the host based on the received host command.

For example, one standard GUI feature is a pull-down menu 206. Individual menu items

208 in the pull down menu 206 may be selected by the user using cursor 204. Once the pull-

down menu has been displayed, the selection of a menu item 203 can be controlled by wheel 16

moving cursor 204 t’and. optionally, vertical motion of mouse 12 or 32 can be disabled while the

menu is displayed). For example, a menu item selection bar 209 (or highlighter) can be moved

up or down menu 206 hy rotating the wheel 16. The force detents can be output on wheel 16 to

correspond with the spacing of menu items 208. Thus. the selection of a menu item is made

easier from the use of detent forces. which substantially reduces the tendency of the user to

overshoot a menu item when moving a cursor down the list ofmenu items. Furthermore, since

the force detents are programmable, the user or software developer can set a rotational distance

between detents to a particular preference. and can also set the magnitude of detent forces, e.g.

for the “depth" of the detent which controls how easily the user may move the wheel past or out

of a detent.

Detent forces can similarly be used for other GUI or application program features. For

example, the spacing of objects on a document can be synchronized with force detents. As the

document is scrolled using wheel I5, each time a particular object is scrolled past a

predetermined location in a window, a force detent can be output. For example the spacing of

lines 214 of text in a text document 212 can be synchronized with force detents so that if these

text lines are scrolled by the cursor or other location in the window using the wheel it’), a force

detent is output on the wheel 16. Similarly, the grid spacing on a spreadsheet or the links on a

web page can be associated with force detents. The force detents can be spaced to correspond

with the spacing of the text or other features to provide the user with greater feedback

concerning the graphical features. Thus, a text document having single-spaced lines would

cause force detents to be output in quick succession as the document is scrolled, while a text

document having double-spaced lines would cause force detents to be output twice.the rotational

distance apart as the single spaced document. In other embodiments in which the wheel 16 is

used to position the cursor 204 (described below), force detents can be output on wheel 16 when

the cursor is moved over a particular graphical object. such as a text word, an icon, or a menu

item 208. The flexibility of characterizing the computer-controlled actuator force detents makes
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screen. For example, each time a page break in a text document scrolls by the cursor 204 or

scrolls past the bottom of the displayed window, a jolt can be output on wheel 16. Other objects

such as web page links, images, etc. can also be associated with jolts. A jolt differs from a

detent in that a jolt is time-based rather than spatially based; the jolt is output irrespective of the

position of the wheel 16. and does not attract or repel the wheel from a particular rotational

position.

A different force sensation that can be output on wheel 16 is a vibration. Like the jolt

force. this type of force “effect." is time based, not based on the rotational position of the wheel.

The vibration force can be commanded with a command such as WI-IEEL_VIBRATION

(Frequency, Waveform, Magnitude) to characterize the vibration force. where " Waveform” can

be a sine wave, square wave, triangle wave. or other-shaped wave. The vibration can be

associated with particular graphical objects displayed on the screen, or be output based on events

that occur in a host application. For example. a vibration can be output on wheel 16 when a

tvaming or alert message is given, such as when the user receives new mail or when an error in a

program oecurs.

Other force sensations that can be output on wheel 16 are inertia, friction, atidfor

damping force. Ari inertia force is based on a simulated mass of an object, where the larger the

mass. the greater the force resisting motion of the object. For example, a document can be

assigned a simulated mass based on :1 characteristic of the document, such as the file size of the

document, the font used in the document, etc. A document having a larger mass has a greater

inertia liorcc associated with it, so that the wheel 16 is more difficult to rotate when scrolling a

large document as compared to scrolling a smaller document. The user can perceive the force on

the wheel 16 and readily discern the size of the scrolled document. A friction force depends on a

predefined coefficient of friction which causes a drag force on the user manipulanduni. A

damping force sensation is based on the velocity of an object, where the greater the velocity, the

greater the damping force. This force feels like resistance to motion through a viscous liquid.

The faster wheel 16 is rotated, the greater the damping force on the wheel. This can be used, for

example. to provide areas of a document where scrolling is desired to be slower or eontrolled to

a more fine degree, or to alert the user of a particular portion of the document as it scrolls by.

Another use for wheel 16 is for “coupled control.” Coupled control refers to the position

of cursor 204 on screen 20 being controlled both hy the position of mouse 12 or 32 in its planar

workspace as well as by the rotational position of wheel 16 about its axis. in one embodiment,

the Y (vertical) sereen coordinate of the cursor 204 is determined by the Y position of the mouse

added to the Y position of the wheel 16, as summarized by the following:

Y(?l:RS0R = YLSOUSE T Y‘Nl{EEL
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associated with the motion of the cursor and/or t.hc interaction of the cursor with other graphical

objects in GUI 200. Also, one or more of these forces can be combined with one or more other

forces to create compound force sensations on wheel 16.

Furthermore, force profiles may be used to control the forces on wheel 16. Force profiles

are sequences of individual force magnitudes that have heen stored in a storage device such as

local memory 92, host RAM 74. a hard disk drive, floppy disk, CD-R or CD Rewritable, DVD,

or other storage device. The force magnitudes can be output by microprocessor 90 to the

actuator 112 in sequence to apply a particular force sensation characterized by the force profile.

The microprocessor can output the force profile magnitudes (or a subset thereof) at different

rates or with different offsets from the stored magnitudes as commanded by host computer 18

and.-’or as a function of characteristics, such as wheel veloeityfaccelcrationfcurrent position, time,

etc.

The force feedback functionality oi’ wheel to described above can also be provided in

different modes of the interface device 12 or 31, where the user, microprocessor 90, andfor host

computer l8 can control which mode is currently active. Examples of two preferred modes are

isotonic mode and isometric mode. Example ofsimilar isometric and isotonic modes for mouse

12 or 32 are also described in U.S. Patent No. 5,825,308.

isotonic mode is a position control mode for wheel 16, where the forces output on the

wheel are synchronized or associated with the position of the wheel, and where the position of

the wheel, when changed. incrementally changes the position or state of a graphical object

provided by the host computer. For example, when a position control scrolling is provided by

wheel 16. a document is scrolled by an amount corresponding to the amount the wheel is rotated.

Similarly, the coupled control described above is a position control function, since a cursor is

incrementally moved based on incremental rotations of the wheel l6.

Force sensations that are appropriate for such a position control wheel mode include

force detents. For example, as explained above, force detents are output on the wheel depending

on when text lines or spread sheet cells are scrolled by, where each detent is incrementally

output as a document is scrolled, zoomed, pamted. etc. Damping, friction. and inertia forces are

also position control mode forces, where the force depends on the velocity (which is position

based) or the position of the wheel and the cursor, document, or other object which is directly

controlled by the wheel. Obstruction forces which represent hard stops to the wheel can be used

in position control mode to represent the end of travel of the wheel; for example. when the end

of a document is reached during a scrolling function. a hard stop force can be output to indicate

this condition and resist further scrolling. Alternatively, a wall obstruction force on wheel 16

indicates that a wheel-controlled cursor has hit a wall. Texture forces are also appropriate in the

position control mode, where the texture force is dependent on the position of the wheel; for
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is active. For example, when the mode is not active, the cursor can be moved normally through

the border or edge of a window, with no force sensations associated with the movement over the

window. However. when t.he force mode is active (such as by pressing or holding a particular

button IS‘), a spring force will be output on mouse 32 andfor on wheel 16 opposing the

movement of the cursor through the window border, ie. the window border becomes an

“isometric surface.’ This force is used as for “pressure scrolling” or as a “scroll surface”,

where the amount of penetration of the mouse against the spring force controls the speed of

scrolling, zooming, etc. of a document displayed in that window (similar to isometric mode

described above). In a "pressure clicking" or “elicit surface” embodiment, if the cursor is

moved against the border of an icon or other object and the force functionality mode is active, a

force will be output. resisting motion of the cursor into the icon: when the mouse 32 andfur Wheel

it’: moves against the force a threshold distance, the icon is selected as if the cursor had clicked

or double-clicked on the icon. These types of features are especially applicable to wheel 16

when in the coupled cursor control embodiment described above. In other embodiments, other

input devices besides or in addition to buttons 15 can control the force functionality mode. Or,

different input devices can control different modes.

FIGURE 10 illustrates an application for a control knob embodiment of the present

invention. A control panel 212 is provided for a device 210 and includes a control knob of the

present invention. In the described embodiment, device 210 is an audio device that controls the

output of sound, such as music or speech, fi'om speakers that are connected to the device 210.

For example, a common embodiment of device 210 is a stereo system that includes the ability to

play sound from one or more media or signals, such as cassette tapes, digital audio transmission

(DAT) tapes, compact discs (CD5) or other optical discs, or radio signals transmitted through

the air from a broadcasting station.

The device 210 can also include additional or other functionality not related to audio

control and output. For example, many vehicles include electronic systems to control the

temperature in the vehicle cabin (air conditioning, heat, etc), as well as systems to provide

information on the current operating characteristics of the vehicle, such as current speed, engine

temperature, fuel or other fluid levels, whether windows of the vehicle are open, etc. Other

systems may include a navigation system that displays a map and the current location of the

vehicle with respect to the map, a cellular telephone or other portable telephone control system,

and a securityfalarm system. Device 210 can include the ability to display informatioli from

artdfor influence such other systems in a vehicle or other environment, such as a house, offiee,

etc.

Alternatively, device 210 can be a variety of other electronic or computer devices. For

example, device 210 can be a home appliance such as a television set, a microwave oven or other

kitchen appliances, a washer or dryer, a home stereo component or system. a home computer, a
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Control knobs 218 are provided to allow the user a different type of control of functions

and settings of device 210 than the buttons 216 allow. Knobs 218, in the described embodiment,

are approximately cylindrical objects engageable by the user. The knobs 218 can alternatively

be implemented as a variety of different objects, including conical shapes, spherical shapes,

dials, cubical shapes. rods. etc., and may have a variety of different textures on their

circumferential surfaces. including bumps, lines, or other grips. or even projections or members

extending from the circumferential surface. In addition, any of variety of differently-sized knobs

can be provided; for example, if high-magnitude forces are output, a larger-diameter cylindrical

knob is often easier for a user to interface with device 210. In the described embodiment, each

knob 218 rotates in a single rotary degree of freedom about an axis extending out of the knob,

such as axis A. The user preferably grips or contacts the circumferential surface 226 of the knob

218 and rotates it a desired amount. Force feedhack can be provided in this rotary degree of

freedom in some emhodiments, as described in greater detail with reference to Figs. 12a and 12b.

Furthermore. the control knobs 218 of the present invention allow additional control

functionality for the user. The knobs 218 are preferably able to be moved by the user in one or

more directions approximately perpendicular to the axis A of rotation, e.g. parallel to the surface

of the front panel 212 as shown in Fig. 10 (“transverse motion“ or “transverse direction"). This

transverse motion is indicated by arrows 228. For example, the knob 218 can be moved in the

four orthogonal directions shown, or may be moveable in less or more directions in other

embodiments, e.g. only two of the directions shown, or in eight directions spaced at 45 degree

intervals about axis A. In one embodiment, each transverse direction of the knob is spring

loaded such that, after heing moved in a direction 228 and once the user releases or stops

exerting sufficient force on the knob, the knob will move back to its centered rest position. in

other embodiments, the knob can be provided without such a spring bias so that the knob 218

stays in any position to which it is moved until the user actively moves it to a new position.

This transverse motion of knob 218 can allow the user to select additional settings or

functions of the device 210. In some embodiments, the additional control options provided by

knob 218 allow the number of buttons 216 and other controls to be reduced, since the functions

normally assigned to these buttons can be assigned to the knob 218. For example, the user can

move a cursor 30 or other visual indicator on display 214 (eg. pointer, selection box, arrow. or

highlighting of selected textfimage) to a desired selection on the display. Thus, the cursor 230

can be moved from the “ radio" selection shown to the “tape" selection by moving the knob 218

in the down direction as shown in Fig. 10. Or, the cursor 230 can be moved to the “CD"'

selection by moving the knob 218 in the direction to the right. If knob 218 is provided with

diagonal directions (e.g. at 45 degree intervals), the user can move the cursor 230 from the

“radio" selection directly to the “off” selection. The user can similarly move eursor 230 or a
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direction as shown by arrow 236. In the present invention, slider control 232 preferably includes

force feedback functionality. Thus, as the user moves the knob 234, force sensations such as a

spring force‘, a damping force, jolts, detents, textures, or other forces can be output and felt by

the user. Furthermore, the slider knob 234 can include a button 238 which can be pressed by the

user similarly to the push knob embodiment discussed above with reference to knob 218.

Altemativcly. the knob 234 can be pushed and./or pulled similarly to the knob 218 as described

above. Slider control 232 can control any of the various functions, settings, or options of the

device 210. For example, the motion left or right of knob 234 can control the radio frequency

222, where force detents are output for each station andlor each preset station previously

programmed by the user. Or, the cursor 230 can be moved using the slider knob 234. such that

when the cursor reaches a desired setting or selection. the user can push button 238 or push on

the knob 234 to select that setting. Other functions such as volume, balance, tone, map

functions, temperature functions, or mode selection can also be controlled by the slider control

232. Slider control is described in greater detail with respect to Figure 14.

FIGURE ll is an example showing images which can be displayed on display 214 to

assist the user in selecting options with knobs 218 andfor slider control 232. Display 2l4 can

present icons as shown. in this example for the control of audio output. signals from device 210.

Icon 246 is selected to control the volume of the audio output using knob 218, where the circular

pointer 242 can be moved in accordance with the knob 218. Icon 247 is used to control the

frequency of the radio tuner (the current selected frequency cart be displayed as well), and the

icons 248. 249, and 25] are used to control the balance, treble, and bass of the audio,

respectively. For example, the indicator 244 can be moved left or right depending on the current

setting. Cursor 245 is used to select one of the icons to allow the control of the functions

associated with the selected icon. Cursor 245 indicates which of the icons in display 214 are

currently selected. The icon can be moved fi'om each icon to the next by rotating the knob 218.

Al-tentatively, the transverse motion of the knob can move the cursor 245. A function of the

device designed by the selected icon can he selected by pushing the knob 218 in the linear

direction. The cursor can be a square or other-shaped box, or the currently-selected icon can be

highlighted to indicate the eursor‘s location.

It should be noted that each of the icons can preferably be set to a position control mode

or to a rate control mode as desired by the user. For example, the user may select position

control for volume 246 and rate control for the functions of icons 247, 248, 249, and 251. or any

other combination. In position control mode. force detents are preferably output to indicate

particular settings or how far the knob 218 has been rotated. In rate control mode, detents can

also be output. For example, the user maintains the knob 218 at a rotary position away from the

center position in opposition to a spring return force, and a detent force (e.g., jolt) is output to

indicate how much a particular value has been changed. For example. a jolt can be output for
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A pusher member 256 is rigidly coupled to shaft 250 next to the switch 252. Since the

switch 252 includes an aperture through which the shaft 250 extends. the knob 218, shaft 250

and pusher member 256 are operative to move as a unit along axis A with respect to the front

panel (ground) and the switch 252. A switch 258 (see Fig. 12b) is coupled to a grounded

member 260 and is provided in the path of the pusher member 256. Thus, when the knob 218 is

pushed by the user, the shaft 250 and the pusher member 256 are moved along axis A in a

direction indicated by arrow 262 (see Fig. 12b). This causes pusher member 256 to engage the

button 264 of the switch 258, causing the button 264 to be pushed inward and close (or open) the

switch. The pushing motion of the knob 218 is thus sensed.

ln other embodiments, a sensor can be provided to sense a range of positions of the knob

218 or a continuous motion of the knob 218 linearly along axis A. For example, a Hall effect

switch can be provided on pusher member 256 which measures the position of the pusher

member 256 relative to a grounded magnet on member 260 (or the Hall effect switch can be

placed on the member 260 and the magnet can be placed on the member 256). Or. an optical

sensor {such as a photodiodej or other type of sensor can detect the position of the member 256

andfor knob 218. in such an embodiment, the position of the knob along axis A can

proportionately control a function or setting of the device 210. For example, such movement can

control the volume of audio output of the device, motion of a cursor across a display, or the

brightness of lights inside a vehicle.

A pull switch can be implemented similarly t.o the push switeh shown in Figs. 12a and

12b. For example, 21 switch similar to switch 258 can be grounded and provided on the opposite

side of pushed member 256 so that when knob 218 is pulled in a direction opposited to direction

262, a button on this switch is engaged by the pusher member to detect the pulled motion. The

pull motion of knob 218 can also be sensed in a continuous range similar to the push

embodiments described above. In some embodiments, both push and pull motions of the knob

218 may be provided and sensed.

A spring member 264 is rigidly coupled to the pushing member 256 at one end and is

rigidly coupled to a rotatable end member 266 at its other end. Spring member 264 is

compressed when the knob 218 and pusher member 256 are moved in the direction of arrow 262.

Spring member 264 thus provides a spring force that biases the knob 218 in the direction

opposite to direction 262. If the knob 218 is not forced in direction 262, the spring bias moves

the knob 218 opposite to direction 262 until the knob reaches its rest position. In those

embodiments including a pull motion of the knob 218 in the direction opposite to direction 262,

a spring member can be included on the opposite side of pusher member 256 to spring member

264, to bias the knob 218 in direction 262 after the user has pulled the knob. In yet other

embodiments, no spring member 264 is provided, and the knob 218 remains at any pushed or

pulled position until actively moved to a new position by the user.
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Also. the magnitude of the force detents can differ based on the value being controlled.

For example. a radio frequency having a higher value might be associated with a stronger force

detent. while a lower radio frequency might be associated with a weaker force tletent when it is

displayed, thus infonning the user generally of the radio station heing displayed without

requiring the user to look at the display 214 {which is particularly useful when operating the

device 210 while perfonning another task, such as driving a vehicle). In some embodiments. the

user can also change the magnitude of detents associated with particular values, such as radio

stations. to preferred values so as to “mark” favorite settings. Programmability of the location

of the detents in the rotary degree of freedom is also convenient since preferred radio frequencies

are most likely spaced at irregular intervals in the radio frequency range, and the ability to

program the detents at any location in the range allows the user to set detents to those preferred

stations. In addition, the knob can be moved by the actuator 270 to select the nearest

preprograntmed station or preferred setting. Also, different sets of detent force profiles can he

stored in :1 memory device on the device 230 and a particular set can be provided on the knob

318 hy a microprocessor or other controller in the device 230.

Another type of force sensation that can be output on knob 218 is a spring force. The

spring force can provide resistance to rotational movement of the knob in either direction to

simulate a physical spring on the knob. This can be used, for example, to " snap back" the knob

to its rest or center position after the user lets go of the knob. c.g. once the knob is rotated past a

particular position, a function is selected, and the user releases the knob to let the knob move

back to its original position. A damping force sensation can also be provided on knob 218 to

slow down the rotation of the knob, allowing more accurate control by the user. Furthermore.

any of these force sensations can be combined together for a single knob 218 to provide multiple

simultaneous force effects.

The spring return force provided in the rotary degree of freedom of the knob 218 can also

be used to implement a rate control paradigm. “Rate control” is the control of a rate of a

function, object, or setting based on the displacement of the knob 218 from a designated origin

position. The further the knob is moved away from the origin position, the greater the rate of

change of controlled input. For example, if a rate control knob 218 with a spring return force is

used to control the radio frequency, then the further the knob is moved from the center origin

position, the faster the radio Frequency will change in the appropriate direction. The frequency

stops changing when the knob is returned to the origin position. The spring force is provided so

that the further the user moves the knob away from the origin position, the greater the force on

the knob in the direction toward the origin position. This feels to the user as if he or she is

inputting pressure or force against the spring rather than rotation or displacement, where the

magnitude of pressure dictates the magnitude of the rate. However, the amount of rotation of the
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FI.I‘l1.l’1EITl'10l'C. in other embodiments, the pull andfor push motion of knob 218 along axis

A can be actuated. For example, a jolt force can be output on the knob in the linear degree of

freedom along axis A as the user pushes the knob. Also, the spring return force provided by

spring member 264 can instead be output using an actuator controlled by a microprocessor.

It should be noted that the embodiment ol'Figs. 12a and 12b is not the only embodiment

of the present invention. For example, some embodiments may only include the transverse

motion of knob 18 and not the push andfor pull functionality nor the force feedback

functionality. Other embodiments may only include the push andfor pull functions. Yet other

embodiments may only include force feedback with transverse knob motion. or force feedback

with push andlor pull functions.

FIGURE 13a is a perspective view of an alternate embodiment 280 of the control knob

218 of t.hc present invention. In embodiment 280, knob 218 is coupled to shaft 250, which is

rigidly coupled to :1 flex member 282. Flex member 282 includes a base plate 284 and a

plurality of bent portions 286 extending from the base plat.e 284. For example, as shown in

FIGURE 13b, the flex member 282 can be formed by cutting out the circular base plate 284 and

the portions 286 from a unitary piece 285 of material, such as spring steel or stainless steel. The

unitary piece is preferably provided as a thin sheet. Holes 288 or other apertures can be placed

near the ends of the portions 286. Referring back to Fig. 13a, the portions 286 are then bent such

that the holes 288 substantially align with the other holes 288, where the holes 288 are aligned

with axis B that extends approximately perpendicular to the surface of the base plate 284. The

base plate 284 is rigidly coupled to the rotating shaft of the actuator 2'70.

FIGURE 13c is a side elevational view of the embodiment 280 of Fig. 13a. In the

described embodiment, knob 218 is coupled to shaft 250, which extends through a switch 290

and is coupled to the bent portions 286 of the flex member 282. The switch 290 is preferably

similar to the switch 252 described above with reference to Figs. 12a and 12b. For example, a

microswiteh can be provided on the inside surface of the housing of switch 290 for each

transverse direction of knob 218 that is to be sensed. The base plate 284 of the flex member 282

is rigidly coupled to shaft 292 of actuator 270. The shaft 292 is rigidly coupled to a shaft (not

shown) of sensor 276, which has a grounded housing that is coupled to the grounded housing of

actuator 270.

Alternatively, a plurality of sensors can be positioned external to the flex member 282

instead of using switch 290. For example, switches 294 can be positioned on two or more sides

around the flex member 282, depending on how many directions are to be sensed. Switches 294

can be contact switches that each detect when the portions 286 move to engage the contact

switch, thus indicating movement of knob 218 in a particular transverse direction. Alternatively,

members can he positioned on shaft 250 which extend to the sides of the shaft and which engage
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transmission member moves. Voice coil actuators such as actuator 304 are described in greater

detail in US. Patent No. 5.801140, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

in particular, the operation of the voice eoils as actuators andfor sensors is described therein.

Other types of actuators 304 and transmissions can also be used in slider control 232.

For example, a capstan drive and cable transmission can provide linear forces on the knob 234.

Other types of actuators suitable for use with the slider include active actuators, such as linear

current control mot.ors. stepper motors, pneumaticfhydraulic active actuators, a torquer, etc.

Passive actuators may also be used, such as magnetic particle brakes, friction brakes, fluid

controlled passive actuators. or other actuators which generate a damping resistance or friction in

a degree of motion.

Slider knob 234 can also include a button 238 which is used to provide input to the

device 2l0. ln yet other embodiments, the slider knob 234 can be pushed andfor pulled in a

linear degree of freedom approximately perpendicularly to the surface of fi'ont panel 212. In

such an embodiment, it inoveable contact switch can be provided between the knob 234 and the

transmission member 300. A spring member can also be provided similarly to the embodiment

of Figs. l2a-l2b and 13a-13c to bias the knob 234 to a neutral rest position.

The force sensations and modes described above for the rotary knob in Figs. 12a—l2b and

13a-13c may also be used for the slider control 232 in a linear degree of freedont. For example,

force detents can be applied in a position control paradigm as the knob 234 is moved in its linear

degree of freedom. In a rate control paradigm, a spring return force can bias the knob 234

toward a center origin position, for example the center of the range of motion of the knob. The

further the user moves the knob from the origin position, the greater the spring force opposing

that motion and the greater the rate of the controlled value changes (increases or decreases).

Other force effects include damping forees, texture forces, jolts, obstruction forces. assistive

forces, periodic forces such as vibration forces, and end-o f-travel forces.

FIGURES 15a and 15b are diagrammatic illustrations illustrating detent force profiles

suitable for use with the knobs of device 210. Detent foree profiles can be implemented by a

microprocessor or other controller based on instructions stored in a computer readable medium,

such as a memory circuit, magnetic disk, optical disk, etc. In Fig. l5a, a detent force profile is

shown. The vertical axis F represents the magnitude of force output, where a positive P value

indicates force in one direction, and a negative F value indicates force in the opposite direction.

The horizontal axis d represents the distance or position of the moved user object (knob) in a

degree of freedom, where the origin position 0 indicates the position of the detent, a positive d is

a position past the origin of the detent in one direction, and a negative d is a position past the

origin of the detent in the opposite direction. The curve 324 represents the force output for a

single detent over a position range for the detent. Thus, for example, if the user moves the knob
APPLE INC.
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same distance from origin 02 as P3. Detent curve 328 ends at endpoint 332 on the right side of

origin 0] and within the range of forces of detent curve 330. Preferably, the end point 332 of

curve 328 is positioned well after the endpoint 334 of curve 330, such that the point 332 has a

position in the middle of the range between point 334 and the origin 02. The overlapped zone is

between positions P3 and P2. in addition, the end point 332 of the first detent preferably does

not extend past the origin 02 of the second detent into the positive side of the second detent. If

another detent is positioned further on the d axis after curve 330, the end point 333 of curve 330

preferably is positioned well after the starting endpoint of the next detent curve and not past the

origin of the next detent curve. Similar positioning can be provided for curves before curve 328

on axis d.

To solve the problem of unintentionally moving past a successive detent, the range of the

second or successive detent is adjusted such that a lesser magnitude is preferably output at the

beginning of the successive detent than would normally be output if the entire curve of the

successive detent were used. Furthertnore, the force detent curve used to output force is

preferably different depending on the direction of the knob, similar to a hysteresis effect. As

shown in FIGURE 15c, when moving the knob so the knob position changes from left to right,

the force at the beginning of the range of detent curve 330 is at point 335 having a magnitude of

0.5M, which is one-half the magnitude M of the force at the other endpoint 333 of the range of

curve 330 (ignoring the signs or direction of the forces). Of course, in other embodiments point

335 can have a magnitude of other fractions of M. such as one-third or three-fourths of M.

Additional curve 32? can be similarly positioned and provide a similar overlap with curve 330,

and additional curves maybe added before curve 328 andlor after curve 327.

As shown in FIGURE 15d, when moving the knob in the other direction so the knob

position changes from right to left. the endpoints of the curve 330 reverse in magnitude with

respect to the endpoints shown in Fig. l5c. In Fig. 15d, starting from origin 02. the force at the

beginning of the range of detent curve 328 is at point 336 having a magnitude of 0.5M, which is

one-half the magnitude M of the force at the other endpoint 331 of curve 328 {other fractions of

M can be provided for endpoint 336 in other embodiments). Any additional curves, such as

curve 327, can be provided with a similar overlap, The force output on the knob thus changes

depending on the direction of the knob. in a digital sensing system (e. g. using a digital encoder),

the direction ean be detertnined from a history of sensed values. For example, one or more

sensed position values can be stored and compared to a current sensed position to determine the

knob direction.

The use of 21 lesser magnitude at the beginning of the second detent reduces the tendency

of the user to unintentionally skip past a second detent after moving the knob over a first detent

closely spaced to the second detent. For example, when moving the knob left to right (e.g.,

clockwise) from position P1, 21 first detent (curve 328) ends at point 332 of curve 328, alter
APPLE INC.
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the deadband is reached (zero magnitude). Similarly, at point P4 on the other side of the origin

0, the force increases from zero to a maximum magnitude M5 at location P5, after which the

force drops 21 short distance to magnitude M6 at location P6. The force then drops to zero for

increasing d, until another detent effect is encountered. The small decreases in force magnitude

from the maximum magnitude at the end points of the curve 338 are useful in some detent

embodiments to provide a less extreme assistive or resistive force to the user when entering or

exiting the detent range, e.g_, to gradually lead the user into the detent range before outputting

the maximum force. This can provide a smoother-feeling and, in some cases, a more easily-

selccted detent (i.e., it can be easier to position the knob at the detertt‘s origin).

The detent curve 338 can thus be defined using the parameters shown in Fig. lea. For

example. a force command protocol can provide a number of different commands that can cause

the output of different force sensations to the user. The commands can each include a command

identifier followed by one or more command parameters that define and characterize the desired

force sensation. An example of a command defining a detent curve 338 is as follows:

DETENT (TYPE, PERIOD, MAGNITUDE, LOCATION, DEADBAND. FLAG,

WIDTH, PHASE, OFFSET, LOCATION. INCREMENT, ARRAY POINTER)

The DETENT identifier indicates the type of force sensation. The TYPE parameter

indicates a type of periodic wave from which to base the force detent enrve, such as a sine wave,

triangle wave, square wave, ramp, etc. The PERIOD and MAGNITUDE parameters define

those characteristics of the periodic wave. The LOCATION parameter defines the location of

the origin position for the detent in the degree of freedom of the knob. The DEADBAND

parameter indicates the size of the deadband around the origin position. The FLAG parameter is

a flag that indicates whether the detent. is provided on the positive side, the negative side, or both

sides around the Ioeation (origin position}. The WIDTH parameter defines the amount of the

wave 339 used for the detent curve, i.e. the extent of the wave used starting from the PHASE

position. The PHASE parameter indicates the starting position of the detent curve 338 on the

wave 339 {and is described in greater detail below). The OFFSET parameter indicates the

amount of magnitude offset that curve 338 includes from the d axis, and is described in greater

detail below. The INCREMENT parameter indicates the distance in the degree of freedom of

the knob between successive detent locations. The optional LOCATION ARRAY POINTER

parameter indicates a location in a separate array that has been previously programmed with the

particular positions in the degree of freedom of the knob at which the detents are located and

(optionally) the total number of detents; the array can be provided in memory, such as RAM, or

other writable storage device. For example, the array can be preprogrammcd with three detents,

at locations of 45 degrees, 78 degrees, and 131 degrees in the rotation of the knob. The array can

be accessed as necessary to retrieve these locations at which detent forces are to be output. This
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FIGURE we is a graph 344 showing the resulting detent curve 346 obtained from the

application of the parameters to the wave 342 described with reference to Fig. 16b. The portion

of the wave 342 starting at the phase and positioned above the offset line in Fig. 16b is used in

the detent curve 346. Furthermore, a deadband 348 has been added to the curve. The flag in the

detent command has caused the positive side of the curve 346 to be mirrored on the negative side

of the origin 0. This detent curve 346 causes a detent force that is similar to the detent force

described with reference to Fig. 16a, only smaller in magnitude and in position range over the

degree of freedom of the knob.

FIGURE 16d is a graph 360 showing a periodic wave and parameters to be applied to the

wave. Sine wave 362 is provided as described above, having a particular period and magnitude.

Ari offset is specified for the resulting detent curve; in the example of Fig. 16d, the offset is 1,

thus causing the detent curve to be shifted upward by its entire magnitude. A phase of 270

degrees is also indicated, so that the detent curve starts at the lowest magnitude of the wave 372

at point P. Furthermore, an increment is also specified as a parameter (not shown). FIGURE

Ice is a graph 370 illustrating the detent curves 372 and 374 resulting from the wave 362 and

parameters described with reference to Fig. 16d. The portion of the wave 362 past point P and

ending at a point defined by a width parameter is provided both on the positive side and the

negative side of origin 01 of graph 370 for curve 372 (the positive and negative sides are

designated by the flag parameter). A second curve 374 is also shown, where the origin 02 of the

second curve is positioned at a distance from the origin 01 as specified by the increment

parameter. Additional curves similar to curves 372 and 374 are provided at further distances at

same increment from each other. The detent curves 372 and 374 provide a much steeper, less

gradual detent force over the detent range than the other detent forces shown in Figs. 16:1 and

l6c. Furthermore. no actual deadband is specified, although the shape of each half of the curve

372 provides a small zone 376 where zero force is output, similar to a deadband.

FIGURE 17 is a block diagram illustrating an electromechanical system 400 for the

device 210 of Fig. 10 suitable for use with the present invention. A force feedback system

including many of the below components is described in detail in Patent number 5,734.373.

in one embodiment, device 210 includes an electronic portion having a local

microprocessor 402, local clock 404, local memory 406, sensor interface 408, and actuator

interface 410.

Local microprocessor 402 is considered local to device 210 and is preferably similar in

type and function to microprocessor 90. described above. Microprocessor 402 can include one

microprocessor chip, or multiple processors and/or co—processor chips, and can include digital

signal processor (DSP) functionality. Also, “haptic accelerator“ chips can be provided which
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such as a lateral effect photo diodes, tachometers, and accelerometers. Furthermore, both

absolute and relative sensors may be used. I

In those embodiments including force feedback, actuator 270 transmits forces to knob

218 in one or more directions in a rotary degree of freedom in response to signals output by

microprocessor 402 or other e1ect.ronic logic or device, i.e., it is “clectronically-controlled." The

actuator 270 produces electronically modulated forces which means that microprocessor 402 or

other electronic device controls the application of the forces. Typically, an actuator 270 is

provided for each knob 218 that includes force feedback functionality. In some embodiments,

additional actuators can also be provided for the other degrees of freedom of knob 218, such as

the transverse motion of the knob 18 andfor the push or pull motion of the knob. The actuators,

such as actuator 270, can include active actuators, such as linear current control motors, stepper

motors, pneumaticdtydraulic active actuators. a torquer (motor with limited angular range), voice

coil actuators, etc. Passive actuators can also be used, including magnetic particle brakes,

friction brakes. or pneumaticlhydraulic passive actuators, and generate a damping resistance or

friction in a degree of motion. in some embodiments, all or some of sensors 414 and actuator

270 can be included together as a sensorfactuator pair transducer, as shown in Figs. 12a-12b for

actuator 270 and sensor 276.

Mechanism 416 is used to translate motion of knob 218 to a fonn that can be read by

sensors 414, and. in those embodiments including force feedback, to transmit forces from

actuator 270 to knob 218. Examples of mechanism 416 are shown with respect to Figs. 12a-12b

and 13a-13c. Other types of mechanisms can also be used, as disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos.

5,767,839, 5,721,566, 5,805,140, all incorporated by reference herein. Also, a drive mechanism

such as a capstan drive mechanism can be used to provide mechanical advantage to the forces

output by actuator 270, as described in patent no. 5,731,804, incorporated by reference herein.

Alternatively, a belt drive system, gear system, or other mechanical amplificatiomtransmission

system can be used.

Other input devices 420 can be included in interface device 210 and send input. signals to

microprocessor 402. Such input devices can include buttons, such as buttons 216 on front panel

212 as sltown in Fig. 10, used to supplement the input from the knob to the device 210. Also,

dials, switches, voice recognition hardware (eg. a microphone, with software implemented by

microprocessor 402), or other input mechanisms can be used. can also be included to send a

signal (or cease sending a signal) to microprocessor 402 or to the actuator 270 or actuator

interface 410, indicating that the user is not gripping the knob 218, at which point all output

forces are ceased for safety purposes. A safety or “deadrnan” switch 422 can optionally be

included for the knob 218 in those implementations providing force feedback on the knob. Such

a safety switch can be implemented similarly to safety switch 115 described above with
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can be provided with software instructions to wail. for commands or requests from the host

computer, parseldecode the command or request, and handlefeontrol input and output signals

according to the command or request.

For example, in one force feedback embodiment, host microprocessor 424 can provide

low-level force commands over bus 426, which microprocessor 402 directly transmits 10 the

actuators. In a different force feedback local control embodiment, host microprocessor 424

provides high level supervisory commands to microprocessor 402 over bus 426, and

microprocessor 402 manages low level force control loops to sensors and actuators in accordance

with the high level commands and independently of the host computer, similar to the
embodiments for wheel 16 described above.

In an alternate embodiment, no local microprocessor 402 is included in interface device

2 IO, and a remote microprocessor, such as microprocessor 424, controls and processes all signals

to and from the components of interface device 210. Or, hardwired digital logic can perform any

tnputfoutput functions to the knob 218.

While this invention has been described in terms of several preferred embodiments, it is

eontemplated that alterations, permutations and equivalents thereof will become apparent to

those skilled in the an upon a reading of the specification and study of the drawings. For

example. many types of actuators, sensors, and mechanisms can be used to sense and apply

forces on the wheel or knob. In addition, the wheel or knob itself can be implemented in a

variety of ways, as a dial, cylinder, knob, sphere, or other shape. Also, a great variety and types

of force sensations can be output on wheel 16. It should also be noted that the embodiments

described above can be combined in various ways in a particular implementation. Furthermore,

certain tenninology has been used for the purposes of descriptive clarity, and not to limit the

present invention. It is therefore intended that the following appended claims include all such

alterations, permutations. and equivalents as fall within the true spirit and scope of the present

invention.

What is claimed is.‘
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8. An interface device as recited in claim 2 wherein said wheel can be depressed into a

housing of said user manipulandum.

9. An interface device as recited in claim 2 wherein said wheel is coupled to a first shaft

that is coupled to and rotatable about a second shaft. said second shaft being coupled to said

wheel actuator.

10. An interface device as recited in claim 1 further comprising a local microprocessor,

separate from host computer, coupled to said actuator and controlling said actuator to apply said

computer-modulated force on said wheel.

11. An interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said host computer is running a

graphical environment and wherein said force applied to said whcel corresponds with an event or

interaction displayed in said graphical environment.

12. An interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said wheel actuator outputs a set of

isotonic forces when said interface device is in an isotonic mode, and wherein said wheel

actuator outputs a set of isometric forces when said interface device is in an isometric mode.

13. A handheld force feedback remote control device for providing input to an electronic

device located remotely from said remote control device, the remote control device comprising:

a wheel rotatably coupled to a housing of said remote control device and rotatable about

an axis, said wheel being manipulated by a user;

an actuator coupled to said wheel for outputting a computer-modulated force detent on

said wheel, said force detent felt by said user. wherein said force detent is provided at a

predetermined rotational position of said wheel; and

a sensor that senses rotation of said wheel and provides a wheel signal to said electronic

device indicating a rotary position of said wheel.

14. A force feedback wheel device as recited in claim 13 wherein said force detent

includes an attractive force for biasing said wheel to said predetermined rotational position

15. A force feedback wheel device as recited in claim l3 wherein said remote control

device sends signals to said electronic device using wireless transmission of information using

an electromagnetic beam.
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22. A tnethod for providing a force feedback mouse wheel on a mouse interface device,

said mouse interface device coupled to a host computer, the method comprising:

sensing a position of a mouse of said mouse interface device in a planar workspace and

sending an indication of said position to a host computer:

sensing a rotation of said mouse wheel about an axis of rotation and sending a wheel

signal to said host computer indicating a current position of said wheel about said axis; and

applying a force to said mouse wheel about said axis using a wheel actuator coupled to

said mouse wheel. wherein said force is coordinated with an event occurring in said graphical

environment.

23. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said sensing a rotation of said mouse wheel

includes sensing an absolute position of said mouse wheel about said axis.

24. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said applying a force to said mouse wheel is

commanded by a local microprocessor ineluded in said mouse interface device and separate from

said host computer.

25. A method as recited in claim '22 wherein said event is a scrolling of a displayed

document as controlled by said sensed rotation of said mouse wheel and said wheel signal.

26. A method as reeited in claim 22 wherein said event is an interaction of a cursor with

a graphical object implemented by said host computer, said cursor having motion influenced by

said rotation of said wheel.

2?. A method as recited in claim 26 wherein said interaction is a collision of said cursor

with said graphical object.

28. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said force is one of a damping force

sensation, an inertial force sensation, and a friction force sensation.

29. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said force is a force detent sensation.

30. A method as recited in claim 22 wherein said force is one of an obstruction foree

sensation, a texture sensation, ajolt sensation, and a vibration sensation.

31. A method as recited in claim 22 further comprising applying a force to said mouse

object in said planar workspace using an actuator different from said wheel actuator.
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39. A knob controller device as recited in claim 38 wherein said device is an audio

device.

40. A knob controller device as recited in claim 32 further comprising a microprocessor

coupled to said rotational sensor and to said transverse sensor, said microprocessor receiving

sensor signals from said sensors and controlling a fimction of a device in response to said sensor

signals. said microprocessor sending Force feedback signals to said actuator to control forees

output by said actuator.

41. A knob controller device as recited in elaim 32 further comprising a display, wherein

an image on said display is changed in response to manipulation of said knob in said transverse

direction.

42. A knob controller device as recited in claim 32 wherein a flexible member is coupled

between said knob and said actuator to allow said movement in said transverse direction.

-13. A knob controller device as recited in claim 42 wherein said flexible member is a

spring member.

43. A knob controller device as recited in claim 42 wherein said flexible member

includes a base plate and a plurality of bent flexible portions coupled to said base plate.

44. A knob controller device comprising:

a knob coupled to a grounded surface, said knob rotatable in a rotary degree of freedom

about an axis extending through said knob, said knob also moveable in a linear degree of

freedom approximately parallel to said axis;

a rotational sensor that detects :1 position of said knob in said rotary degree of freedom;

a linear sensor that detects a position of said knob in said linear degree of freedom; and

an actuator coupled to said knob and operative to output a force in said rotary degree of

freedom about said axis.

45. A knob controller device as recited in claim 44 finther comprising a microprocessor

coupled to said rotational sensor and to said linear sensor, said microprocessor receiving gensor

signals from said sensors and controlling a function of a device in response to said sensor
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change of said value based on a position of said knob in said degree of freedom, wherein said

rate control mode provides a force on said knob using said actuator, said force being applied in a

direction opposing a movement of said knob away from an origin position.

53. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said degree of freedom is

a rotary degree of freedom.

54. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said degree of freedom is

a linear degree of freedom.

55. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said force opposing said

movement is a spring force.

56. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said microprocessor

controls said actuator to output at least one force detent during movement of said knob in said

position control mode.

57. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said rate control mode is

used to control the value of a volume, bass. treble. or balance function of said device.

58. An interface control device as recited in claim 52 wherein said position control mode

is used to control the value of a volume, bass, treble, or balance function of said device.

59. An interface control device as recited in claim 5'.’ wherein said rate control mode is

used to control a position of a physical component in a vehicle.

60. A method for providing deient forces for a force feedback control, the method

comprising:

outputting a first force for a first detent on a user manipulatable object contacted by a

user and moveable in a degree of freedom, said first force being output when said user

manipulatable object is moved within a range of said first detent, said first force being output by

a electronically-controlled actuator, wherein said first force assists movement of said user

manipulatable object toward an origin position of said first deterit and wherein said first force

resists movement of said user manipulatable object away from said origin position of said first

detent: and

outputting a second force for a second detent on said user manipulatable object when said

user manipulatable object is moved within a range of said second detent, said second force being
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said user manipulatable object in a degree of freedom. said user manipulatable object being

contacted and movcable by a user; and

using said detent force curve to command said force on said user manipulatable object,

said force being output by a electronically-controlled actuator.

68. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said defining a periodic wave includes

specifying a type, a period and a magnitude for said periodic wave.

69. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said using at least a portion of said periodic

wave to define a detent force curve includes specifying a portion of said periodic wave to define

a width of said detent force curve.

70. A method as recited in claim 69 wherein said using at least a portion of said periodic

wave to define :1 detent force curve includes specifying a phase and an offset to be applied to

said periodic wave to define said detent forcc curve.

71. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said using at least a portion of said periodic

wave to define a detent force curve includes specifying an increment distance. wherein

successive detent force curves in said degree of freedom are spaced apart by said increment

distance.

72. A method as recited in claim 67 wherein said user manipulatable object is a knob

moveable in a rotary degree of freedom.
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When in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

the separate and equal station to which the Law
of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them. a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind

‘ requires that they should declare the causes
which impel them to the separation.
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National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
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New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
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course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application of 2 Martin et al.

Application No. : 1 1/693,1 17
Filed : March 29, 2007

For : Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Examiner : Unassigned
Art Unit : 28 1 7

Confirmation No. : 8743

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSMITTAL

Sir:

Transmitted herewith are copies of the following documents for filing in the

above-identified application:

Information Disclosure Statement Letter

Form PTO/SB/08a

Non-Patent Literature Documents

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency to Deposit
Account Number 16-1435.

 
Respectfully submitted,

Date: 3;/4-5! @908’ By:
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP Carl Sanders (Reg. No. 57,203)

1001 West Fourth Street .

WinSt0n—Salem, NC 27101-2400 Certificate of Electronic Filing

(336) 607-7300 I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
nited States Patent

«9
electronically filed with T e
Office via EFS-Web, on .  
 

  Amber C. Johnson
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  

APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

11/693,117 03/29/2007 Kenneth M. Martin

34300 7590 03/05/2009

PATENT DEPARTMENT (5 185 1)
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP
1001 WEST FOURTH STREET

WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.goV

CONF {MATION NO.

IMM147.C1 8743

EXAMINER

OSORIO, RICARDO

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2629

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

03/05/2009 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/693,117 MARTIN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, A,, Unit

RICARDO L. OSORIO 2629 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 29 March 2007.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)IXI This action is non-final.

3)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IXI C|aim(s)1 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I C|aim(s) is/are allowed.

6)IXI C|aim(s)1 is/are rejected.

7)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are objected to.

8)I:I C|aim(s)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I:I The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attach ment(s)

1) D Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2) D Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(S)/IVI3” DataE
3) IXI Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Noiice Oi informal Paieiii Appiicaiion

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 7/23/2008' 10/17/2007- 10/17/2007. 6) |:| Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./M/§jl,BE'tie|g10;090301
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Application/Control Number: 1 1/693,1 17 Page 2

Art Unit: 2629

DETAILED ACTION

1. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine

grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or

improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent and to prevent possible

harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting rejection

is appropriate where the conflicting claims are not identical, but at least one examined

application claim is not patentably distinct from the reference claim(s) because the examined

application claim is either anticipated by, or would have been obvious over, the reference

claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re

Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225

USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re

Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d) may

be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting

ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to be commonly owned

with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of activities undertaken within the

scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a terminal

disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 37 CFR

3.73(b).

2. Claims 1-43 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting over claims 1-9

of U. S. Patent No. 7,336,260 since the claims, if allowed, would improperly extend the "right to

exclude" already granted in the patent.

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the patent and is

covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming common subject matter,

9) CC )9 66

as follows: “a touch sensitive input device , an actuator , a processor”, etc.

Furthermore, there is no apparent reason why applicant was prevented from presenting

claims corresponding to those of the instant application during prosecution of the application

which matured into a patent. See In re Sc//zneller, 397 F.2d 350, 158 USPQ 210 (CCPA 1968).

See also MPEP § 804.
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3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to RICARDO L. OSORIO whose telephone number is (571) 272-

7676. The examiner can normally be reached on MONDAY-THURSDAY 7:00 am-5:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, AMARE MENGISTU can be reached on (571) 272-7674. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/RICARDO L OSORIO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2629
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application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this
burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES
OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

N
H

   

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9 199 and select option 2.
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Receipt date: 07/23/2008 tt69S117 — GAU: 2629

PTOISB/08b(01/08)
Approved for use through 03/31/2008. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Ad of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number

Substitute for form 14493/PTO Com , ]ete Known

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE ‘“693""
March 29. 2007

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Mam” at 3..
2817

(Use as many sheets as necessary) Unknown
Attorney Docket Number IMM 1 47C1

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of
Examiner the item (book. magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc.), date, page(s), volume—issue
initials * . number s ublisher, cit and/or count where ublished.

U,S. Office of China Sinda Intellectual Property Ltd., Notification of First Office Action, Chinese Application No.
02821854.X, mailed September 5, 2007.

Japanese Patent Offlce, Response to Notice of Reasons for Rejection for January 29, 2008, Japanese Patent
Application No. 2003-540973, mailed February 20, 2008.

Japanese Patent Office, Notice of Reasons for Rejection of September 11, 2007, Japanese Patent Application
No. 2003-540973, mailed September 26, 2007.

United States Patent and Trademark Offlce, Offlce Action. Application No. 10/285,450, mailed December 23,2005.

29 United States Patent and Trademark Offlce, Offlce Action, Application No. 10/285,450, mailed May 18, 2006.

30 United States Patent and Trademark Offlce, Office Action, Application No. 10/285,450, mailed November 15,- 2006.

United States Patent and Trademark Office, Offlce Action, Application No. 10/285,450, mailed June 1, 2007,

European Patent Offlce, Supplemental Search Report, European Application No. 027739606, mailed July 1,
2008.

vs:

EXami”e" /Ricardo Czscric/’ Date 03/01/'2i3i39
Signature Considered

*EXAMlNER: lnitial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
‘Applicants unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information
Orfioer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Offlce, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND To: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

Ifyou need assistance in completing theform, call 1-800—PTO—9]99 and select option 2.
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Receipt date: t9/17/2007 H693117 — GAU: 2629

PTO/SB/08a (O4-O7)
Approved for use through 09/30/2007. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa rvvork Redudion Act of 1995 no o rsons are uired to res nd to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

11/693117
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE March 29, 2007   STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Martin eta|-

2817

«ammyasnecessarw
Attorney Docket Number IM M’l47C’l (51851-342043)

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
D t N b _ _ Name of Patentee or Applicant of _

Examiner Cite ocumen um er Publication Date Cited Document Pages, Columns, Lines, Where Relevant
|nitia|s * No_‘ Number _ Kind Codegafknown) MM-DD-YYYY Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

US-
US-
US-

U3.
US-

‘——
‘——
‘——

‘——
‘——

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

_ _ Foreign Patent Document Name of Patemee or P3998, C0|UmnSi Lines,
Examiner Cite-1 Publication Applicant of Cited Where Relevant|nitia|s* 3 4 . 5 . Date Passa es or Relevant

Country Code - Number - Kind Code (ifknown) _ _ Document _ 9
MM DD YYW Fiures A ear

WO 9520787
WO 97/18546A1

8/3/1995
5/22/1 997

Exos, Inc.

Cirque Corp.

2

2
2
2

m

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

_ Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of
Examiner the item (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc.), date, page(s), volume-issue

ublisher, cit and/orcountr where ublished.

N

H

Examiner ‘ F - Date '/ I’

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of
USPTO Patent Documents at wi/i/w.usgt-:i.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document, by the two—letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). 4 For
Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign ofthe Emperor must precede the serial number ofthe patent document. 5 Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English languageTranslation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, V' 'nia 22313-1450
www.uspto.go

 
BIB DATA SHEET

CONFIRMATION No. 8743

SERIAL NUMBER FILINgIA9l_I‘E 371(c) GROUP ART UNIT ATTORN'\|lEg DOCKET
11/693,117 03/29/2007 lMM147.C1

RULE

APPLICANTS

Kenneth M. Martin, Los Gatos, CA;

Steven P. Vassallo, Redwood City, CA;

Alex S. Goldenberg, Portola Valley, CA;
Alexander Jasso, Los Altos, CA;

Kollin Tierling, Milpitas, CA;

*1: ~k~k~k~k~k~k~k*~k~k~k~k~k~k*****~k~k**~k~k

This application is a CON of 10/285,450 11/01/2002 PAT 7,336,260
which claims benefit of 60/335,493 11/01/2001

and claims benefit of 60/399,883 07/31/2002

** *************************

** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED **
04/16/2007

Forei9nPrioriwcIaimed :|YesBNo STATE on SHEETS TOTAL INDEPENDENT

35 USC 119(a—d) conditions met :I Yes BNO D Met afterAllowance
Verified and /RICARDO OSORIO/

Acknowledged Examiner's Signature Initials 1 1 3

ADDRESS

PATENT DEPARTMENT (51851)
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 WEST FOURTH STREET

WINSTON—SALEM, NC 27101
UNITED STATES

Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

II All Fees

:l1.16 Fees (Filing)
FEES: Authorit has been iven in Pa er

E'E'c"E‘.‘VFEE[,E No. y to chargeg/credit DEIEOSIT ACCOUNT 3 ‘-17 Fees (P‘°CeSS‘“9 Ext 01 “me
for following: II 1.18 Fees (Issue)

II Other

II Credit

BIB (Rev. 05/07).
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App|icationIContro| No. App|icant(s)IPatent Under
Reexamination

Index Of Claims 11693117 MARTIN ET AL.

 
  
 

  
   
 

  Examiner Art Unit

  RICARDO L OSORIO 2629

   
Cancelled Non-Elected

Allowed Restricted Interference Objected

El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant El CPA El T.D. El R.1.47

CLAIM DATE
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App|icationIContro| No. App|icant(s)IPatent Under

 Reexamination

Index Of Claims 11693117 MARTIN ET AL.

   

 

Examiner Art Unit  

  RICARDO L OSORIO 2629

   
Cancelled Non-Elected

Allowed Restricted Interference Objected

El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant El CPA El T.D. El R.1.47

CLAIM

Final Original 03/01/2009
37 ~/

38

39

40

4 1

222222“
43

 
\

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20090301
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Attorney Docket IMM l 47.Cl

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of : Kenneth M. Martin et al

Application No. : ll/693,1 17

For : Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Filed : March 29, 2007

Examiner : Ricardo Osorio

Art Unit : 2629

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13-1450

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

The following Remarks are submitted in response to the Office Action mailed

March 5, 2009.

Remarks begin on page 2 of this paper.
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_ Serial No. ll/693,117

« Attorney Docket IMMl47.Cl

REMARKS

This paper is filed in response to the Office Action mailed March 5, 2009.

Claims 1-43 are pending in this application. Claims 1-43 were rejected under the

judicially-created doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting over U.S. Patent No.

7,336,260 to Martin et al (“Martin”).

Applicant submits herewith a Terminal Disclaimer over Martin together with the

fee due under 37 C.F.R. § l.20(d). In View of the Terminal Disclaimer, Applicant

respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw the rejection of claims 1-43.

CONCLUSION

Applicant respectfully asserts that in View of the remarks above, all pending

claims are allowable and Applicant respectfully requests the allowance of all claims.

Should the Examiner have any comments, questions, or suggestions of a nature

necessary to expedite the prosecution of the application, or to place the case in condition for

allowance, the Examiner is courteously requested to telephone the undersigned at the

number listed below.

Respectfully s mitted  

 Date: rue-92

KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 West Fourth Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27101

(336) 607-7474 (voice)

(336) 734-2629-(fax)

Carl Sanders

Reg. No. 57,203

2of2
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PTO/SB/26 (02-09)
Approved for use through 03/31/2009. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paervvork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A DOUBLE PATENTING D°°k°I Number (°PII°"aI7

~ REJECTION OVER A “PRIOR” PATENT IMMI47-C1

In re Application of: Kenneth M. Martin

Application No.: 11/693,117

Filed: March 29, 2007

For; Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

The owner*, |mmg;5‘gg Qg[pQ|;a1iQn , of mg percent interest in the instant application hereby disclaims,
except as provided below, the tenninal part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond
the expiration date of the full statutory term prior patent No. 7 336 260 as the term of said prior patent is defined in 35 U.S.C. 154
and 173, and as the term of said prior patent is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so
granted on the instant application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and the prior patent are commonly owned. This
agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application and is binding upon the grantee, its successors or assigns.

In making the above disclaimer, the owner does not disclaim the terminal part of the term of any patent granted on the instant application that
would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term as defined in 35 U.S.C. 154 and 173 of the prior patent, “as the term of said prior
patent is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer,” in the event that said prior patent later:

expires for failure to pay a maintenance fee; -
is held unenforceable;
is found invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction;
is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321;
has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate;
is reissued; or
is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer.

Check either box 1 or 2 below, if appropriate.

1. El For submissions on behalf of a business/organization (e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency,
etc.), the undersigned is empowered to act on behalf of the business/organization.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so
made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false
statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

2. The undersigned is an attorney or ag nt of rec d.

Carl Sanders

Typed or printed name

(336) 607-7300
Telephone Number

Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) included.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not
be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

*Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is required if terminal disclaimer is signed by the assignee (owner).
Form PTO/SB/96 may be used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1321. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Kenneth M. Martin

Attorney Docket Number: |MM147.C1

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)
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Sub-Total in

USD($)

Miscellaneous:

Description Fee Code Quantity

Total in USD ($) 140
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

5030086

11693117

8743

Application Number:

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention:

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Customer Number:

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number:

Receipt Date:

Filing Date:

Time Stamp:

Application Type:

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type

Payment was successfully received in RAM

RAM confirmation Number

Deposit Account

Authorized User

Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Credit Card

$140

an

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message ‘; -
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Miscellaneous Incoming Letter Transmitta|342043.pdf 5c5669a50f3bI Ibl b45461 e42aee4f3e7cI
65:6

Information:

Amendment Copy Claims/Response to
Suggested Claims Response342043.pdf 223723f08I 7baa4dcb99c2fI 09d23c465f2a

885e

Information:

Terminal Disclaimer Filed TerminalDisc|aimer342043.pdf 423d0af407e55a30b6f2a00d7f4577ba6cl 0
cl 5:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-06) fee-info.pdf 2f095297f3736a8be7fbdae8455f3f3I 0fc47
7f7

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application of : Kenneth M. Martin et al.

Application No. : 1 1/693,1 17
Filed : March 29, 2007

For : METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING

TACTILE SENSATIONS

Examiner : Ricardo Osorio

- Art Unit : 2629

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13-1450
TRANSMITTAL

Sir:

Transmitted herewith is a copy of the following document for filing in the above-

identified application:

Transmittal;

Terminal Disclaimer;

Response to Non-Final Office Action; and
EFS Web Payment in the amount of $140.00

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency to Deposit Account
Number 16-1435.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: 3 ['3-‘_fg 4,99 2 By:KILPATRICK S OCKTON LLP

1001 West Fourth Street

 

 
  Carl Sanders (Reg. No. 57,203)

Winston-Salem, NC 27101-2400 Certificate of Electronic Filing

Telephone: (336) 607-7474 I hereby certify that this correspondence is being

Fax: (336) 734-2629 electronically filed with The United States Patent
Office via EFS-Web, on March 25, 2009.

Laura J. Smith 6 Al

US2000 1l303387.l
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Applicationlcontrol No. App|icant(s)lPatent under
Reexamination  

 

Application Number

Document Code - DISQ Internal Document — DO NOT MAIL

TERMINAL

DISCLAIMER IXI APPROVED |:I DISAPPROVED

This patent is subject
Date Filed : 3/25/09 to a Terminal

Disclaimer

 
  

 

 
 

 

11/693,117 MARTIN ET AL.

ApprovedlDisapproved by:

BRIAN

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  

APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

11/693,117 03/29/2007 Kenneth M. Martin

34300 7590 06/24/2009

PATENT DEPARTMENT (5 185 1)
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP
1001 WEST FOURTH STREET

WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.goV

CONF {MATION NO.

IMM147.C1 8743

EXAMINER

OSORIO, RICARDO

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2629

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

06/24/2009 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07)
APPLE INC.
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/693,117 MARTIN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, A,, Unit

RICARDO L. OSORIO 2629 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 1 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 25 March 2009.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)I:I This action is non-final.

3)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IXI C|aim(s)1 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are allowed.

6)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are rejected.

7)I:I C|aim(s) is/are objected to.

8)IXI C|aim(s)1 are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I:I The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.
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Application/Control Number: 1 1/693,1 17 Page 2

Art Unit: 2629

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1. This application contains claims directed to the following patentably distinct species Fig.

1 is directed to species 1; Fig. 2 is directed to species 2; Figs. 3 and 4 are directed to species 3;

Figs. 5 and 6 are directed to species 4; and Fig. 11 is directed to species 5. The species are

independent or distinct because claims to the different species recite the mutually exclusive

characteristics of such species. In addition, these species are not obvious variants of each other

based on the current record.

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed species for

prosecution on the merits to which the claims shall be restricted if no generic claim is finally

held to be allowable. Currently, independent claims 1, 10, 18, 26 and 35 are generic of their

respective dependent claims.

There is an examination and search burden for these patentably distinct species due to

their mutually exclusive characteristics. The species require a different field of search (e.g.,

searching different classes/subclasses or electronic resources, or employing different search

queries); and/or the prior art applicable to one species would not likely be applicable to another

species; and/or the species are likely to raise different non-prior art issues under 35 U.S.C. 101

and/or 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph.

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must include

(i) an election of a species to be examined even though the requirement may be traversed (37

CFR 1.143) and (ii) identification of the claims encompassing the elected species, including
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Application/Control Number: 1 1/693,1 17 Page 3

Art Unit: 2629

any claims subsequently added. An argument that a claim is allowable or that all claims are

generic is considered nonresponsive unless accompanied by an election.

The election of the species may be made with or without traverse. To preserve a right to

petition, the election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly and specifically

point out supposed errors in the election of species requirement, the election shall be treated as

an election without traverse. Traversal must be presented at the time of election in order to be

considered timely. Failure to timely traverse the requirement will result in the loss of right to

petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are added after the election, applicant must indicate

which of these claims are readable on the elected species.

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species are not patentably distinct,

applicant should submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record showing the species to

be obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is the case. In either instance, if the

examiner finds one of the species unpatentable over the prior art, the evidence or admission may

be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) of the other species.

Upon the allowance of a generic claim, applicant will be entitled to consideration of

claims to additional species which depend from or otherwise require all the limitations of an

allowable generic claim as provided by 37 CFR 1.141.

2. Applicant is reminded that upon the cancellation of claims to a non-elected invention, the

inventorship must be amended in compliance with 37 CFR 1.48(b) if one or more of the

currently named inventors is no longer an inventor of at least one claim remaining in the

application. Any amendment of inventorship must be accompanied by a request under 37 CFR

1.48(b) and by the fee required under 37 CFR 1.17(i).
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3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to RICARDO L. OSORIO whose telephone number is (571) 272-

7676. The examiner can normally be reached on MONDAY-THURSDAY 7:00 am-5:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, AMARE MENGISTU can be reached on (571) 272-7674. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/RICARDO L OSORIO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2629
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Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
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Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)
Filed (SB/08) ad85l 2c593abl 04820050368347624I 8b6

aad46

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

Foreign Reference KR20070028369.pdf
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ebf58

Information:

1010620

NPL Documents KROA.pdf
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Application of Martin et al.

Application No. 1 1/693,117
Filed March 29, 2007

For

' Examiner Ricardo Osorio

Art Unit 2629

Confirmation No. 8743

TRANSMITTAL

Sir:

Transmitted herewith are copies of the following documents for filing in the

above-identified application:

Information Disclosure Statement Letter;

Form PTO/SB/08a;

Foreign Patent Document; and

Non Patent Literature Document.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency to Deposit
Account Number 16-1435.

Date: 30% It, 4,003KILPATRIC STOCKTON LLP

1001 West Fourth Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27101-2400

(336) 607-7300

Respectfiilly submitted,

   
Carl Sanders (R g. No. 57,2

Certificate of Electronic Filing

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being

electronically filed with The United States Patent
Office via EFS-Web, on " 

 
  Amber C. Johnson
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of : Martin et al.

it Serial No. ' : 11/693,117

For : Method and Apparatus for Providing
Tactile Sensations

Filed : March 29, 2007

Examiner : Ricardo Osorio

Art Group : 2817

Information Disclosure Statement Letter

This Information Disclosure Statement is being submitted prior to the mailing date of a first

Office Action in this application. Accordingly, no fee is believed to be required. However,

should any fees be due, the Commissioner is authorized to charge such fees to Deposit

Account No. 16-1435.

Respectfully submitted,

  

 Reg.
Date:%Q/4/""7
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Attorney Docket lMM147.Cl

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of : Kenneth M. Martin

Application No. : l 1/693,117

For : Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Filed : March 29, 2007

Examiner : Ricardo Osorio

Art Unit : 2629

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE TO ELECTION OF SPECIES REgQUIREMENT

Sir:

The following Amendment and Remarks are submitted in response to the Office

Action mailed June 24, 2009.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 12 of this paper.
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Attorney Docket IMM l 47.Cl

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

1. (Previously Presented) A method, comprising:

outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical object on a touch-

sensitive input device;

receiving a sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device, the sensor signal

indicating an object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;

determining an interaction between the object contacting the touch-sensitive input

device and the graphical object;

generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction; and

outputting the actuator signal.

2. (Original) The method of claim 1 wherein, the actuator signal is configured to

cause a haptic effect to be output.

3. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when

the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to the graphical

object.

4. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when

the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not corresponding to the

graphical object.
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5. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the display signal is configured to

display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

6. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be output

when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a softkey in

a home position.

7. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

one softkey for each digit from 0 to 9.

8. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises the

key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.

9. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the graphical object comprises a first

graphical object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect comprises a first haptic

effect and a second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic effect is configured to be

output when the object contacts the first graphical object, and the second haptic effect is

configured to be output when the object contacts the second graphical object.

10. (Original) A system, comprising:

a touch sensitive input device configured to output a sensor signal indicating an

object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;
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an actuator coupled to the touch-sensitive input device, the actuator configured to

receive an actuator signal and output a haptic effect to the touch-sensitive surface basted

at least in part on the actuator signal; and

a processor in communication with the sensor and the actuator, the processor

configured to:

output a display signal configured to display a graphical object on the

touch-sensitive input device;

receive the sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device;

determine an interaction between the object contacting the touch-sensitive

surface and the graphical object,

generate the actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction; and

transmit the actuator signal to the actuator.

11. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to

generate the actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive input device at a

' location corresponding to the graphical object.

12. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to output

the actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object.

13. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the display signal is configured to

display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.
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14. (Original) The system of claim 13, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be

output when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a

softkey in a home position.

15. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

one softkey for each digit from 0 to 9.

16. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

the key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.

17. (Original) The method of claim 10, wherein the graphical object comprises a first

graphical object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect comprises a first haptic

effect and a second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic effect is configured to be

output when the object contacts the first graphical object, and the second haptic effect is

configured to be output when the object contacts the second graphical object.

18. (Previously Presented) A computer-readable medium comprising program code,

comprising:

program code for outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical ‘

object on a touch-sensitive input device;

program code for receiving a sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device,

the sensor signal indicating an object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;

program code for determining an interaction between the object contacting the

touch-sensitive input device and the graphical object;
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program code for generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the

interaction, the actuator signal configured to cause a haptic effect to be output; and

program code for outputting the actuator signal.

19. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator

signal is generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location

corresponding to the graphical object.

20. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator

signal is generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object.

21. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the display

signal is configured to display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

22. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the haptic effect

is caused to be output when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location

corresponding to a softkey in a home position.

23. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of

softkeys comprises one softkey for each digit from 0 to 9.

24. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of

softkeys comprises the key configuration of a standard 101 —key keyboard.
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25. (Currently Amended) The computer-readable medium of claim _2_1, wherein the

graphical object comprises a first graphical object and a second graphical object, the

haptic effect comprises a first haptic effect and a second haptic effect, and wherein the

first haptic effect is configured to be output when the object contacts the first graphical

object, and the second haptic effect is configured to be output when the object contacts

the second graphical object.

26. (Withdrawn) An apparatus comprising:

at least one input device comprising a first position and a second position, the

input device moveable to the first position upon application of a first pressure to the input

device, and moveable to the second position upon application of a second pressure to the

input device, the second pressure greater than the first pressure;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device, the processor

configured to:

receive a first input signal from the input device, the first input signal

associated with the first position,

receive a second input signal from the input device, the second input

signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and
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transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position.

27. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the input device comprises at

least one of an analog switch, a force sensing resistor, a strain gauge based sensor, a

capacitive touch switch, or a touchpad.

28. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the at least one input device

comprises a plurality of input devices, and the at least one actuator comprising a plurality

of actuators, each actuator coupled to a distinct input device.

29. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the actuator comprises at least

one of a piezo-electric actuator, a voice coil, a moving magnet actuator, or a flexure

coupled to a motor.

30. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the input device

comprises a pressure—sensitive touchpad, and the apparatus further comprises:

a display panel in communication with the pressure—sensitive touchpad, the

display panel configured to receive the tactile sensations from the pressure—sensitive

touchpad; and

at least one software-generated button configured to be displayed on the display

panel.
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31. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the touchpad

comprises a pressure calculator to measure the distinct amount of pressure.

32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 30, further comprising:

an interface object configured to be used to contact a location on the display panel

corresponding to the at least one software-generated button; and

a pressure calculator to calculate an amount of pressure based upon an amount of

area of the interface object in contact with the display panel.

33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the interface object

comprises a stylus.

34. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 26, the apparatus comprising at

least one of a mobile telephone, a personal computer, or a hand-held computing device.

35. (Withdrawn) An apparatus comprising:

an input device configured to communicate an input signal indicating a position of

the input device to an electronic device, the input device configured to move between

multiple positions;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output a plurality of tactile sensations to the input device; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device and the actuator,

the processor configure to:

receive the input signal,
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detect the position of the input device,

to generate an actuator signal configured to cause the actuator to output

one of the plurality of tactile sensations based at least on the position of the input device.

36. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, wherein the actuator is configured to

vary the magnitude of the produced tactile sensation in accordance with the detected

position of the input device.

37. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, the input device associated with the

selection of at least one function of the apparatus, and the actuator further produces a

function failure notification tactile sensation upon receipt of the input signal associated

with the function and notification of failure of that function.

38. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, fiarther comprising a plurality of input

devices, each input device capable of communicating a unique input signal to the

electronic device and moving between multiple positions.

39. (Withdrawn) A mobile phone comprising the apparatus of claim 38.

40. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, comprising a keypad comprising the

plurality of input devices.

41. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, wherein the at least one actuator‘

comprising a plurality of actuators, each actuator coupled to a separate input device.

10 ofl3
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42. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, comprising a plurality of keys

associated, each of the plurality of keys configured to activate a predetermined mobile

phone function, and wherein the actuator is configured to produce the tactile sensation

associated with each mobile phone function upon receipt of the associated input signal.

43. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 42, wherein the actuator is configured to

produce a function failure notification tactile sensation upon receipt of a function input

signal and a notification of failure of that function.
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REMARKS

This paper is filed in response to the Office Action mailed June 24, 2009.

Claims 1-43 are pending in this application. Claims 26-29 and 35-43 have been

withdrawn as being directed to unelected species. Applicant amended claim 25 to

correctly depend from claim 21 rather than claim 1.

In the Office Action, the Examiner identified 5 species and required the Applicant

to elect one species for prosecution. The Examiner further indicated that each

independent claim was generic for its respective dependent claims. The Examiner

identified the following 5 -species:

Species l: The embodiment depicted in Figure 1.

Species 2: The embodiment depicted in Figure 2.

Species 3: The embodiments depicted in Figures 3 and 4.
Species 4: The embodiments depicted in Figures 5 and 6.
Species 5: The embodiment depicted in Figure 11.

In View of the foregoing identified species, Applicant hereby elects Species 4

corresponding to claims 1-25 and 30-34 for further prosecution on the merits.

Applicant traverses the election of species requirement on the basis that it would

not be unduly burdensome on the Examiner to examine all species because the Examiner

has already formulated search strategies for all claims and performed prior art searches

for all claims, as indicated in the prosecution history. During a conversation with the

undersigned on July 24, 2009, the Examiner indicated that it was necessary to refresh his

search results after receiving Applicant’s response to the previous Office Action.

However, because the search strategies have already been formulated and because no

claims have been substantively amended, the burden on the Examiner to refresh his

search does not appear to be unreasonable.

In view of the foregoing, Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw

the election of species requirement and substantively examine each of claim 1-43.
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CONCLUSION

Applicant respectfully asserts that all pending claims are allowable and Applicant

respectfully requests the allowance of all claims.

Should the Examiner have any comments, questions, or suggestions of a nature

necessary to expedite the prosecution of the application, or to place the case in condition for

allowance, the Examiner is courteously requested to telephone the undersigned at the

number listed below.

  
 
Respectfully

Date: ,$g¢(4g/72 "/¢ Z997

KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 West Fourth Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27101

(336) 607-7474 (voice)

(336) 734-2629 (fax)

Carl Sanders

Reg. No. 57,203
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application of Kenneth M. Martin et al.

Application1No. 1 1/693,1 17
Filed March 29, 2007

For METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING

TACTILE SENSATIONS

Examiner Ricardo Osorio

Art Unit 2629

Conf. No. 8743

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
TRANSMITTAL

Sir:

Transmitted herewith is a copy of the following documents for filing in the above-

identified application:

Transmittal;

Petition for Extension of Time (1 month);

Amendment and Response to Election of Species Requirement; and
EFS—Web Payment in the amount of $130.00

:'>E*°!"‘."
Shown below are the fees for the presentation of the amended claims:

 

Highest #

Claims Previously

Remaining Paid For Extra Rate Fee
TOTAL 43 43 0 $52 $ 0

Ind. Cls. 5 5 0 $220 $ 0

Multiple Dependent Claim Added...................................... .. NO
TOTAL $ 0

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency to Deposit Account
Number 16-1435.

Date: t/Iru%¢;I—¢<I, @937
KILPATRI K STOCKTON LLP

Respect

By: .

Carl Sanders (Reg. No. 57,203)

ly ,

1001 West Fourth Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27101-2400

Telephone: (336) 607-7474

Fax: (336) 734-2629

Certificate of Electronic Filing

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being

electronically filed with The United States Patent

Office via EFS—Web, on August g] Q , 2009.

 

US2000 114553341
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PTO/SB/22 (07-09)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) D°°k¢t Number (Optimal)

FY 2009 lMM147.C1 (51851/342043)
Fees - ursuant to the Consolidated A - ro riations Act. 2005 H.R. 4818 .

Application Number 11/693.117 ’ Filed March 29, 2007

F0’ Method And Apparatus For Providing Tactile Sensations

Art Unit 2629 Examiner Ricardo Osorio

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

Eg Small Entig Fee

One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $130 $65 $__1_3_°-_°‘;_._

|:] Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $490 ‘ $245 :5

E] Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1110 $555 I $

D Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $1730 $865 $

$
[:1 Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2350 $1175

E] Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

E] A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.

E] The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to
Deposit Account Number 16-1435

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

lam the D applicant/inventor.

assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed (Form PTO/SB/96).

attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 57203
att ne or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.

tration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34

Signature Date

Carl Sanders 336/607-7300

Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms if more than one
signature is required, see below.

I:I Total of forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.136(a). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 6 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Offioe, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/06 (O7-O6)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paervvork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD APP"°a“°” °’ D°°keI Number F"I”9 Date
substitute for Form pTo-375 11/693,117 03/29/2007 [I To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) stvi/.\i_i_ ENTITY |:| OR SMALL ENTITY

FEE ($)0 NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE (39)

D BASIC FEE N/A N/A N/A37CFR1.16a, b,or c

El SEARCH FEE
37 CFR 1.16 k, i,or m

|:| EXAMINATION FEE N/A N/A(37 CFR1.16( ), (p), or (q))

TOTAL CLAIMS , _
37 CFR 1.16i m'”“S 20‘

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS , _
37 CFR1.16 h ”"”“S3‘

If the Specification and drawings exceed 100
h t f th I‘ t' ' f d

DAPPLICATIONSIZEFEE is$§5%‘E$‘IZ2‘?2is%ZI?%Iifi;§’?o?':§cfie "9
(37 CFR Mas» additional 50 Sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 S.

I:I MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter“0“ in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT RATE ($) ADDITIONALAFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE ($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Minus
37 CFR 1.16 h

D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

ADDITIONAL

RATE ($) FEE W

X 35 =

Minus X $ =AMENDMENT
D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

XX 6969

(Column 1)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

AMENDMENT PAID FOR

I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

X 69 X $52:

X $220 =AMENDMENT
D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

X 69

OR ADD‘L
FEE

-OR 2

:*If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry‘in column 2, write “0“ in column 3. “ “ Legal Instrument Examiner:
If the Highest Number Previously Paid For IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter 20 . /THERESA L|NDSAY/

*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  

APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

11/693,117 03/29/2007 Kenneth M. Martin

34300 7590 09/16/2009

PATENT DEPARTMENT (5 185 1)
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP
1001 WEST FOURTH STREET

WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.goV

CONF {MATION NO.

IMM147.C1 8743

EXAMINER

OSORIO, RICARDO

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2629

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

09/ 16/2009 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

Notice of Non-Compliant 11/693,117 MARTIN ET AL.

RICARDO L. OSORIO 2629

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

The amendment document filed on 24 August 2009 is considered non-compliant because it has failed to meet the

requirements of 37 CFR 1.121 or 1.4. In order for the amendment document to be compliant, correction of the following

item(s) is required.

THE FOLLOWING MARKED (X) |TEM(S) CAUSE THE AMENDMENT DOCUMENT TO BE NON-COMPLIANT:

I:I 1. Amendments to the specification:

I:I A. Amended paragraph(s) do not include markings.
I:I B. New paragraph(s) should not be underlined.
I:I C. Other

I:I 2. Abstract:

I:I A. Not presented on a separate sheet. 37 CFR 1.72.
I:I B. Other

I:I 3. Amendments to the drawings:
I:I A. The drawings are not properly identified in the top margin as “Replacement Sheet,” “New Sheet,” or

“Annotated Sheet” as required by 37 CFR 1.121(d).

I:I B. The practice of submitting proposed drawing correction has been eliminated. Replacement drawings
showing amended figures, without markings, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 are required.

I:I C. Other

IXI 4. Amendments to the claims:

I:I A. A complete listing of all of the claims is not present.
I:I B. The listing of claims does not include the text of all pending claims (including withdrawn claims)
IXI C. Each claim has not been provided with the proper status identifier, and as such, the individual status

of each claim cannot be identified. Note: the status of every claim must be indicated after its claim

number by using one of the following status identifiers: (Original), (Currently amended), (Canceled),

(Previously presented), (New), (Not entered), (Withdrawn) and (Withdrawn-currently amended).

I:I D. The claims of this amendment paper have not been presented in ascending numerical order.
IZ E. Other: C. Claims 30-33 status identifier shows (Previously Presented). However, they are dependent on

claim 26 which has status identifier (Withdrawn). .

I:I 5. Other (e.g., the amendment is unsigned or not signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4):

For further explanation of the amendment format required by 37 CFR 1.121, see MPEP § 714.

TIME PERIODS FOR FILING A REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Applicant is given no new time period if the non-compliant amendment is an after-final amendment or an amendment
filed after allowance. If applicant wishes to resubmit the non-compliant after-final amendment with corrections, the
entire corrected amendment must be resubmitted.

2. Applicant is given one month, or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer, from the mail date of this notice to supply the

correction, if the non-compliant amendment is one of the following: a preliminary amendment, a non-final amendment

(including a submission for a request for continued examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114), a supplemental

amendment filed within a suspension period under 37 CFR 1.103(a) or (c), and an amendment filed in response to a

Quayle action. If any of above boxes 1. to 4. are checked, the correction required is only the corrected section of the
non-compliant amendment in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121.

Extensions of time are available under 37 CFR 1.136(a) only if the non-compliant amendment is a non-final

amendment or an amendment filed in response to a Quayle action.

Failure to timely respond to this notice will result in:
Abandonment of the application if the non-compliant amendment is a non-final amendment or an amendment

filed in response to a Quayle action; or

Non-entry of the amendment if the non-compliant amendment is a preliminary amendment or supplemental
amendment.

/RICARDO L OSOR|O/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2629
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Attorney Docket IMM147.Cl

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of 2 Kenneth M. Martin

Application No. : 1 1/693,1 17

For : Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Filed : March 29, 2007

Examiner : Ricardo Osorio

Art Unit I 2 2629

» Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE TO ELECTION OF SPECIES REQ QUIREMENT

Sir:

The following Amendment and Remarks are submitted in response to the Office

Action mailed June 24, 2009 and the Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment mailed

September 16, 2009.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 13 of this paper.
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Attorney Docket lMMl47.C1

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

1. (Previously Presented) A method, comprising:

outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical object on a touch-

sensitive input device;

receiving a sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device, the sensor signal

indicating an object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;

determining an interaction between the object contacting the touch-sensitive input

device and the graphical object;

generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction; and

outputting the actuator signal.

2. (Original) The method of claim 1 wherein, the actuator signal is configured to

cause a haptic effect to be output.

3. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when

the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to the graphical

object.

4. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when

the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not corresponding to the

graphical object.

2of14
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Attorney Docket IMMl47.C1

5. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the display signal is configured to

display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

6. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be output

when a user contacts the touch—sensitive device at a location corresponding to a softkey in

a home position.

7. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

one softkey for each digit from O to 9.

8. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises the

key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.

9. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the graphical object comprises a first

graphical object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect comprises a first haptic

effect and a second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic effect is configured to be

output when the object contacts the first graphical object, and the second haptic effect is

configured to be output when the object contacts the second graphical object.

10. (Original) A system, comprising:

a touch sensitive input device configured to output a sensor signal indicating an

object contacting the touch—sensitive input device;

3of14
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Attorney Docket IMMl47.Cl

an actuator coupled to the touch-sensitive input device, the actuator configured to

receive an actuator signal and output a haptic effect to the touch-sensitive surface basted

at least in part on the actuator signal; and

a processor in communication with the sensor and the actuator, the processor

configured to:

output a display signal configured to display a graphical object on the

touch-sensitive input device;

receive the sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device;

determine an interaction between the object contacting the touch-sensitive

surface and the graphical object,

generate the actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction; and

transmit the actuator signal to the actuator.

l 1. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to

generate the actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive input device at a

location corresponding to the graphical object.

12. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to output

the actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object.

13. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the display signal is configured to

display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

4ofl4
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14. (Original) The system of claim 13, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be

output when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a

softkey in a home position.

15. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

one softkey for each digit from O to 9.

16. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

the key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.

17. (Original) The method of claim 10, wherein the graphical object comprises a first

graphical object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect comprises a first haptic

effect and a second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic effect is configured to be

output when the object contacts the first graphical object, and the second haptic effect is

configured to be output when the object contacts the second graphical object.

. 18. (Previously Presented) A computer-readable medium comprising program code,

comprising:

program code for outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical

object on a touch-sensitive input device;

program code for receiving a sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device,

the sensor signal indicating an object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;

program code for determining an interaction between the object contacting the

touch-sensitive input device and the graphical object;
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program code for generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the

interaction, the actuator signal configured to cause a haptic effect to be output; and

program code for outputting the actuator signal.

19. (Original) The computer—readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator

signal is generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location

corresponding to the graphical object.

20. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator

signal is generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object.

21. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the display

signal is configured to display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

22. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21 , wherein the haptic effect

is caused to be output when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location

corresponding to a softkey in a home position.

23. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of

softkeys comprises one softkey for each digit from 0 to 9.

24. (Original) The computer—readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of

softkeys comprises the key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.
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25. (Currently Amended) The computer-readable medium of claim _2_1, wherein the

graphical object comprises a first graphical object and a second graphical object, the

haptic effect comprises a first haptic effect and a second haptic effect, and wherein the

first haptic effect is configured to be output when the object contacts the first graphical

object, and the second haptic effect is configured to be output when the object contacts

the second graphical object.

26. (Withdrawn) An apparatus comprising:

at least one input device comprising a first position and a second position, the

input device moveable to the first position upon application of a first pressure to the input

device, and moveable to the second position upon application of a second pressure to the

input device, the second pressure greater than the first pressure;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device, the processor

configured to:

receive a first input signal from the input device, the first input signal

associated with the first position,

receive a second input signal from the input device, the second input

signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and
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transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position.

27. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the input device comprises at

least one of an analog switch, a force sensing resistor, a strain gauge based sensor, a

capacitive touch switch, or a touchpad.

28. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the at least one input device

comprises a plurality of input devices, and the at least one actuator comprising a plurality

of actuators, each actuator coupled to a distinct input device.

29. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the actuator comprises at least

one of a piezo-electric actuator, a voice coil, a moving magnet actuator, or a flexure

coupled to a motor.

30. (Currently Amended) mapparatus comprising:

at least one input device comprising a first position and a second position, the

input device moveable to the first position upon application of a first pressure to the input

device, and moveable to the second position upon application of a second pressure to the

input device, the second pressure greater than the first pressure;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and
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at least one processor in communication with the input device, the processor

configured to:

receive a first input sigpal from the input device, the first input signal

associated with the first position,

receive a second input signal from the input device, the second input

signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and

transmit a second actuator sigpal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configpred to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position;

wherein the input device comprises a pressure-sensitive touchpad, and the

apparatus further comprises:

a display panel in communication with the pressure-sensitive touchpad,

the display panel configured to receive the tactile sensations from the pressure-sensitive

touchpad; and

at least one software-generated button configured to be displayed on the

display panel.

31. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the touchpad

comprises a pressure calculator to measure the distinct amount of pressure.

32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 30, further comprising:
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an interface object configured to be used to contact a location on the display panel

corresponding to the at least one software-generated button; and

a pressure calculator to calculate an amount of pressure based upon an amount of

area of the interface object in contact with the display panel.

33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the interface object

comprises a stylus.

34. (Currently Amended) Mapparatus comprising:

at least one input device comprising a first position and a second position, the

input device moveable to the first position upon application of a first pressure to the input

device, and moveable to the second position upon application of a second pressure to the

input device, the second pressure greater than the first pressure;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device, the processor

configured to:

receive a first input sigpal from the input device, the first input signal

associated with the first position,

receive a second input signal from the input device, the second input

signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and
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transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position; wherein the apparatus compris§_s_[[ing]] at least one of a mobile

telephone, a personal computer, or a hand-held computing device.

35. (Withdrawn) An apparatus comprising:

an input device configured to communicate an input signal indicating a position of

the input device to an electronic device, the input device configured to move between

multiple positions;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output a plurality of tactile sensations to the input device; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device and the actuator,

the processor configure to:

receive the input signal,

detect the position of the input device,

to generate an actuator signal configured to cause the actuator to output

one of the plurality of tactile sensations based at least on the position of the input device.

36. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, wherein the actuator is configured to

vary the magnitude of the produced tactile sensation in accordance with the detected

position of the input device.

37. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, the input device associated with the

selection of at least one function of the apparatus, and the actuator further produces a
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function failure notification tactile sensation upon receipt of the input signal associated

with the function and notification of failure of that function.

38. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, further comprising a plurality of input

devices, each input device capable of communicating a unique input signal to the

electronic device and moving between multiple positions.

39. (Withdrawn) A mobile phone comprising the apparatus of claim 38.

40. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, comprising a keypad comprising the

plurality of input devices.

41. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, wherein the at least one actuator

comprising a plurality of actuators, each actuator coupled to a separate input device.

42. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, comprising a plurality of keys

associated, each of the plurality of keys configured to activate a predetermined mobile

phone function, and wherein the actuator is configured to produce the tactile sensation

associated with each mobile phone function upon receipt of the associated input signal.

43. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 42, wherein the actuator is configured to

produce a function failure notification tactile sensation upon receipt of a function input

signal and a notification of failure of that function.
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REMARKS

This paper is filed in response to the Office Action mailed June 24, 2009.

Claims 1-43 are pending in this application. Claims 26-29 and 35-43 have been

withdrawn as being directed to unelected species. Applicant amended claim 25 to

correctly depend from claim 21 rather than claim 1.

In the Office Action, the Examiner identified 5 species and required the Applicant

to elect one species for prosecution. The Examiner further indicated that each

independent claim was generic for its respective dependent claims. The Examiner

identified the following 5 species:

Species 12 The embodiment depicted in Figure 1.

Species 2: The embodiment depicted in Figure 2. .

Species 3: The embodiments depicted in Figures 3 and 4.

Species 4: The embodiments depicted in Figures 5 and 6.

Species 5: The embodiment depicted in Figure 11.

In view of the foregoing identified species, Applicant hereby elects Species 4

corresponding to claims 1-25 and 30-34 for further prosecution on the merits.

Applicant has amended claims 30 and 34 to be independent claims by

incorporating the limitations of each claim from which the depend.

Applicant traverses the election of species requirement on the basis that it would

not be unduly burdensome on the Examiner to examine all species because the Examiner

has already formulated search strategies for all claims and performed prior art searches

for all claims, as indicated in the prosecution history. During a conversation with the

undersigned on July 24, 2009, the Examiner indicated that it was necessary to refresh his

search results after receiving Applicant’s response to the previous Office Action.

However, because the search strategies have already been formulated and because no

claims have been substantively amended, the burden on the Examiner to refresh his

search for all claims is not unreasonable.

In view of the foregoing, Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw

the election of species requirement and substantively examine each of claim 1-43.
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CONCLUSION

Applicant respectfully asserts that all pending claims are allowable and Applicant

respectfully requests the allowance of all claims.

Should the Examiner have any comments, questions, or suggestions of a nature

necessary to expedite the prosecution of the application, or to place the case in condition for

allowance, the Examiner is courteously requested to telephone the undersigned at the

number listed below.

Respectfully su  

 Date: 39

Carl Sanders

Reg. No. 57,203

KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 West Fourth Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27101

(336) 607-7474 (voice)

(336) 734-2629 (fax)
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Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
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identified application:
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/693,117 MARTIN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, A,, Unit

RICARDO L. OSORIO 2629 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 30 September 2009.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)IXI This action is non-final.

3)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IXI C|aim(s)1 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) 26-29 and 35-43 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I C|aim(s) is/are allowed.

6)IXI C|aim(s) 1-25 and 30-34 is/are rejected.

7)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are objected to.

8)I:I C|aim(s)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I:I The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) E Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2) D Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(S)/IVI3” DataE
3) IXI Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Notice of informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 7/6/2009. 6) D Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20091222APPLE INC.
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Application/Control Number: 1 l/693,1 17 Page 2

Art Unit: 2629

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

l. Applicant's election with traverse of Species 4, claims 1-25 and 30-34 in the reply filed

on 9/30/2009 is acknowledged. The traversal is on the ground(s) that the examiner has already

done a search result on all the species. This is not found persuasive because during further

consideration of the claims, the examiner has found that keeping these patentably distinct

species together for search and examination would cause a serious burden on the search and

examination of the case.

The requirement is still deemed proper and is therefore made FINAL.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 1 02

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

3. Claims 1-25 and 30-34 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Rosenberg et al (US 2008/0060350).

Regarding claims 1, 2, 10 and 18, Rosenberg discloses A system, method and program code

comprising:

a touch sensitive input device configured to output a sensor signal indicating an object contacting

the touch-sensitive input device (see Fig. 8, character 82 and paragraph 32, lines l-6); an actuator
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coupled to the touch-sensitive input device, the actuator configured to receive an actuator signal

and output a haptic effect to the touch-sensitive surface based at least in part on the actuator

signal (paragraph 32, lines l-9); and a processor in communication with the sensor and the

actuator (paragraph 32, lines l-l2):, the processor configured to: output a display signal

configured to display a graphical object on the touch-sensitive input device (par. 56, lines l-2);

receive the sensor signal fiom the touch-sensitive input device; determine an interaction between

the object contacting the touch-sensitive surface and the graphical object, generate the actuator

signal based at least in part on the interaction; and transmit the actuator signal to the actuator (see

paragraphs 57 and 59).

As to claims 3, ll and 19, Rosenberg teaches of the processor is configured to generate the

actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive input device at a

location corresponding to the graphical object (see paragraphs 57 and 59).

As to claims 4, l2, and 20, Rosenberg teaches of the processor is configured to output

the actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object (see paragraphs 57 and 59).

As to claims 5, l3, and 2l, Rosenberg teaches of the display signal is configured to display

a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys (see Fig. 8A).

As to claims 6, l4, and 22, Rosenberg teaches of the haptic effect is caused to be output when a

user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a softkey in a home

position (see paragraphs 57 and 59).

As to claims 7, l5, and 23, Rosenberg teaches of the plurality of softkeys comprises one softkey

for each digit from 0 to 9 (Rosenberg teaches of a PDA, Fig 8A, and also of a cellular phone

having touch screen (see paragraph 71). It is inherent for a cell phone having touchscreen to also

have a softkey for each digit from 0 to 9 for a user to make a phone call.

As to claims 8, l6 and 24, l6, Rosenberg teaches of the plurality of softkeys comprises the key

configuration of a standard l0l-key keyboard (In paragraphs 7l-73, Rosenberg mentions other

optional devices that include from a standard computer screen to a cell phone and many different

types of graphical objects. Although not specifically mentioning a standard l0l-key keyboard, it

is inherent that such a graphic keyboard can also be used having more graphic objects being the

only difference.
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As to claims 9, l7 and 25, Rosenberg discloses that the graphical object comprises a first

graphical object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect comprises a first haptic effect

and a second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic effect is configured to be output when the

object contacts the first graphical object, and the second haptic effect is configured to be output

when the object contacts the second graphical object (see paragraphs 57 and 59).

As to claims 30 and 34, Rosenberg discloses an apparatus comprising: at least one input device

comprising a first position and a second position, the input device moveable to the first position

upon application of a first pressure to the input device, and moveable to the second position upon

application of a second pressure to the input device, the second pressure greater than the first

pressure; at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator configured to

output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and at least one processor in communication with the

input device (see paragraphs 75 and 77), the processor configured to: receive a first input signal

from the input device, the first input signal associated with the first position, receive a second

input signal from the input device, the second input signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal configured to cause the

actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first position, and transmit a second

actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal configured to cause the actuator to

output a second tactile sensation associated with the second position; wherein the input device

comprises a pressure-sensitive touchpad, and the apparatus further comprises: a display panel in

communication with the pressure-sensitive touchpad, the display panel configured to receive the

tactile sensations from the pressure-sensitive touchpad (see paragraphs 73-77); and at least one

software-generated button configured to be displayed on the display panel (see paragraphs 75

and 77), wherein the apparatus comprises at least one of a mobile telephone, a personal

computer, or a hand-held computing device (see paragraph 71).

As to claim 3 l, Rosenberg discloses the touchpad comprises a pressure calculator to measure the

distinct amount of pressure (see paragraph 5).

As to claim 32, Rosenberg discloses an interface object configured to be used to contact a

location on the display panel corresponding to the at least one software-generated button; and

a pressure calculator to calculate an amount of pressure based upon an amount of

area of the interface object in contact with the display panel (paragraphs 72-77)

As to claim 33, Rosenberg discloses the interface object comprises a stylus (paragraph 73).
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to RICARDO L. OSORIO whose telephone number is (571) 272-

7676. The examiner can normally be reached on MONDAY-THURSDAY 7:00 am-5:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, AMARE MENGISTU can be reached on (571) 272-7674. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/RICARDO L OSORIO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2629
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New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Sir:

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:
Conf No.: 8743

Kenneth M. Martin et al.

Art Unit: 2629

Serial No. 11/693,117
Examiner: Ricardo Osorio

Filed: March 29, 2007
\/\./&/\&¥/g/§/M

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

PROVIDING TACTILE SENSATIONS

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P-.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
TRANSMITTAL

Transmitted herewith are the following documents for filing in the above-identified

application:

1. Information Disclosure Statement; and

2. Information Disclosure Statement by Applicant (Form PTO/SB/O8); and

3. Three (3) Non-Patent References.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency to Deposit Account
Number 16-1435.

Respectfull sub 

  Date: Mg/«A16 444,0  

Carl Sanders ——/'

Reg. No. 57,203
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 West Fourth Street Certificate of Electronic Filing

Winston-Salem, NC 27101-2400 I hereby certify that this correspondence is being

(336) 607-7300 _ electronically filed with The United States Patent
Office "a EFS-Web on - 2.5 , 2010.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Kenneth M. Martin et al

Appl. No.: 11/693,117 I

For: Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Filed: March 29, 2007

Examiner: Ricardo Osorio

Art Unit: 2629

Attorney Docket No: IMM 147.Cl (51851-342043)

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

(SUBMISSION AFTER FILING OF AN APPLICATION
BUT BEFORE FINAL REJECTION OR NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE

OR CONCURRENTLY WITH A RULE 1.114 RCE APPLICATION)

Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98, app1icant(s) hereby submit(s) an Information Disclosure

Statement for consideration by the Examiner.

I. LIST OF PATENTS PUBLICATIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION 

The patents, publications, or other information submitted for consideration by the Office are

listed on the PTO/SB/O8 forms, attached hereto.

II. COPIES (check at least one box)

a. E] This application was filed before June 30, 2003. Accordingly, submitted

herewith is a legible copy of (i) each U.S. and foreign patent; (ii) each

publication or that portion which caused it to be listed; and (iii) all other

information or that portion which caused it to be listed.

b. K4 This application was filed on or after June 30, 2003. Accordingly, copies
of cited U.S. patents and patent application publications therefore are not

included. Copies of foreign patent documents and non-patent literature are
included.
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c. D Some or all of the documents listed on the PTO/SB/08A are not enclosed

because they were cited in the International Search Report and copies

should already be in the PTO file. If copies are needed, please contact the

undersigned.

III. CONCISE EXPLANATION OF THE RELEVANCE

(check at least one box)

a. IE DOCUMENTS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

The patents, publications, or other information listed on the attached
PTO/SB/08 forms are in the English language and therefore, do not

require a statement of relevancy.

b. D DOCUMENTS NOT IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

A concise explanation of the relevance of all patents, publications, or other
information listed that is not in the English language is as follows:

c. D ENGLISH LANGUAGE SEARCH REPORT

An English language version of the search report or action that indicates

the degree of relevance found by the foreign office is attached, thereby
satisfying the requirement for a concise explanation. See MPEP

609(III)(A)(3).

d. 1:] OTHER

The following additional information is provided for the Examiner's
consideration.
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FEES

IV. 1:] THIS IDS IS BEING FILED UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b):

(check one box)

a. E] within three months of the filing date of a national application (37 C.F.R.

§ l.97(b)(1)). No fee or statement is required. (This section is not to be

used with RCE’s.) I

b. 1:1 within three months of the date of entry of the national stage as set forth in

§ 1.491 in an international application (37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b)(2)). No fee or

statement is required.

c. [] concurrently with the filing of a Request for Continued Examination under

§ 1.114 (37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b)(4)). No fee or statement is required.

d. [:1 before the mailing date of a first Action on the merits (37 C.F.R. §

1.97(b)(3)). No fee or statement is required.

In the event that a first Office Action on the merits has been issued, please

consider this IDS under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(c) and see the statement under

37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e) below, or, if no statement has been made, charge our

deposit account in the amount of $180.00 as required by 37 C.F.R. §

1.17(p).

V. I21 THIS IDS IS BEING FILED UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.97§c):

(check one box)

before the mailing date of a Final Office Action under 37 C.F.R. § 1.113 (See 37 C.F.R. §

1.97(c)(l)) or before the mailing date of a Notice of Allowance under 37 C.F.R. § 1.311

(See 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(c)(2)).

a. K4 No statement; therefore, a fee in the amount of $180.00 as required by 37

C.F.R. § 1.17(p).
or

b. 1:] See the statement below. No fee is required.

3
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VI. STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § l.97(e) (check only one box)

The undersigned hereby states that

a. D each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in any

communication from a foreign Patent Office in a counterpart foreign

application not more than three months prior to the filing of this IDS; or

b. [:I no item of information contained in the IDS was cited in a communication

from a foreign Patent Office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to

the knowledge of the person signing the certification afier making

reasonable inquiry, no item of IDS was known to any individual

designated in 37 C.F.R. § l.56(c) more than three months prior to the

filing of the IDS.

c. I: Some of the items of information were cited in a communication from a

foreign Patent Office. As to this information, the undersigned states that
each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in a

communication from a foreign Patent Office in a counterpart foreign

application not more than three months prior to the filing of this IDS. As

to the remaining information, the undersigned hereby states that no item of

this remaining information contained in the IDS was cited in a

communication from a foreign Patent Office in a counterpart foreign

application and, to the best of my knowledge after making reasonable

inquiry, was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c)

more than three months prior to the filing of this statement.

VII. PAYMENT OF FEES (check one box)

[2] Payment by credit card Form PTO-2038 in the amount of $180 required by 37

C.F.R. § 1.17(p) is enclosed for the above-identified fee.

I:I Please charge Deposit Account No. l6—1435 in the amount required by 37 CFR.
§ 1.l7(p) for the above—indicated fee. A triplicate copy of this paper is attached.

I:] No fee is required.
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If the Examiner has any questions concerning this IDS, he/she is requested to contact the

undersigned. If it is determined that this IDS has been filed under the wrong rule, the PTO is

requested to consider this IDS under the proper rule and charge the appropriate fee to Deposit
Account No. 16-1435.

If necessary, the Commissioner is hereby authorized in this, concurrent, and future replies, to

charge payment or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 16-1435 for any additional

fees required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 or under § 1.17.

Respectfully submitted,

KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

 
1 Carl Sanders (Reg. . , —~\. 3

1001 West Fourth Street

Winston—Sa1em, NC 27101-2400

Date: [11/’U1'\ 21¢‘ 7\9l0 By‘

Attachment(s): E PTO/SB/08

Documents
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Attorney Docket IMM 1 47.Cl

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of : Kenneth M. Martin

Application No. : 1 1/693,1 17

_ For : Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Filed : March 29, 2007 -

Examiner : Ricardo Osorio

Art Unit : 2629

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Sir:

The following Amendment and Remarks are submitted in response to the Office

Action mailed December 29, 2009.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 15 of this paper.

US2000 11732767.!
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

1. (Currently Amended) A method, comprising:

outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical object on a touch-

sensitive input device;

receiving a sensor signal from the touch~sensitive input device, the sensor signal

indicating an object contacting the touch—sensitive input device and a pressure of the

contact;

determining an interaction between the object contacting the touch—sensitive input

device and the graphical object based at least in part on the pressure;

generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction, wherein the

actuator signal is configpred to cause a first haptic effect if the pressure is less than a first

pressure threshold and cause a second haptic effect if the pressure is between the first

pressure threshold and a second pressure threshold; and

outputting the actuator signal.

2. (Cancelled)

3. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when

the object contacts the touch—sensitive device at a location corresponding to the graphical

object.

2ofl7
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4. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when

the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not corresponding to the

graphical object.

5. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the display signal is configured to

display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

6. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be output

when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a softkey in

a home position.

7. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

one softkey for each digit from O to 9.

8. (Original) The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises the

key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.

9. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein the graphical object

comprises a first graphical object and a second graphical object, the-haptieeffeet

 md

if the object contacts the first graphical object, whe1=e'+n—the first haptic effect is

configured to be output ifthe pressure

is less than the first pressure threshold and the second haptic effect is configured to be

3ofl7
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output if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and the second pressure

threshold, and

i_f;when-the object contacts the second graphical object a third the second

haptic effect is configured to be output 

object if the pressure is less than the first pressure threshold and a fourth haptic effect is

configured to be output if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and the

second pressure threshold.

10. (Currently Amended) A system, comprising:

a touch sensitive input device configured to output a sensor signal indicating an

object contacting the touch-sensitive input device and a pressure of the contact;

an actuator coupled to the touch-sensitive input device, the actuator configured to

receive an actuator signal and output a haptic effect to the touch-sensitive surface

bas[[t]]ed at least in part on the actuator signal, wherein the actuator signal is configpred

to cause a first haptic effect if the pressure is less than a first pressure threshold and cause

a second haptic effect if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and a second

pressure threshold; and

a processor in communication with the sensor and the actuator, the processor

configured to:

output a display signal configured to display a graphical object on the

touch-sensitive input device;

receive the sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device;

determine an interaction between the object contacting the touch-sensitive

surface and the graphical object based at least in part on the pressure,

4 of 17
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generate the actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction; and

transmit the actuator signal to the actuator.‘

11. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to

generate the actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive input device at a

location corresponding to the graphical object.

12. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to output

the actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object.

13. (Original) The system of claim 10, wherein the display signal is configured to

display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

14. (Original) The system of claim 13, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be

output when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a

softkey in a home position.

15. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

one softkey for each digit from 0 to 9.

16. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises

the key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.

5of17
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17. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 10, wherein the graphical object

comprises a first graphical object and a second graphical object, thevhaptieeffeet

 md

if the object contacts the first graphical object, whe1=ein—the first haptic effect is

configured to be output ifthe pressure

is less than the first pressure threshold and the second haptic effect is configured to be

output if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and the second pressure

threshold, ‘and

i_f_when—the object contacts the second graphical object a third the seeond—haptic

effect is configured to be output_E

the pressure is less than the first pressure threshold and a fourth haptic effect is

configpred to be output if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and the

second pressure threshold.

18. (Currently Amended) A computer-readable medium comprising program code,

comprising:

program code for outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical

object on a touch-sensitive input device;

program code for receiving a sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device,

the sensor signal indicating an object contacting the touch—sensitive input devicean_c_1_a

pressure of the contact;

program code for determining an interaction between the object contacting the

touch-sensitive input device and the graphical object based at least in part on the

pressure;

6 of 17
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program code for generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the

interaction, the actuator signal configured to cause a haptic effect to be output, wherein

the actuator signal is configured to cause a first haptic effect if the pressure is less than a

first pressure threshold and cause a second haptic effect if the pressure is between the

first pressure threshold and a second pressure threshold; and

program code for outputting the actuator signal.

19. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator

signal is generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location

corresponding to the graphical object.

20. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator

signal is generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object.

21. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the display

signal is configured to display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

22. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the haptic effect

is caused to be output when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location

corresponding to a softkey in a home position.

23. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of

softkeys comprises one softkey for each digit from 0 to 9.

7ofl7
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24. (Original) The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of

softkeys comprises the key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.

25. (Currently Amended) The computer-readable medium of claim _2_1, wherein the

graphical object comprises a first graphical object and a second graphical object, the

 md

if the object contacts the first graphical object, wherein-the first haptic effect is

configured to be output ifthe pressure

is less than the first pressure threshold and the second haptic effect is configured to be

output if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and the second pressure

threshold, and

i_f_when—the object contacts the second graphical object a third the seeend—haptic

effect is configured to be output_i_f

the pressure is less than the first pressure threshold and a fourth haptic effect is

configured to be output if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and the

second pressure threshold.

26. (Withdrawn) An apparatus comprising:

at least one input device comprising a first position and a second position, the

input device moveable to the first position upon application of a first pressure to the input

device, and moveable to the second position upon application of a second pressure to the

input device, the second pressure greater than the first pressure;

8of17
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at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device, the processor

configured to:

receive a first input signal from the input device, the first input signal

associated with the first position,

receive a second input signal from the input device, the second input

signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and

transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position.

27. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the input device comprises at

least one of an analog switch, a force sensing resistor, a strain gauge based sensor, a

capacitive touch switch, or a touchpad.

28. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the at least one input device

comprises a plurality of input devices, and the at least one actuator comprising a plurality

of actuators, each actuator coupled to a distinct input device.

9ofl7
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29. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the actuator comprises at least

one of a piezo-electric actuator, a voice coil, a moving magnet actuator, or a flexure

coupled to a motor.

30. (Previously Presented) An apparatus comprising:

at least one input device comprising a first position and a second position, the

input device moveable to the first position upon application of a first pressure to the input

device, and moveable to the second position upon application of a second pressure to the

input device, the second pressure greater than the first pressure;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device, the processor

configured to:

receive a first input signal from the input device, the first input signal

associated with the first position,

receive a second input signal from the input device, the second input

signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and

transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position;

10 of17
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wherein the input device comprises a pressure-sensitive touchpad, and the

apparatus further comprises:

a display panel in communication with the pressure-sensitive touchpad,

the display panel configured to receive the tactile sensations from the pressure-sensitive

touchpad; and

at least one software-generated button configured to be displayed on the

display panel.

31. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the touchpad

comprises a pressure calculator to measure the distinct amount of pressure.

32. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 30, further comprising:

an interface object configured to be used to contact a location on the display panel

corresponding to the at least one software—generated button; and

a pressure calculator to calculate an amount of pressure based upon an amount of

area of the interface object in contact with the display panel.

33. (Previously Presented) The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the interface object

comprises a stylus.

34. (Previously Presented) An apparatus comprising:

at least one input device comprising a first position and a second position, the

input device moveable to the first position upon application of a first pressure to the input

11 ofl7
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device, and moveable to the second position upon application of a second pressure to the

input device, the second pressure greater than the first pressure;

at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output tactile sensations to the apparatus; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device, the processor

configured to:

receive a first input signal from the input device, the first input signal

associated with the first position,

receive a second input signal from the input device, the second input

signal associated with the second position,

transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and

transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position;

wherein the apparatus comprises at least one of a mobile telephone, a personal

computer, or a hand—held computing device.

35. (Withdrawn) An apparatus comprising:

_ an input device configured to communicate an input signal indicating a position of

the input device to an electronic device, the input device configured to move between

multiple positions;

l2of17
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at least one actuator in communication with the input device, the actuator

configured to output a plurality of tactile sensations to the input device; and

at least one processor in communication with the input device and the actuator,

the processor configure to:

receive the input signal,

detect the position of the input device,

to generate an actuator signal configured to cause the actuator to output

one of the plurality of tactile sensations based at least on the position of the input device.

36. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, wherein the actuator is configured to

vary the magnitude of the produced tactile sensation in accordance with the detected

position of the input device.

37. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35, the input device associated with the

selection of at least one function of the apparatus, and the actuator further produces a

function failure notification tactile sensation upon receipt of the input signal associated

with the function and notification of failure of that function.

38. (Withdrawn) The apparatus of claim 35 , further comprising a plurality of input

devices, each input device capable of communicating a unique input signal to the

electronic device and moving between multiple positions.

.39. (Withdrawn) A mobile phone comprising the apparatus of claim 38.

13 ofl7
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40. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, comprising a keypad comprising the

A plurality of input devices.

41. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, wherein the at least one actuator

comprising a plurality of actuators, each actuator coupled to a separate input device.

42. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 39, comprising a plurality of keys

associated, each of the plurality of keys configured to activate a predetermined mobile

phone function, and wherein the actuator is configured to produce the tactile sensation

associated with each mobile phone function upon receipt of the associated input signal.

43. (Withdrawn) The mobile phone of claim 42, wherein the actuator is configured to

produce a function failure notification tactile sensation upon receipt of a function input

signal and a notification of failure of that function.
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REMARKS

This paper is filed in response to the Office Action mailed December 29, 2009.

& Following the amendments above, claims 1, 3-25 and 30-34 are currently pending

in this application. Claims 26-29 and 35-43 have been withdrawn. Claims 1-25 and 30-

34 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b) as allegedly being anticipated by U.S. Patent

Publication No. 2008/0068350 to Rosenberg et al (“Rosenberg”).

Applicant has amended claims 1, 9, 10, 17, 18, and 25, and cancelled claim 2. No

new matter is added by these amendments and support may be found in the specification

and claims as originally filed.

Applicant respectfully traverses each of the Examiner’s rejections of the claims

and requests reconsideration and allowance of all claims in light of the amendments

above and the remarks below.

1. Claim Amendments

Applicant has amended independent claims 1, 10, and 18 to recite that an actuator

signal is based on a pressure relative to two different pressure thresholds. Dependent

claims 9, 17, and 25 were amended to recite that different haptic effects may be generated

based both on amounts of pressures and which object is contacted by an object. Support

for these amendments may be found in the as-filed specification, such in paragraphs 61-

67.

11. § 1021b) — Rosenberg — Claims 1-25 and 30-34

Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection of claims 1-25 and 30-34 under 35

U.S.C. § 102(b) as allegedly being anticipated by Rosenberg.

To anticipated a claim under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b), a reference must disclose each

and every element of the claimed invention.‘

Because Rosenberg does not disclose “wherein the actuator signal is configured to

cause a first haptic effect if the pressure is less than a first pressure threshold and cause a

‘_s_e_eM.P.E.1>. §2131.
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second haptic effect if the pressure is between the first pressure threshold and a second

pressure threshold” as recited in amended claim 1, Rosenberg does not anticipate

amended claim 1. Rosenberg discloses outputting haptic effects to a touch-sensitive

surface upon an object contacting a graphical object; however, Rosenberg does not

disclose outputting different haptic effects based on the sensed amount of pressure when

an object contacts the touch-sensitive surface. Therefore, Rosenberg does not anticipate

amended claim 1. ' Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw the rejection of

claim 1.

Like claim 1, claims 10 and 18 each recites “wherein the actuator signal is

configured to cause a first haptic effect if the pressure is less than a first pressure

threshold and cause a second haptic effect if the pressure is between the first pressure

threshold and a second pressure threshold.” Therefore, claims 10 and 18 are each

patentable over Rosenberg for at least the same reasons as claim 1. Applicant

respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw the rejection of claims 10 and 18.

Regarding claim 30, Rosenberg does not anticipate claim 30 because Rosenberg

does not disclose “transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the first actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation associated with the first

position, and transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the second actuator signal

configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile sensation associated with the

second position.” As discussed above with respect to claim 1, Rosenberg does not

disclose outputting different haptic effects based on the sensed amount of pressure when

an object contacts the touch-sensitive surface. Regarding paragraphs 71-77 of

Rosenberg, this disclosure relates to outputting haptic effects to a touchscreen; however it

does not disclose outputting different haptic effects based on different pressures exerted

on the touchscreen. Therefore, Rosenberg does not anticipate claim 30. Applicant

respectfully requests the Examiner withdraw the rejection of claim 30.

Like claim 30, claim 34 recites “transmit a first actuator signal to the actuator, the

first actuator signal configured to cause the actuator to output a first tactile sensation

associated with the first position, and transmit a second actuator signal to the actuator, the

second actuator signal configured to cause the actuator to output a second tactile

sensation associated with the second position.” Therefore, claim 34 is patentable over

l6of17
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Rosenberg for at least the same reasons as claim 30. Applicant respectfully requests the

Examiner withdraw the rejection of claim 30.

Because claims 3-9, 11-17, 19-25, and 31-33 each depend from and further limit

one of claims 1, 10, 1'8, 30, or 34, each of claims 3-9, 11-17, 19-25, and 31-33 is

patentable over Rosenberg for at least the same reasons. Applicant respectfully requests

the Examiner withdraw the rejection of claims 3-9, 11-17, 19-25, and 31-33.

CONCLUSION

Applicant respectfully asserts that in View of the amendments and remarks above,

all pending claims are allowable and Applicant respectfully requests the allowance of all

claims.

Should the Examiner have any comments, questions, or suggestions of a nature

necessary to expedite the prosecution of the application, or to place the case in condition for

allowance, the Examiner is courteously requested to telephone the undersigned at the

number listed below.

Respectfully sub i ed,

 Date: 14,2-O10
Carl Sanders

Reg. No. 57,203

KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 West Fourth Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27101

(336) 607-7474 (voice)

(336) 734-2629 (fax)

17 0fl7
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